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ABSTRACT 
This study aims at characterising a phenomenon 
which is here called the "topicalisation" of the Noun 
Phrase in Colloquial Cairene Arabic (CCA). The Approach 
is outlined by the Extended Standard Theory TG model, 
but relevant Functionalist views have been considered to 
account for Topic-comment alignment in the dialect. 
Part I, therefore, lays the necessary background for such 
a discussion in connection with traditional Arabic grammars, 
and. grammars of the Standard variety and CCA. Then follows 
an exposition of Topic-comment discussions in universal 
theory, presented under the labels of the various schools 
of linguistics: this is seen to place the issue in a wider 
perspective and provide a basis for the definition of 
terms to be adopted in the present study in Chapter 
Part II is devoted to the relevant movement rules 
that apply to the NP, with particular reference to initial 
position in the sentence. Surface Structure word order is 
seen as a Topic-comment alignment. A number of rules are 
suggested to cover this area of CCA syntax, based on an 
argument that a Verb-initial Basic Structure is required 
to account for the facts of topicalisation. Essentially, 
this study views Surface Structure as effected by a number 
of intrinsically ordered reordering rules which apply to 
shift NP's to the left and to the right of the Predicating 
element. The uhbounded Raising rules apply to NPIs, the 
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bounded rule applies to Adverbials, and backing rules such 
as Extraposition and Right Dislocation apply to Complement 
Sentences and raised NP's respectivelyýtoyietd, - 
Sentence- 
initial Predicates. Obligatory/optional rules apply 
systematically to two different types of clause constituents 
which are S and SI. Relativisation and Clefting are also 
treated as rules relevant to Topic-comment Structure. 
Movement rules trigger focus assignment, resulting 
in a correlation between the choice of Topic for the 
sentence and the distribution of focal emphasis. The 
difference in source structures for Surface Structures of 
different Topic-focus alignment is discussed. And to 
account for the fact that in CCA adja--, cency principles are 
never violated, a tightly operated system of pronominalisa- 
tion is described. It allows elements to be shifted out 
of their DS positions only when this position can be 
traced by a "resumptive" pronoun which replaces the trans- 
ported element and copies its features. DS is, therefore, 
always recoverable at SS level. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This study is an attempt to describe "topicalisation" 
in Colloquial Cairene Arabic (henceforth referred to as 
CCA). Far from being a complete grammar of this variety, 
the present grammar is restricted in two ways: it is seen 
as a partial grammar of aspects relevant to the above 
mentioned syntactic phenomenon, and furthermore, the task 
is confined to Declarative Sentences. With view to the fact 
that the the present study does not take for granted an 
analysis of CCA constituent structure already adopted by 
most linguists describing'the variety within a generative 
transformational framework (e. g. H. Wise, S. Gamal el-Din, 
M. Mallawany), but offers to discuss topicalisation with 
a fresh look into CCA constituency, the above restrictions 
may seem justifiable. 
"Topicalisation" seems to be a process very maL-ch 
a part of the syntax of the spoken varieties of Arabic, 
including CCA. It exhibits itself as much more than just 
a "tendency" or a special structure as may be the case in 
English, for example. The Divisionafa sentence into its 
two natural parts of "subject" and "predicate" is basic 
to traditional grammars of Arabic, which are mainly 
concerned with the Classical variety; but the sentence 
in the spoken variety of CCA can be equally well divided 
into parts which are not less significant as to syntactic 
xii 
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analysis and which are not equivalent to grammatical 
Subject and Predicate. These parts are called "Topic" 
and "Comment,, 
' 
in my analysis. 
The arrangement of Topic and Comment, interacting 
with pronominalisation and patterns of agreement, suggests 
a syntactic justification of this type of partition in the 
sentence of CCA. This structure will be dealt with as a 
"derived structure, " because in the present grammar it is 
effected transformationally. 
The essence of this structure is not unlike the 
common and traditional stand-point of presenting a "topicIf 
and then proceeding to "say something about it. 11 A native 
housewife of Cairo, commenting on the day's shopping, for 
example, will select an element, place it in initial 
(topic) position, and then proceed to comment upon it. 




li; taritha linnAhArDA 
bi xamsa saag likkiilu. 
11(lit. )Potatoes--I bought-them today five 
.1 
pence a kilogram. ' 
The dash in (i) separates the two parts of the sentence 
identifiable as "Topic" and "Comment". It would be 
1 The use of these two terms in the present study does not 
correspond to the division by some linguists of one type 
of sentence in the Standard variety, namely nominal 
sentences, into two parts also called "topic" and "comment-DII 
(See 1.2.1 and 1.2.3 below. ) 
xiv 
rather misleading to reanalyse the same parts as "Subject" 
and "Predicate" respectively, simply because the same 
content can be cast into another structure where the 
elements bear different relations to each other whereas 
the grammatical relation of "Subject" and "Predicate" 
remains constant: this is shown in (ii): 
(ii) Tana 
-ti-stariit lilbATAATiS jinnAhArDA bi 
xamsa saag likkiilu. 
(i) on the other hand can be said to bear both types of 
relations: it has its Topic-comment structure and its 
Subject-predicate structure simultaneously. This study 
among other things will attempt to relate (i) and (ii), and 
also relate both structures to a deeper structure by a 
process of "Topicalisation. " It will also attempt to 
describe structures where, unlike English for example, 
Noun Phrases are allowed to "pile up" at the beginning 
of the sentence. The "Topic". I will deal with is not the 
discoursal topic based on dispensibility; it is rather 
more like Halliday's "theme" which is a clausal notion: 
it is an element of the syntactic structure of sentences. 
(See Lyons, 1968: 336). 1 will look at the linguistic 
facts of CCA directly related to this issue, hoping to 
be able to offer a description of how this variety 
employs this syntactic process for communicative purposes. 
The thesis involved assumes that the "information" 
contained in (i) is essentially different from that 
contained in (ii) above. The discussion, therefore, will 
xv 
have syntactic and pragmatic relevance. The speaker's 
choice of an element for the role of Topic is constrained 
by contextual, situational and functional factors. The 
ensuing word order is something for the grammar to consider. 
Word order in CCA allows the Subject Noun Phrase 
to precede the Verb (or Predicate Phrase) unmarkedly, 
unless initial position is taken up by another Noun Phrase: 
then the Subject Noun Phrase can precede or follow the 
Verb/Predicate Phrase, which may result in the piling up 
of Noun Phrases at the beginning of the sentence. This 
suggests that initial position is a place for a Noun Phrase, 
which has been shifted to that position from any under- 
lying position in the sentence. To study "Topica lisation" 
then is not to study word order as such, but also to 
con sider all the movement rules that result in the 
available word orders, which elements these rules can apply 
to and what restrictions there are over their application. 
I have chosen to build as many constraints as needed., 
into the rules, andstherefore, little is left 
to be filtered 
out by SS constraints. 
In Chapter 1 of Part I--which is basically connected 
with background material and notions adopted 
for the analysis 
in Part II--having isolated the variety to be dealt with 
and introduced the data available on 
it, I will proceed to 
delimit the scope of study as to the relevant 
issues in 
xvi 
question . Then follows a brief background account of the 
related aspects in the traditional grammars of Arabic and 
current discussions of Topic-comment structure in Standard 
Arabic. 
The literature on Topic-comment structure in 
universal theory has greatly augmented over the past two 
decades and will form an essential background to any 
discussion on the same phenomenon manifest in any language. 
I will, therefore, give an account of the main current 
proposals related to this issue in Chapter 2. This will 
help place my discussion in a wider perspective and will 
also prepare the ground for the subject of Chapter 
In Chapter 3,1 will give an exposition of the 
notions to be adoPted in this study and the definitions 
of the relevant terms. The remaining Chapters, of which 
Part II will consist, consider the choices available to 
the native speaker for utilising the initial position in 
the sentence and the structures resulting from these 
choices. Chapter 4 will postulate a possible Basic 
Structure for CCA, then the rest of the Chapters will 
look at how each element topicalises, suggesting rules 
relevant to this process and discussing methods of 
constraining these rules if necessary. The suggested 
rules are all connected with the movement of elements 
to initial position in the sentence. The elliptical and 
xvii 
synchopated nature of structures resulting from question/ 
answer strategy or conversational tactics is not dealt 
with here, as these are relevant to a more discourse 
oriented analysis. 
The proposed grammar is meant to operate within the 
framework of Chomsky's TG model as formulated in the 
Extended Standard Theory, but I have also taken into 
account criticisms of the model in Connection with Topic- 
comment alignment and conditions of sentence use (e. g. 
see P. Sgall, 1973: 305. ) Chomsky's "footnote" account 
of the phenomenon is not exhaustive nor does it answer 
all the questions connected with it. It was, therefore, 
necessary to consider the views of other linguists who 
have dealt with the problem more extensively. 
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Phonological Transcri2tion 
A. Consonants of Colloquial Cairene Arabic 
/b/ voiced bilabial stop 
/t/ voiceless alveolar stop 
/d/ voiced alveolar stop 
/k/ voiceless velar stop 
/g/ voiced velar stop 
/I/ glottal stop 
/f/ voiceless labiodental fricative 
/s/ voiceless alveolar fricative 
/z/ voiced alveolar fricative 
voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 
/X/ voiceless uvular fricative 
/S/ voiced uvular fricative 
/k/ voiceless pharyngal fricative 
/C/ voiced pharyngal fricative 
/h/ voiceless glottal fricative 
/q/ voiceless uvular stop 
/r/ voiced alveolar flap 
/l/ voiced alveolar lateral 
/m/ voiced bilabial nasal 
/n/ voiced alveolar nasal 
/w/ bilabial semi-vowel 
/y/ palatal semi-vowel 
/Z/ voiced velarised alveolar fricative 
/S/ voiceless velarised alveolar fricative 
/T/ voiceless velarised alveolar stop 
/D/ voiced velarised alveolar stop 
xix 
B. Consonants Relevant to Examples from Standard Arabic 
/0/ voiceless dental fricative 
voiced palato-alveolar affricate 
IV voiced dental fricative 
/Z/ voiced velarised dental fricative 
C. A sequence of double consonants are pronounced longer 
than the single consonant, e. g. /ff/ in tuffaaka 
D. Vowels of Colloquial Cairene Arabic 
/i/ front spread close short 
/ii/ front spread close long 
/e/ front spread half-close short 
/ee/ front spread half-close long 
/a/ front open short 
/aa/ front open long 
/A/ back open short 
/AA/ back open long 
/o/ back rounded half close short 
/oo/ back rounded half close long 
/u/ back rounded close short 
/uu/ back rounded close long 
xx 
Abbreviations 
AdjP = Adjectival Phrase 
AdvP = Adverbial Phrase 
Art = Article 
Aux = Auxiliary 
CCA = Colloquial Cairene Arabic 
CD = Con"unicative Dynamism 
Com = Comment 
Comp = Complementiser 
Cop = Copula 
Def = Definite 
Det = Determiner 
DS = Deep Structure 
Fem = Feminine 
Foc = Focus 
FSP = Functional Sentence Perspective 
HN = Head Noun 
Loc = Locative 
N = Noun 
NP = Noun Phrase 
Masc = Masculine 
OBL = Obligatory 
OPT = Optional 
Plur = Plural 
PM = Phrase Marker 
PN = Proper Noun 
PredP = Predicate Phrase 
xxi 
Pred =Predication 
PrepP = Prepositional Phrase 
PRO = Pronoun 
PSR = Phrase Structure Rules 
R-Rule = Raising Rule 
S = Sentence 
SC, = Structural Change 
SI = Structural Index 
Sing = Singular 
SS = Surface Structure 
Top = Topic 
V = Verb 
Some Notational Svmbols 
zero morpheme 
Chomsky-adjoined 
+ i. Sister-adjoined 
ii. positive value of feature 










awkward, of doubtful acceptability 
phonological unit 
feature 
grammatical but not acceptable in this 
context 
A silent syllable (ictus) 
PART 
A BACKGROUND DISCUSSION 
"Studying these aspects of linguistic 
structure upakes one aware of language 
as a linearly organised communication. 
system, in which judicious ordering 
and placing of emphasis may be important 
for the proper understanding of the 
message. It is an area which has been 
comparatively neglected by the grammars 
of the past, - and in which modern ling- 
uistics has made a clear contribution 
to the understanding of how language 
(in particular the English language) 
works. " (Quirk et al, 1972: 937). 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 THE OBJECT OF THE STUDY 
1.1.1 The Variety 
Variation in spoken Arabic has been a widely 
debated subject in present times. Several elements are 
introduced into the discussion concerning regional 
differences (and for that matter similarities) among 
dialects of spoken Arabic in the various Arabic-speaking 
countries and local differences among the several regions 
of one country on the one hand, and on the other, cultural 
differences of educatpd- versus uneducated varieties, 
including stylistic variation dictated by the occasion 
and situation in which the user of the dialect finds 
himself at the moment of the utterance. Above all, there is 
the background of a written variety often referred to 
as "Standard" Arabic, which forms an integral part of 
every educated speaker's competence and which is pervasive- 
ly used by the media. It thereby touches the lives of 
both the educated and uneducated in its daily aspects, 
both in its written and oral forms. 
Regional and local varieties may not be much of a 
problem to isolate, being contoured by political and/or 
3 
geographical boundaries in most cases. Within the contours 
of a local variety, however, the dividing lines along a 
continuum of styles are less clear. Stylistic varieties 
have been often described in isolation from each other, that 
which carries us away from the true situation. The facts 
seem to be in favour of a continuum which could be said 
1 
to exist in two dimensions: a dimengion of educated 
versus uneducated spoken Arabic, and another dimenSion 
within the educated variety of formal versus informal 
speech. 
The latter dimenS. ion ranges from one extreme, the 
prestigious (formal) style, which resembles the written 
language and can at times fall within the grammatically 
and sometimes lexically isolated patterns of traditiono 
2 
to the informal end of the spectrum, which seems to merge 
into the uneducated variety with its culturally and 
stylistically fixed patterns, but with an awareness of a 
Standard language of education in the background and 
perhaps a social factor which compels the educated 
speaker to mark himself as being "educated", whereby the 
user of the informal educated variety consciously avoids 
a portion of the uneducated variety which is to him 
1 By "educated" I mean someone who has spent sometime at 
least in higher education. 
2 Some speakers, in specific situations, will use a language 
that is not different from that of a text being read out. 
5 
"Stigmatised. 11 The following simplified diagram can be 







(No precise proportions are implied by 
this diagram, as it is based on obser- 
vation and not statistical analysis. ) 
Having isolated Cairene Arabic as a local variety, 
the style I am aiming to deal with seems to place itself 
within the lefthand side of (1.1), being as it is the 
variety used by educated speakers of the language in this 
I 
area. On the other hand, the continuum along the vertical 
dimention. of formal versus informal, which consists of 
several levels, is picked up at the point of intersection 
with the horizontal line and following downwards along 
the bold section of the arrow. This is the area I label 
"Colloquial. 111 The variety is therefore Cairene Colloquial 
Arabic (CCA). 
To sum up, I will try to describe the language 
1 This roughly corresponds to W. Labov's "casual speech" 
which he describes as "... in a narrow sense... the every 
day speech used in informal situations, where no attention 
is directed to language. " (1972: 86). 
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spoken by educated Cairenes in informal situations, 
that is in their everyday life, not rising to a level of 
formality where the influence of the educated written 
variety can be predominantly felt. 
1.1.2 The Data 
What has been said above should not preclude the 
fact that opinions, including those of native speakers of 
the language, may differ greatly 6n this issue. The 
tendency of one person to use or not to use a certain 
level of the educated spoken variety may depend on the 
nature and type of that person's education. So education 
itself is regarded as yet another continuum. People whose 
education, and perhaps career, is directly connected with 
the language, such as teachers of Arabic or religion, 
preachers, law-yers7 and others, would perhaps opt for 
lexical items and grammatical forms that are more elevated 
than another person's whose education and career has less 
to do with the language per se. It is also important to 
mention that occasions and situations do playApart in 
determining the level of formality. I will, therefore, 
look at the former group as a special case and my descrip- 
tion of the variety will not take account of it. The 
intention is to Study the language of the majority of 
educated people. 
The data processed for this purpose comes from 
three sources: first, informants who fall within the 
7 
category of speakers described above as relevant to the 
subject of this study. They are people of both sexes 
and all with university degrees obtained in Egypt. In 
the second place, I have relied on my own intuition, as a 
speaker of this variety, falling as I do within the above 
mentioned group. 
The third source is a large number of recordings 
of educated spoken Arabic carried out by members of the 
Arabic Research Project at Leeds University (1975-80) on 
site during a- tour of several Arabic-speaking countries, 
including Egypt, and from various radio and television 
broadcasts in those countries. This third source provides 
the main body of objective data required; however, I had 
recourse to the first two sources in places where crucial 
and decisive evidence was needed on points not covered by 
the tapes. 
1.1.3 Limitations of the Data 
The data used for the present purpose presented 
cert, 4in limitations. One limitation can be described 
in terkns of Labov's Tormal" context ( 1972 : 86) in the 
sense tha, t an attempt to elicit forms or seek opinion 
will always be consciously oriented. The tapes are mostly 
set within the framework of interviews. Meanwhile, intra- 
spection can be the most conscious source of all, being as 
it is always subjective. The problem of data from 
intuition versus data from actual speech, i. e. coming 
8 
to "grips with the languagelt or "looking closely and 
directly at the data of everyday speech" (Labov, ibid.: 201) 
is presumably a common one. The recordings presented the 
difficulty of "formal" context and at times a style highly 
biassed towards the formal end of the arrow in (1.1). 
Dealing with informants, the objectivity of the data was 
often affected by a consciousness of the aim and a 
linguistic awareness in most cases. Faced with these 
problems, introspection proved vital in view of the rarity 
of certain syntactic forms not likely to be used in the 
"careful" speech of interviews. 
I have attempted to mitigate the impact of these 
shortcomings by using the few situations available where 
"casual" conversation could be observed without inter- 
ference or by creating such situations for the purpose. 
This was achieved not without difficulty because the mere 
suggestion of recording or the use of pen and paper never 
failed to throw the speakers head-on into the type of 
"carefull' speech that is unwanted. 
However, the data available has not always been 
difficult to use. A good number of the tapes were recorded 
with enough care and skill to secure an amount of object- 
1 Although "formal" as used by Labov is contextually deter- 
mined--as different from my use which 
is stylistically 
determined--it is still relevant in the sense that context 
could be a determining factor of style. 
91- 
ivity and "casualness" that is needed for any study, and 
the language consciousness in this case was kept quite lowl 
especially where peer groups were used. This naturally 
loosened the stylistic co#straints. 
1.1.4 The Focus of the Study 
Spoken (Colloquial) Egyptian Arabic has been 
approached phonologically, morphologicallyl syntactically 
and intonationally by several studies during the past 
nearly twenty-five years. 
1 The syntactic studies seemed to 
pay little attention to one particular surface structure 
form of sentence, almost left unaccounted for, neither 
in PSR's nor transformationally. This type of sentence 
is illustrated in (1.2Y-(1.5): 
(1.2) iilbint fustanha luunu TAhmAr 
"(lit. ) The girl her-dress its-colour 
re 
"The girl's dress is red in colour" 
(1-3) Tilwalad labuu DArAbu 
The boy his-father hit-him" 
"The boy's father hit him" 
'Among theseý- are: T. F. Mitchell (1956); R. S. Harrel (1957); 
H. M. Abul Fetouh (1961); 9. Gamal el-Din (1961); T. F. 
Mitchell (1962); Di El-Sayyed (1962); A. G. E. Osman (1968); 
H. Wise (1975); J. W. S. Atiya (1976); A. Sallam (1979); 
M. bdallawany (1921). 
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lilbArAAmig ýittilifizyttuniyya kitiir minha 
luu tatsiir Cala nnaas. 
"(lit. ) The-television programmes most of- 
them have an influence over the people. " 
"Most of the television programmes have an 
influence over the people-. " 
(1-5) iilkitaab da 2ana li-stariitu min zamaan. 
This book I bought-it a long time 
ago . 11 
"This book I bought it a long time ago. " 
These sentences all have syntactic features in 
common: -the initial position is occupied by a Noun Phrase, 
followed by a Predicate clause which in itself consists 
of a Subject Noun Phrase and a Verb (with its complements) 
or another Noun Phrase in turn predicated by a clause is 
in (1.2). The Predicate clause always contains an anaphoric 
pronoun that is coreferential with the initial Noun Phrase. 
1.1.4.1 Gamal el-Din 
Gamal el-Din (1961) hints at a possible trans- 
formational relation between pairs of sentences such as 
(1.2) and (1-5) and their counterparts in (1.2a)and (1.5a): 
(1.2) a. luun fustaan 2ilbint 2AkmAr. 
"The colour of the girl's dress is red. " 
a. Tana ? -i; tareet 
2ilkitaab da min zamaan. 
11 
"I bought this book a long time ago. " 
The initial Noun Phrase is called an "appositive" which is 
defined as a "slot which may be filled by an Nd (NC or NP) 
and which is in exocentric relationship with the sequence 
following it. "(Gamal el-Din, 1967). (Nd stands for "definite 
noun", NC for "nominal construct" and NP for "nominal - 
phrase. ) It is left at that, neither the process by which 
these structures relate nor the relation between the two 
parts of the sentence in (1.2) and (1-5) for example being 
investigated any further. 
1.1.4.2 Hilary Wise 
Wise includes among the Phrase Structure rules of 
Colloquial Egyptian Arabic the following relevant rules 
(1975: 
S --4 
(Pre S) NP + Pred 
Pred P 
Pred 





Pred P -4 Loc 
Time 
QPrep P 
(Det) N (S) 
NP S 
As suchIsentences as not be 
accounted for in the PSR's of the Base in Wise's grammar. 
Her rewrite of Pred, distinguishes two types of sentences: 
"verbal" and "nominal" sentences. In neither case does S 
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figure as a Predicate which makes the initial NP always 
function as grammatical subject. S is relevant to the 
ini al symbol and the relative clause only. Transformation- 
ally,, Wise deals with a SI of the form: 
NP Prep P 
as an input to the topicalisation transformation. Topic- 
alisation, takes place by preposing the Prep P optionally 
in the case of a definite NP and obligatorily in the case 
of an indefinite NP, to be "considered a somewhat less 
favourite option to 'If iih "-placement. "(Ibid. : 133). 
1A 
secondary topicalisation applies when "the NP is moved 
out to the left from the Prepositional Phrase, leaving 
a place-marking pronoun. " (Ibid. ) This will derive the 
following structure: 
. 
Tikkitaab fiddurg fiddurg lik-kitaab liddurg 
fiih Tikkitaab 
"(lit. ) the book in-the -drawer, " "in-the-drawer the 
book, " "the drawer in-it the book. " 
Topicalisation of NP is independent of the Prep P pre- 




1 It is worth noting here that "topicalisation" and "fiih"- 
placement are independent of each other, as we can have: 
fiih fiddurg kitaab liCAATif. 
"There (is) in the drawer a book for-A-tif. 11 
2 This is not the example used by Wise. Her example is: 
Tiddurg Tikkitaab mafihuug 
11(lit)the drawer the book not-in-it. " 
which is ungrammatical, The reason why it is so will 
be 
discussed in Section 5.6.1 below. 
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"(lit. ) The drawer the book not in-it. 11 
"The book is not in the drawer. " 
Although Wise had earlier removed the possibility of 
preposing a Pred Pý-dominated Loc as a criterion for 
differentiating between Loc and Prep P in the 
(zayy) NP 
Adj (Degree) 
Pred P Loc 
r Time 
I Prep P 
PSR 
yet in her treatment of topicalisation, she does not 
stick to this rule. 
It is, therefore, hoped that by this study a 
significant gap in the description of CCA can be filled. 
The following Sections will look at relevant treatments 
and definitions in traditional grammars of Arabic and in 
more recent studies; and the rest of Part I will consider 
the various approaches to the question of first position 
in the sentence. This issue has been dealt with under 
the rubric of Topic and Comment in universal theory. 
It will be followed by a definition of the terms 
required for the discussion in Part II. 
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1.2 A BACKGROUND OF DISCUSSIONSI: A Survey of Relevant 
Material on Standard Arabic 
1.2.1 Traditional Grammars 
It will be important for a discussion of a syntac- 
tic process like topicalisation in CCA to look at tradition- 
al grammars of Arabic and their division of sentences into 
types to find out where the sentence type under discussion 
fits in. 
Traditional grammars of Arabic describe two types 
of sentence: a sentence beginning with the verb is called 
jumla f iCliyya(ýa verbal sentence,, " and a sentence beginning 
A&- 
with the noun is called jumla iismiyya "a nominal sentence. " 
Sentences beginning with kaana "was" and linna (an 
emphatic particle) and similar particles, remain nominal 
sentences. In the case of a nominal sentence, the 
predicate can be in the form of a verbal phrase or clause 
or a non-verbal phrase. The initial nominal is called 
Talmubtadal (the point of departure) and the rest is 
called TaIxAbAr (the message. ) Wright equates thern 
to 
the two functions of "Subject" and "Predicate". which 
for him are the two natural parts of the sentence. 
These 
two elements could be optionally permuted for communica- 
tively functional purposes. 
1 The translation of these two terms comes from W. Wright 
(ed. )(1951: Vol-IIi 125). 
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A relation which Arab grammarians dealt with under 
rhetoric is lallisnaad "predicatio#. "(AI-AnsdAri: Vol. I: 
376). It is this relation that embraces the two types of 
sentences , verbal and nominal. lalmusnad Tilayh, "of which 
something is predicated". is always the Subject of the 
Verb or Talmubtadal. lalmusnadillthe predicatellis always 
the Verb or IalxAbAr, regardless of their place in the 
sentence: the uAderlined elements in each pair in (1.6)- 
remain lalmusnad Tilayh and the rest of the sentence 
in each case is lalmusnad: 
(1.6) a. jaala rrAjulu 
"(lit. ) Came the man. " 
-TarrAjulu 
jaala 
a. Caliyyun fi DDAAr 
"(lit. ) Ali in the house. " 
b. fi DDAAri Caliyy% 
It is this relation which should be more readily 
acquainted with the relation Subject-Predicates and 
it is 




1 Ibn Hishaam adds yet a third type of sentence to the above 
two, called DArfiyya "Adverbial", where Talmusnad 
is an , 
adverb of place or time or a prepositional phrase, such as 
(1-7) above. In fact this is the only type of sentence 
that 
Wise attempted to deal with in connection with 
the topical- 
isation transformation. 
A possible fourth type for Ibn Hishaam is 
the 
Conditional sentence or jumlatu ssArT, which is free 
of the relation Tal-%snaad. 
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The Arab grammarians then regarded the positions 
of "Subject" and "Predicate" as permutable, and this is 
generally an optional process, except when the Subject 
is indefinite: it is then obligatorily preceded by the 
Predicate, provided the Subject is an independent element. 
(Al-Ashmouni: 101). The extraposition of the Subject 
clause containing the complementiser T&nna is also 
obligatory. 
Opinions differed, however, as to the status of a 
sentence with a verbal element in the Predicate that has 
I been round the Subject, whereby the Subject 
occupies initial position in the sentence. Does such 
a structure count as nominal or verbal? There is no 
consensus here: it has been classified as one or the 
other, and some grammarians regard it as an ambivalent 
sentence with no conclusive classification. 
The permutation process is called Iattaqdiim 
watta. txiir "preposing and extraposing", including the 
alternative positions of the participants of the verb 
in verbal sentences. The nature of such a movement 
was semantically explained. The syntactic relation 
between types of sentences containing verbs (the verbal 
sentence proper, the nominal sentence with a verbal 
predicate, and the nominal sentence with a sentential 
predicate) was not explored. 
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In the light of recent linguistic views, such 
cases have again been subjected to explanation within the 
framework of a transformational generative description. 
Two different views exist: the one regards them as cases 
of movement transformations and the other as cases of 
embedding S structures within S structures, and thus 
generates them in the base. 
1.2.2 Anshen and Schreiber 
F. Anshen and P. A. Schreiber (1968) suggest a 
"focus" transformation 
1 to deal with aspects of constit- 
uent movement to initial position in the sentenceg relating 
Surface Structures with different word orders to an under- 
lying structure and Indicating a functional value resulting 
from this movement. "Nominal non-equative sentences" of 
the form Noun Phrase-Verb are related to "verbal 
sentences" of the form Verb-Noun Phrase through this 
transformation, which duplicates the post-verbal noun 
with a copy before the verb, and leaves the post-verbal 
noun to be pronominalised, namely by inflecting 
the 
verb for number. This relates the two main verb-containing 
sentence types of Standard Arabic to a single 
deep source. 
It follows that verbs in Arabic are not inflected for 
number except as a pronominal realisation of a preposed 
1 
What is referred to as "focus" here is different from 
the function "focus" as depicted in this study. Anshen 
and Schreiber's transformation will roughly correspond 
to what I will call "Topicalisation. " 
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subject. We will see in Chapter 4 that this could be 
a plausible assumption in connection with CCA as well. 
However, in CCA the loss of inflectional categories on 
nouns (in Standard Arabic nouns inflect for gender and 
number) may have resulted in a word order that is 
basically different from Standard Arabic and where linear 
order has been made more rigid to make up for the loss 
of those categories. 
Anshen and Schreiber first suggestl-a permutation 
transformation of the form: 
Pred Phrase-NP NP-Pred Phrase 
They further explain the number agreement and the preposing 
of non-subject nouns by replacing this transformation by 
an optional "focus" transformation which applies to all 
types of sentences and to any Noun Phrase in the 
sentence (ibid.: 795): 
T-focus (optional): 
X- NP -Y -? 
NP I-X- NP -Y 
I 
where NP = NPI and NP is not the first member of 
a construct phrase. 
1 Mathews (1981: 255) finds that "it is a commonplace of 
linguistic typology that the more relations are realised 
by inflections the more the order is, or can be, syntag- 
matically free. " In Standard Arabic, inflectional categories 
suggest syntactic relations, whereas the order of words 
suggests thematic functions: these two functions have 
been conflated in CCA in word order, which will be dis- 
cussed in Part II. 
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This transformation is suggested to account for 
other aspects of Arabic grammar as well. It removes the 
necessity for "postulating subjectless sentences, " such 
as the case of katabtu ddarsa, where the verb is considered 
to bear the subject pronoun in the form of number 
agreement; it can be considered obligatory in cases of 
an embedded S with the complementiser Tanna, where the 
order is obligatorily NP - VP; and it eliminates 
restrictions on relativisation by removing the asymmetry 
that exists between relative clauses where the N that is 
identical with the noun modified by the relative clause 
is explicitly realised when it is not the Subject of the 
clause and is "implied" when it is the Subject.. By 
acknowledging number agreement as a pronominal form, 
every "relative clause must satisfy the noun identity 
condition" (ibid.: 796) and the pronominalisation 
tr, ansformation becomes obligatory. 
But the rule as it stands here needs to be further 
constrained as to definiteness because only 
Definite NPIs 
can undergo T-focus; it must also be constrained as 
to the 
order of the-"focussed" constituents. 
Furthermore, 
Anshen and Schreiber do not consider cases where 
the 
preposed element is not a NP. Although 
the present study 
is meant to deal with a colloquial variety, 
it is hoped 
that some of its findings would apply 
to Standard Arabic 





The apparently anomalous situation of why the 
transformation does not apply to the first member of a 
construct phrase is left by Anshen and Schreiber as a 
special condition on their suggested transformation, and 
therefore it remains a question yet to be answered. The 
answer is plausibly suggested by N. K. Lewkovicz three 
years later: 
The source of their difficulty here is 
confusion between noun and noun phrase 
The point is that the topic must 
be a noun PHRASE.... Thus, since the 
construct is an NP having the (surface) 
structure N+NPI, either the entire 
construct or the NPI can be converted to 
replacive pronoun, but not the initial 
(head) noun, (Lewkovicz 1971: 811, ftn. 4) 
Lewkovicz takes a different view on the nature 
of "topicalised" sentences. She describes a Topic- 
comment sentence as consisting of a "noun phrase" (always 
definite, never inddfinite) which is the topic, followed 
by a comment-clause containing a REPLACIVE PRONOUN, whose 
referent is the topic. 11(ibid.: 810)o The structure "adds 
emphasis on the NP serving as topic, " (ibid. : 811). She 
argues a rule for generating Topic-comment sentences in 
Deep Structure as NP+embedded S. Simple nominal sentences 
with the sequence Subject-Verb should equally be generated 
in the Base as Topic-comment structures. She rejects the 
replacive pronoun as part of the inner comment and says 
it must be contained in the inner topic., '(ibid.: 
813, ftn. 7)- 
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For example in a sentence like 






3 Com 3) com 2) com 1) 
"(lit. ) The boy his-father his-house is big" 
"The house of the boy's father is big. ' 
the replacive pronoun is contained in Top 2 and 
Top 
3 and 
neither in this nor in any other sentence can it be 
contained in the Comment. Besides, Lewkovicz does not 
accept the replacive pronoun as the entire inner Subject, 
1 
Lewkoviczls contraint may apply to the "Subject" 
of the verb in the inner Comment only. As may be clear 
from Beeston's example(see ftn. 1 below) the independent 
replacive pronoun can be the Subject only of equative 
clauses fuhctionaing as inner Comment. The function of 
such a pronoun, iS, however, debatable. The appearance 
of a verb in the inner Comment will demand the use of 
Lewkovicz allows a transformation to 
to produce an embedded Topic-comment 
another to duplicate the Topic in the 
cycli#g is restricted to once by A. F. 
and is allowed twice only in case the 




Comment. This re- 
Beeston (1974: 474), 
third theme is a 
conditions. He gives 







'? (lit) The teacher his students they (are) the 
people responsible for the outrage. " 
where the third theme humu is an independent pronoun in 
Subject position and at the same time replacing TullAAbuhu. 
Whether or not Beeston assumes an "embedding" rule like 
Lewkovicz is not clear, but obviously there is a 
disagreement over the statusof the independent replacive 
pronoun. This point in connection with CCA will be discussed 
in Part II. 
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an explicit relative pronoun which will render the 
function of the independent pronoun more like a copular 
one. In fact, Anshen and Schreiber regard it as a deletable 
copula which in this case becomes non-deletable. I tend 
to understand Beeston's "third theme" not as such but as 
a copular pronoun in an equative structure (see Section 
5.6 below) . 
Lewkoviez's constraint on the placement of the 
replacive pronoun in case the Comment itself is a topic- 
comment structure is however denied by the facts of 
Arabic . If we take into consideration that elements can 
be topicalised from positions in the embedded Topic- 
comment clause not restricted to Subject position, we will 
see that Lewkoviczls explanation does miss an important 
generalisation. Overlooking the transformational nature 
of topicalisatiOn in favour of generating Topic- comment 
structure in the Base will lead to many complications 
and unnecessary constraints besides the one already 
suggested by Lewkovicz. Her theory apparently works 
because the cases where her constraint applies are cases 
where the SS in question has been derived from an under- 
lying Subject construct (or multiple construct; see Sec- 
tion 7.3.2 below) form only. When the NP contained in 
the construct is topicalised, this restriction holds. 
But when the topicalised NP has been fronted from an 
underlying object position, the only place for the 
replacive pronoun in SS will be a post-verbal position, 
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which is by definition a Comment position. The problem 
which led to her proposal lies in the fact that all her 
examples are transforms of underlying genitive relations 
in Subject position. But if we assume that genitive 
relations can occur elsewhere in the sentence and that 
cohstituents other than the Subject can by topicalised, we 
will find that the replacive pronoun can occur freely in 
the place from which the fronted NP has been lifted. (1.8) 
which is derived from (1.9) will illustrate this point: 
(1.8) lamma 12ustaadu faTTullAAbu niSfuhu m laa 
yukibbuh 
"(lit. ) As for the teacher the students 
half-of-them do not like-him. " 
"As for the teacher, half of the-students 
do not like him. " 
( Replacive pronouns are underlined twice. ) 
The final uh in (1.8) 
1 
replaces lallustaadu, the 
Topic, which has been moved from object position in (1.9): 
(1.9) niSfu TTullAAbi laa yukibbu liustaada 
Therefore, as a replacive pronoun it does occur in the 
embedded Comment. The hum pronoun attached to niSf in 
(1.8) is in construct with TullAAb in the underlying 
structure and as such it does obey Lewkoviczls constraint. 
11 
would suggest this sentence as an instance of three 
successive Topics in Standard Arabic, the third not nec- 
essarily an independent pronoun as suggested by Beeston 
(see ftn. 19page 20 above). Lewkoviczls examples (15) 
(1971: 815) is another case. 
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Despite Lewkoviczls claim that a Topic-comment 
structure generated in the Base is more accessible to 
descriptions of other parts of the grammar where the 
structure can be embedded (e. g. relative clauses) 
1, 
an 
extraction transformation is capable of embracing-more 
facts of CCA. It simplifies the rules by assuming under- 
lying relations which prove relevant to surface constraints 
on the selection of Topic and on the placement of the 
replacive pronoun which is not totally explained by 
LewkoviczIs embedding rule. 
1.2.4 V. Bub enik 
A treatment of the same structure from a functional 
point of view is g--L*ven by Vit Bubenik'kl979). He looks at 
how Arabic meets the requirements of theme-rheme organisa- 
tion, being allowed more freedom of order than, for example, 
English. This is done by virtue of the resumptive pronoun 
(Lewkoviczls replacive pronoun) which makes the thematisa- 
tion of elements in the Predicqte possible within the 
active voice. He proposes "themeness and givenness" as 
deep level phenomena determining the grammatical choice 
of voice, dislocation, inversion and clefting. He does 
not accept Wise's analysis of Arabic passives in the 
manner of an English grammar model. Arabic passives 
Anshen and Schreiber also find Topic-comnient relations 
to be relevant to relativisation. A more detailed study 
of the relation between relativisation and Topic-comment 
structure is made On Japanese by S. Kuno(1976: 
417-441), 
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are always agentless-; what could be an equivalent structure 
to English passives is an Arabic active structure where 
agents are expressed as extraposed subjects. Where Li 
and Thompson (1976; see Section 2.5 below) have presented 
a chart with Arabic featuring as "subject prominent" in 
their typology, Bubenik reclassifies it as intermediate 
between subject prominence . -and topic prominence-. - 
It is hoped that the present study will help 
consolidate Bubenik's view, at least in connection with 
CCA. 1 Bubenik suggests that according to Li and Thompson 
(1976) , the surface coding of Arabic is topic oriented. 
Arabic utilises double-subject constructions; it has 
extensive thematisation; it has a very restricted use 
of passives, and those used are mostly non-agentive; 
middle-voice, on the other hand, is widely used; and 
Arabic has no dummy subjects. I would like to add that 
concluding from Keenan (197670a language can be seen 
as subject prominent when syntactic processes distinguish 
the function "subject" from non-subject NPIs and when 
subject is distinguished from topic by some features. How- 
ever, Keenan allocates to topic prominent languages 
1 
Bubenik in his paper studies Standard Arabic in particular, 
but as he chooses to comment on Wise in this connection, 
and Wise is writing about Egyptian Spoken Arabic, it is 
assumed that his remark is meant to apply more widely 
than just to Standard Arabic. Although I tend to agree 
with him in general on his classification of Arabic, I 
disagree on the fact that all passives in Arabic are 
agentless. The "by" form does exist: 
. 
Til2ahli 2itgalab min izzamaalik 
"The National(club) was beaten by the Zamaalik (club). 
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more characteristics (proposed by Li and Thompson (ibid. )) 
among which some do apply to Arabic; topicalisation in 
Arabic is not a marked process, topic is not overtly coded 
1 
in the surface, topics exhibit discourse deletion where 
reference to them is clear, and they exhibit the typical 
characteristics of topical NPIs such as representing 
"old information'llbeihg the"centre of attention"s bbing 
always Definite, and exhibiting nO agreement pattern 
with the verb. In CCA, subject prominence is a feature 
that is no more dominant than .. topic prominence, if 
not subsumed by it. 
1 Topics are not marked by any case markings in topic- 
prominent languages; but their charadteristic position 
is sentence initial position 
(see Li and Thompson, 1976: 
465) which is the case in CCA, and also in CCA topic 
is 
always resumed by a pronoun in the comment, 
(Also see 
p. 89 below. ) 
CHAPTER 
A BACKGROUND OF DISCUSSIOM II: 
Topic-comment in Universal Theory 
2.1 Introduction 
Topic-comment structure, not unlike other semantic 
notions, remains a controversial issue in modern linguistic 
theory. The scene abounds with discrepancies and the 
search for a characterisation of these notions in contem- 
porary grammatical models is still tentative. It may still 
have a long way to go, but it is seen as an essential 
approach to the analysis of language. Linguists in general 
have been dissatisfied with the idea of language as an 
autonomous system of grammarthat observes its own rules. 
"Whyll is considered to be as important to answer as "how" 
or "what". In what ways do context and situation constrain 
speech is an important question: pragmatics, psychology, 
and society are introduced on the scene. Language is seen 
as a purposive activity, and a functional approach regards 
language as a communicative vehicle. "Givenness and Theme- 
ness", for example, are not merely performance featuresq 
but can "work deeper... to motivate the selection of 
grammatical voice and movement transformations. "(Bubenik, 
1979: 299) e 
The issue is of typological interest too: languages 
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such as Chinese and Lolo-Burmese present a certain 
difficulty to a typology of languages based on the 
notion "Subject of 11 (Li and Thompson 1976). According to 
Kuno (1976), Japanese has sentences with Topic-comment 
organisation with no counterparts in the system. These are 
difficult to account for in the light of universal 
categories of linguistic structure established by Joseph 
Greenberg (1966), which assume that "Subject" is the 
only relevant functional category. Similarly, Keenan 
(1976) uses "Subject" and ". Predicate" as universal 
organisational principles. 
On the other hand, Gruber (1969) finds that the 
child's acquisition of language, even a language with an 
obvious subject prominence like English, displays a Topic- 
comment organisation at an early stage: subject-verb 
organisation is characterisitc of adult grammar. Topic- 
comment is therefore the precursor of the subject-Predicate 
relation, and is more fundamental (Gruber 1969: 446). He 
is joined by T. Givon (1976) in considering Topic-comment 
organisation in language to be syntactically relevant and 
universal rather than merely typological. In the face 
of such complications, Li and Thompson (1976) attempted 
to dig deeper and devise a new set of typological 
categories that would prove more relevant to the facts 
of different languages (see Section 2.5 below). It is 
necessary to be able to describe languages such as Chinese 
but it can also account for SS phenomena in subject 
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prominent languages. 
In the light of such findings, linguists have been 
determined to define and incorporate the Topic-comment 
relation into descriptive models of grammar and into 
universal theory and typological systems. The issue 
has been approached by the various schools of linguistics: 
the Prague School, Systemic Grammar, Generative Syný&c-OC 
models and Generative Semantic Wodels. It has now become 
so compelling that some linguists tend to find theories 
that ignore it totally deficient: 
It is tikme to re-examine every major'syntactic' 
process and every major 'syntactic' constraint 
from a functional point of view, to find semantic 
explanations for its existence in case the 
syntactic characterisation holds, and to find 
a deeper and more accurate semantic organisa- 
tion in case the syntactic facts are simply 
superficial and 'almost correct' syntactic 
manifestations of non-syntactic factors. 
(Kuno 1976: 420) 
2.1.1 But the issue has its seeds in traditional grammar. 
"Subject" has been already accepted by many grammarians 
as representing the various notions of "grammatical 
subject, " "logical subject, " and "psychological subject. " 
Jespersen (1924) gives an interesting picture of what 
he refers to as a "confusion of concepts"(ibid.: 150) which 
induced some linguists to dispense with the term "subject" 
and "predicate" altogether. The ambiguity mentioned above 
led to its definition as "granted information" or what 
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makes', the hearer think and predicate is what he thinks 
about it. To Jespersen, these definitions do not seem to 
help the grammarian because 
word order in actual language is not exclusive- 
ly determined by psychological reasons, but is 
often purely conventional and determined by 
idiomatic rules peculiar to the language in 
question and independent of the will of the 
individual speaker. (ibid. )' 
The way out of this "confusion" as Jespersen suggests 
is to use "subject" and "predicate" exclusively ih their 
grammatical sense; he refuses"to attach to these words 
the adjunct 'logical' and Ipsychological'611 
2.1.2 C. F. Hockett went straight to the point and was the 
first to introduce the terms "topic" and "comment" as 
functions which are syntactically different from "subject" 
and "predicate". It is perhaps due to him that this 
recent awareness of the role of topic and comment arose. 
He presented it as a near-universal generalisation: 
Every human language has a common clause type 
with bipartite structure in which the constit- 
uents can reasonably be termed 'topic' and 
'comment'. (Hockett 1966: 23) 
A topic is not necessarily the subject of the sentence, 
but can be an object "spoken first because it specifies 
11 
would ir#agine that an adequate description would 
account for such rules, plus instances where the speaker 
has the choice within the system among a paradigm of 
structures where each alternative option offers a mean- 
ingful contr,, st. Within such a paradigm the notion of 
"subject" vs "topic" would be relevant. 
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what the speaker is going to talk about. II(Hockett 1958: 301)- 
similar division of functions was also introduced by 
Lyons who did not depart from the traditional view of 
two obligatory major constituents to the sentence, namely 
subject and predicate, which are nuclear; but added the 
optional andvwý-essential constituent of "adjunct", which 
is extranuclear. (Lyons 1968: 334) The term "topic" was 
reserved for the notion "the person or thing about which 
something is said, " and "comment" for the "statement made 
about this person or thing. 11 These in English and European 
languages in general tend to be subjects and predicates, but 
Lyons does not restrict the notion "topic" to grammatice-. 1 
subjects nor to nominals alone, because in other languages 
such as Russian the verb can be in topic position. 
Nearly a decade later, Lyons felt obliged to look 
at "thematic structure" of utterances, or "the way in 
which an utterance is organised, grammatically and phono- 
logically, as a signal encoding a particular context- 
dependent message. " (Lyons 1977: 500) Lyons attempted 
to distinguish the traditional confusion between subject- 
predicate and topic-comment, basing his tharacterisation 
on a distinction between "expressions and their referents": 
the subject is the expression which refers to and identi- 
fies the topic and the predicate is the expression which 
expresses the comment. It follows that the "topic" is the 
referent of the "subject. " In some languages, thematic 
subjects are not distinguished from grammatical subjects, 
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the latter being defined as the "nominal which determines 
verbal concord, " or inflects for a particular case3 or 
has a relative position to other nominals (ibid.: 504). 
Lyons adopts the Praguian dichotomy of theme-rheme as 
"expressions" of what the speaker announces as the topic 
of his utterance and what he wishes to communicate. The 
correlation, high as it is, between initial position and 
thematic subject is explained in terms of discourse elements 
such as "given" being a natural communicative point of 
departure for the message (! bid.: 508); --he agrees with 
Halliday that it is optional, but unlike Halliday, Lyons 
does not separate thematic structure from information 
structure. 
2.1.3 On the whole, the search for the role of topic and 
comment in linguistic theory manifests itself in an attempt 
to answer a host of questions. The answers provided by 
individual linguists are not always in harmony and the 
scene is full of interesting controversies. 
The questions asked concern$ first$ the nature of 
the notions "topic" and "comment" and how they can 
be 
defined and what their functions are. Can they 
be formal- 
ly characterisedl in view of the fact that as semantic 
notions they - often escape the logic of 
formal grammar? 
Linguists who insist upon the univerQlity of topic and 
comment attach a certain syntactic 
importance to them 
and try to incorporate 
them into an already existent 
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grammatical component .: either in deep semantic representa- 
tion (e. g. Lakoff)_ or among SS categories (e. g. Chomsky)o 
Otheri who regard them as only functionally relevant would 
allocate .- 
them to a separate component of the grammar., 
(e. 'g., Dane; and Halliday). 
Once defined, the second question is: are "topic" 
and "comment" language-specific or is there enough evidence 
to classify them as universals? In either case, are they 
clause elements or discourse elements? What does their 
relative position in the sentence tell us about that? 
If linguistic description is meant to discover the 
organising principles behind patterns of grammaticali', ) and 
ungrammaticalitY, aan the comPolling nature of Topic- 
comment structure in some languages reveal it as a -- 
syntactic tool or is it strictly a functional notion 
located within a separate communicative component? 
I 
Third, where does 11topicil occur in the sentence? 
Is it specifically connected with initial positiong or 
is it a logical notion manifested in elements that have -. 
more freedom of occurrence? In other words, is the 
definition of "topic" more adequate in terms of linear 
organisation or is it better defined in terms of logical 
structure and relation to other components of the structure? 
'ý Is it Besides, what constraints pertain to "topic"'. 
contextually constrained by information categories such 
as llgiven/new" or "focus/presupposition"? 
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Finally, what function does topic perform? Is it 
"emphatic"? is it "what the sentence is about"? A "point 
of departure" for the message? Or It a framework within 
which the predication holds"? 
As noneof the topic-comment-like notions 
... was born within the framework of a 
grammatical theory, topic-comment theory 
needs a complete reformulation within any 
defined grammatical theory.... Or we could 
claim that any grammatical theory needs 
reformulation if it tries to cover topic- 
comment relations. (Denzo** and Szepe 1974: 82) 
The next section will look at how such "reformula- 
tions" have been attempted by the various theories of 
grammar, 
2.2 Topic-comment in Transformational Generative Grammar 
While topic-comment (theme-rheme) structure has 
been a central issue to the Praguian functional-theoreti- 
cians, extensively covered by them--its pertinence 
springing from the notions' great communicative potential- 
we find that generative grammars have differed on the issue. 
The generative semanticists tend to deal with it more 
deeply than the interpretiývists, whose basic component 
is essentially syntactic. Th. e latter group deals with 
topic-comment organisation as a SS phenomenon that partly 
results from the application of certain movement rules, 
and partly from the application of surface phonological 
rules. A semantically based generative 
theory would regard 
topic and comment as DS pategories logically accounted 
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for in the Base. Topic is a node generated in the Base 
copying the features of another cogenerated element in the 
comment, to which a later transformation rule would apply 
to result in pronominalisation. It is nototherefore, 
surprising to find Gundel, who adopts a generative 
semanticist viewpoint, reclassifying J. Ross's constraints 
on movement as constraints on deletion (Gundel 1977: 75) - 
2.2.1 ChomskX 
Aspects only gives definitions. Despite the fact 
that they apply to English, they nevertheless always 
carry universal implications. 
To Chomsky, Topic-comment is a SS notion. Although 
SS is a linear organisation which results from the 
application of both obligatory and optional transformations, 
and Topic is considered a surface constituent of S, no 
explanation in the Standard Theory is given as to why 
an optional transformation should apply. No motivation 
has been suggested for the application of a topicalisa- 
tion transformation, for example. Hence, a demand 
for a functional explanation has been increasingly made 
in the light of achievements made by the Praguian linguists 
in this respect. 
In Aspects it is suggested that a possible 
definition of "toPIC is "the leftmost NP that is im- 
mediately dominated by S in surface structure. 
"(221, ftn*32) 
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Such a definition will cover items which range from 
adverbials to NPIs like John in: 
(2.1) It was John who I saw. 
Topic-comment cannot be accommodated into DS 
because it will conflict with grammatical relations 
such as subject-of. It is considered a convenient SS 
category which can help to solve the surface problems 
of what appears to be a double subject or as Chomsky 
puts it, the discrepancy between bases "where there is 
apparently Aever more than a single occurrence of a 
category such as NP in any structure immediately dominated 
by a single category, "(ibid. : 220-21) and SS where more 
than one NP could be imu. -lediately dominated by S. Relation-5 
o 7: subject-predicate are, therefore, deep relations, 
whereas topic-comment are surface relations* Chomsky 
then draws the conclusion that: 
Order is significant in determining the 
grammatical relations defined by surface 
structuref...., that it seems to play no 
role in the determination of grainin"ical 
relations in deep structures. Consequently, 
somewhat different definitions are needed 
for surface structure notions. 
(ibid. ) 
In the sentence: 
(2.2)In England is where I met him 
the initial locative is topic in SS9 but the DS would 
allocate subject-of to the logical subject 
I. The rest 
is comment in SS, and predicate 
in DS. 
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Asp-ects, leaves it at that. What John Lyons (1968: 
343) objects to in this definition is that topic is not 
always the grammatical subject of SSI and this seems to 
be modified by Chomsky in a later paper. As far as Aspects 
goes, it is "beyond the scope of any existing theory of 
language structure or language use" to incorporate 
questions of communicative value of constituents based 
on grammatical categories into the grammar, (ibid. : 163)- 
Chomsky (1971) concerned himself with the "rela- 
tions of syntactic structure to semantic representation 
in generative grammar, "(ibid.: 1). When dealing with 
Iýcases in which semantic interpretation seems to relate 
more directly to surface structures than deep structures, " 
this presents a "serious difficulty" for the Standard 
Theory. Chomsky discusses the location of the intonational 
centre and how it relates to presupposition and focus: 
The Phonological component of the 
grammar contains rules that assign 
an intonation contour in terms of 
surface structure. (Ibid.: 45, ftn. 21) 
This IsIhormal intonation. " However, 
Processes of a poorly-understood 
sort may apply in the generation of 
sentences ... marking certain 
items... 
as beqring specific expressive or 
contrastive features that will shift 
the intonation centre. (ibid. ) 
As semantic representation must indicate the place of 
focus and presupposition expressed, "presupposition" 
is 
determined by replacement of the fotus by a variable. The 
"focus" is the element containing the intonation centre. 
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(ibid.: 22). So in case of a SS deriving passive from 
active, there is no reason to suppose that the DS of 
both sentences are different. On the other hands sentences 
with the same DS could in the surface differ in the range 
of focus and presupposition. Besides, the focussed phrase 
at times need not correspond to a phrase in DS at all, 
For example, in : 
(2-3) John is certain to WIN. 
'certain to win' as a possible focus does not correspond 
to any element of DS, if the DS is something like: 
(2.4) John win IS is certain. 
However, this definition of focus and presupposi- 
tion, which G. Lakoff (1971a: ý 261) sees was adopted -. --. 
by 
Chomsky in the manner of Halliday, is found by Lakoff 
not to be strong enough to cover other instances where 
"synonymous" sentences will be seen to answer different 
questions and to bear different presuppositions according- 
to Chomsky's and Halliday's definitions . 
(See below, 
Section 2.2.4). 
Chomsky goes on to explain that the DS constituent 
which becomes the centre of intonation in 
SS is not a 
reliable category in this issue. Contrastive 
intonation 
may fit into this pattern, but in other cases where 
larger phrases containing the intonation centre are 
considered as possible focus, 
it cannot be described in 
terms of DS. Nor do cases where morphemes within words 
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are focussed; for example, in: 
(2-5) Did John give the BOOK to Bill? 
it is less natural to answer: "No, he kept it" than in 
the case of normal intonation. The larger phrase cannot 
be the focus in this case. Parallelism in the case of: 
(2.6) John is more concerned with AFqrmation 
than with CONfirmation 
is to Chomsky a matter of SS. 
Choice of focus determines the relation 
of the utterance to responses, to utter- 
ances to which it is a possible response, 
and to other sentences in the discourse.... 
The notation "focus, " "presupposition, " 
and "shared presupposition" ... must be determined from the semantic interpretation 
of the sentences if we are to be able to 
explain how discourse is constructed in 
general, and how language is used. (lbid.: 26), 
Chomsky formulated the rule as follows: 
1 
Each sentence... is associated with a 
class of pairs (F, P) where F is a focus 
and Pa presupposition, each such pair 
correspoding to one possible interpreta- 
tion. (ibid. ) 
Sentences which are natural responses to other sentences 
must share their presupposition. Pairing Fs in some 
"natkral" way carries us beyond grammar in the broadest 
sense. Only SS's are involved. A possible first rule 
1 Sgall (1973: 305) sees that "presuppositions are not the 
only kind of conditions of use of a sentence. " Among 
other pragmatic aspects of the situation of discourse, 
"there are those covered by the vague formulation of 
'what is spoken about'...,, " and the stock of knowledge 
shared by the speaker and the hearer(s) activ4ted in 
the given part of the discourse. 
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to the grammar is : 
S> S' FP 
where F and P are arbitrary structures and S' functions 
as the initial symbol of the categorial component of the 
Base. A new filtering rule is added, that the structure 
generated is well-formed only if the focus and presupposi- 
tion, as determined from SS, are identical with F and P 
respectively. Chomsky rejects this possible rule*, because 
although it may be simply a notational variant of the 
theory that determines focus and presupposition from 
SS, yet it presents us with the difficulties already 
referred to above, that the F and P positions would have 
to accommodate structures that are not present on the 
deep level but are arrived at only by transformations. 
By accounting for focus and presupposition in 
SS, Chomsky does not claim to be elaborating on Topic- 
comment structure, nevertheless these notions link 
directly with the interpretation of Topic and Comment in 
other definitions that will be dealt with below. 
To a 
rule that allocates initial position to Topic, regardless 
of any contextual conditions 
presupposition are not a mat 
It is the linear arrangement 
definition of Topic based on 
initial position is not the 
because Topic then is linked 
on its choice, focus and 
ter of crucial importance. 
that matters. To another 
logical or discourse notions, 
only place for Topic, 
with what is presupposed,, 
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or "given". Along these lines, it would be difficult to 
reconci e homsky's definition of Topic with his notion 
of presupposition. It follows then that Chomsky's Topic, 
like Halliday's "theme", is independent of intonational 
considerations, although presupposition and focus are not. 
In other models of grammar, Topic has been directly linked 
with "given" and hence with intonational low pitch (e.. g. 
Chafe (1974; 1976h. Gundel (1974) goes further and connects 
it with a presupposition of a logical kind (see Section 
2.3.1). 
Later, Chomsky-(197t) was dealing with a. rule of 
the core-grammar of English, namely UTH-Movement, as a 
single rule subsuming several otherwise unrelated move- 
ment phenomena. Part of the data corroborating the theory 
came from topicalisation. Chomsky assumes that rightward 
movement is upward bounded (, -.. this notion was first intro- 
duced by Ross (196B))t but he also suggests that left- 
ward movement "raising rules" are upward bounded too 
(197ý: 74). TOPIC is a node generated by the Base Rules 
1; 
so, besides Bresnants first rule of the grammar (Bresnan 
1972) 






That is why Topicalisation is regarded as a transforma- 
tional rule, whereas left-dislocation is not. 
(Comsky 1977. 9 
91)0 
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Thematic relations are "properly expressed" in Kn (an 
abstract form of SS incorporatihg traces) though determined 
at K1 (the Base generated DS). This is made possible 
by trace theory, (ibid.: 72). 
TOP position is a place to which elements are 
moved by WH-IMovement, including the case of Topicalisa. - 
tion: 
(2-7) This book, John should read. 
WH-Movement, and its subtype Topicalisationg have the 
following properties: 
a. leave a gap 
b. where there is a bridge, there is an apparent 
violation of subjacency (a cyclic property)q 
PIC (Propositional Island Constraint), and 
SSC (Specified Subject Constraint). 
c. It observes CNPC (Complex Noun Phrase 
Constrainst). 
d. It observes wh-island constraints. (Ibid.: 
86) 
The rule of Topicalisation moves the wh-phrase 
into COMP to the lef t of 
[± 
WH] , realised phonetically 
as that, for, or null. The wh-phrase 
too can be null 
if it contained no actual lexical material such as 
prepositions or possessives 
(ibid.: 86). This movement 
is done freely within the clause. 
1 
This must imply that relative structure, which is formed 
by W11-movement, is regarded by Chomsky as a topic-comment 




Topic position is also available to -adverbs by 
the rule of Adverb Preposing, at least in some cases. 
(Ibid. : 96). 
Chomsky relates Topicalised-sentences and Cleft 
sentences, both semantically and syntactically (ibid.: 
92,94; cf Gundel (1974) below). In case a pronoun 
appears in the open sentence, no wh-movement takes place. 
This is typically the case of Left-dislocation and some 
relative clauses (cf Gundel's formulation of Left-dislo- 
cation below, Section 
If WH-Movement is carried out over clause bound- 
aries, the subjacency condition will require that it be 
from COMP to COMP of a higher clause. It follows that, 
if CO'MP is already occupied, the movement cannot take 
place. That is why (2. S) is ungrammatical: 
(2.8) *The boy to whom the book John gave away. 
Movement across clause boundaries blocks unless 
it is from COMP to COMP: 
Move wh-phrase from COMP to a higher 
COMP over a bridge. (Ibid.: 85) 
In this case PIC (=Tensed-S Constraint) which applies 
to the movement of Y to X in a transformation 
"involving" 
both nodes, does not apply if Y is in 
COMP. 
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Chomsky notices that Left-dislocation (= T-Topic- 
Raising in the present grammar of CCA; see Sections 3.2.1 
and 5-1) 'violates CNPCI wh-island constraints and subja- 
cency (what in the terms of the present grammar will 
be called an unbounded rule after Ross (1962) and Postal 
(1974)) and therefore cannot be a movement rule in his 
definition (Chomsky 1976: 81). This rule violates PIC and 
SSC which are observed by rules of "construal". Chomsky 
concludes that it must be the case that pronouns involved 
in Left-dislocation are base-generated and refer freely. 
The relevant rules in Left-dislocation are "rules of 
predication" which may be also relevant to relatives. 
These rules specify that "the proposition must be 'about' 
the item focussed in the left-dislocated phrase (ibid.: 81). 
This is not a rule of the grammar. 
Chomsky's position in 1974 is summed up as: 
- '6 -in the TOPIC position 
there is a base- 
generated structure and... the associated 
proposition, which is an open sentence 
except for some cases of left dislocation, 
says somethinT about it. There are in prin- 
ciple two wayS to derive an open sentence: 
by wh-movement (and wh-phrase deletion... ) 
or with an uninter. pv-eted pronoun. Both of the 
available ways are used: the first gives 
topicali: -, ation; the second, left disloca- 
tion. (Ibid.: 94). 
In order to appreciate Chomsky's 197, ý development, 
a good deal of the literature which was written 
between 
1965 and 1976, and which is discussed in the following 
sections, should be taken into account. 
The debate over 
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the status of Topic springs from t-wo stand-points: 
as a derived constituent it is sentence initial and does 
not interqct with focus and presupposition (Aspects), 
but as a deep logical notion, it is a special case of 
presupposition (Lakoff'ý; see Section 2-3)- 
2.2.2 Akmajian 
A semantic notation for F and P relations to em- 
brace all aspects of natural pairing -of question and 
response, which Chomsky deliberately overlooked, is. 
suggested by A. Akmajian (1970). He accepts Chomsky's 
characterisation of "focus" and "presupposition" 
as surface relations. Because they allow us to pair 
questions with their natural responsess they are ling- 
uistically relevant. 
The wh-word asks for novel information, while 
the answer must share the presupposition of the question: 
this is the defining characterisý-j c of "natural response. " 
The response must contain as focus an item which specifies 
the semantic variable of the question. P-F relations shift 
with the shift of the intonation centre. Constituent 
variants determine synonymous SS's which have different 
constituent focus-presupposition relations, which then 
should be part of the semantic representation. 
This is 
confirmed by the fact that the logical scope of 
items 
like "only"i "just", and "even" changes with the change 
of focus. This must be done on the surface 
because it is 
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phoneticallýdetermined. 
Focus as representing "novel" information 
semantically relates a range of diverse syntactic forms, 
and allows us to state the syntactic parallels between 
Wh-questionsg Yes/no questions, and declarative sentences- 
of cleft and non-cleft sorts, and attraction to focus in 
logical scope. He partitions the semantic reading into 
a focal portion and a presupposed portion: 
The interpretive principle for focus 
chooses a constituent of the surface 
syntactic structure which contains 
the intonation centre. It locates 
that portion of the semantic reading 
of the sentence which is associated 
with this particular surface constit-- 
uent.... The focal portion- of the 
reading is replaced with a variable, 
forming the presupposition (represented 
by the leftmost bracketed expression); 
the rightmost bracketed expression is 
formed by linking the variable of the 
presupposition and the focal material 
with the specific operator F=] . 
An example of this is: 
[Flitchell 
urged x to appoint Carswelý , 
k=Nixon]] 
(Ibid. : 216). 
2.2.3 T. H. Moore 
Moore (1967) introduced Topic-comment and focus 
relations into an interpretive framework of transforma- 
tional grammar as syntactic nodes in pre-transformation- 
al stages to trigger the right rules and arrive at a SS 
which is intuitively correct: 
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The Topic-Comment relationship is 
intended to reflect the communicative 
intent of the language user.... The 
operation of at least some transforma- 
tions directly reflects a user's com- 
municative intent. (Ibid.: viii) 
He applies these notions to a model of performance in the 
area of relativisation and cleft structures in English. 
The acceptability of the iterative relative structures 
like (20.9) can be explained by assigning Topic-Comment 
status to constituents of the underlying IýM, I preventing 
the formation of unacceptable "that-that" clauses like 
(2.10) which attach two relative clauses to the same 
head noun; 
(2.9) The cow that adored the bull that chewed 
the cud tossed the maiden. 
(2.10)*The cow that that adored the bull chewed 
the cud tossed the maiden 
The required limitations in this respect can be 
provided by a performance model because the competence 
model is "too powerful. " (Ibid.: 41). Tppic-Comment 
relations can offer an explanatory adequacy by discarding 
unacceptable sentences that can be generated by a compe- 
tence model suffering from too much "idealisation. " 
T-C and F intervene between the PSR's-and trans, - 
1 The same approach is discussed by Awwad (1973) in rela- 
tion to Arabic. 
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formations to assign a T-C status to the major non- 
lexical nodes of the matrix S, to which transformations 
become responsive. Topic copying prevents incorrect 
identity between matrix NP and constituent NP in rela- 
tivisation; and topic is developed by orderly not random 
progression. Topic is defined as the "content of the 
sentence that the speaker intends the hearer to have 
in mind in order that the speaker may comment on that 
content, " and "the comment represents all that is said 
about the topic. "(Ibid.: 47). Moore does not specify a 
place for topic, but the T-marked constituent is always 
shifted to initial position in S. The F-marked node 
triggers a passive transformation in order to preserve 
an acceptable Topic-comment alignment: 
(2.11) The cow that is adored by the bull that 
chewed the cud tossed the maiden. 
2-2.4 G. Lakoff 
Topic-comment structure has been accommodated 
within the framework of a semantically based generative 
grammar with more confidence. As a semantic notion, G. 
Lakoff incorporates it into the logical DS of a generative 
semantic model as a notion which marks logical relations 
among deep constituents: 
Given a syntactic structure (P it --l 
Pn) 
we find the semantic representation SR of a 
sentence as SR= (Pl, PR, Top, F, ... 
), where 
PR is a conjunction of presuppositionS, )Top 
is an indication of the 'topic' of the 
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sentence, and F is the indication of the focus of the sentence. (Lakoff 1971: 234). 
Coordinates for topic and focus can be -eliminated in 
favour of appropriate representation in the presupposi- 
tional part of the sentence, limiting semantic representa- 
tion to ordered pairs (P1, PR). A sentence may be true 
or false only if all its presuppositions are true. PR 
elements are the same form as those of P1, but they are 
structurally independent of P1. But the truth of the 
sentence presupposes the truth of its presupposition. 
Topic is "what is under discussion, " and the 
preposing of topic is common,, (ibid.: 236). It is assumed 
to be structurally independent of other meaning components, 
but this is not the case. Focus is, however, structurally 
independent, and Lakoff does not accept the SS formula- 
tion suggested by Halliday and later by Chomsky. The 
correspondence between PR and Foe as semantic content 
and surface constituents of derived structures can be 
stated by a global derivational constraint. It is not 
always the case that focus is new rather than presupposed 
information. In the case of "The TALL girl left": 
... the new information is that the girl 
who was supposed to have left is coreferen- 
tial with the girl who was presupposed to 
be tall. The semantic content of the focus 
is an assertion of coreferentiality.... The 
lexical semantic content of the surface 
structure constituent bearing main stress 
has nothing to do with the semantic content 
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of the focus. (Ibid.: 261) 
SS cannot define focus because it is derived at some 
earlier point in the derivation . Unmarked focus would 
not predict in Chomsky's and Halliday's formulation that 
sYnonymous sentences on the surface would have the same 
presupposition or answer the same question. In the case 
of: 
(2.12) a. John looked up a girl who he had once met 
in CHICAGO. 
b. John looked a girl up who he had once met 
in CHICAGO. 
the S(relative) constituent appears in -(2.12 a)-.. 'as a 
constituent of NP and in (b) as constituent of S. The 
two transformational variants, according to Chomsky and 
Halliday, will have different focus and presuppositional 
strucutre, and therefore will answer different questions 
and have different semantic representations despite their 
surface synonymy. 
2 Generative semantics-9 thereforeq 
1 Eva Hajic*6va (In Sgall . 1977: 106-7) comments on 
this 
remark by Lakoff: we must distinguish between two notions 
of presupposition, which Lakoff here confuses. "Existen- 
tial presupposition" (which she prefers to call 'referen- 
tial') presupposes that the item is present in the universe 
of discourse, and this is what is presupposed by "some 
girl is tall". "Some girl left" is a presupposition in 
Chomsky's sense, i. e. it is not the focus. A-NP con- 
nected with the first kind of presupposition can naturally 
be included in the focus. "What is asserted, i. e. not 
presupposed in other senses is the relationship of the 
presupposition in Chomsky's sense to the focus; this is 
what is negnted in the negative sentence corresponding 
to a positive assertion. " 
2 Akmajian (1970: 189-99) suggests that some Transforma- 
tional variants determine focus- presupposition relations, 
while others do not, because of constituent relations. 
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should provide a natural framework for cont; viulng 
Halliday's research. 
Lakoff allows sentences which are "neutral as to 
topic" - Constituents can be shifted to Topic position, - 
which is implied to be sentence initial. Topics are 
related by predicates to things they are topics of. 
Such predicates can take the form: "the story is about 
x1l or "that discussion concerns x. 11 "Be about" and 
"concern" are two-place predicates "whose arguments 
are descfiptions of a proposition or discourse. " (Ibid. : 
262). Lakoff does not specify the status of topicless 
sentences in connection with presupposition. This poi#t 
is taken up by Gundel (see Section 2.2.5 ); she denies 
the existence of topicless sentences and specifies at 
least one type of presupposition for topics as an 
obligatory condition. 
Lakoff also does not allow the occurrence of 
two topics in English, and rules out as ill-formed 
sentences whose topics, mentioned in the clause containing 
"concern" or "about", differ from the superficial subjects 
of these sentences. (Ibid. ) . This explains the ill- 
formedness of: 
(2.13)*a. About sonatas, this violin is easy to 
play them on. 
*b. About this violin, sonatas are easy to 
play on it. 
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Variants with only one topic are well-formed: 
(2.14) a. About sonatas, they are easy to play 
on this violin. 
b. About this violin, it is easy to play 
sonatas on. 
One case Lakoff does not handle in connection with 
topic-focus distribution is a sentence whose initial 
element is the focus. His rule: 
If the set of presppositions contain such 
a two-place predicate whose arguments are 
P and some NP, then it will be presupposed dat that NP is the topic of P1 '"60 and 'topic' may well turn out to be a special 
case of presupposition (Ibid. ) 
does not leave room for any other type of topic. 
The two arguments about topiesthereforelare: 
a. topic as part of presupposition, which is part 
of the truth conditions for sentences and 
b. topic as "what the sentence is about" which 
seems to be linked with initial position. 
The first notion belongs to semantic representation 
and the second to surface structure organisation. Chomsky's 
presupposition-focus is a formulation of the first type, 
whereas his definition of topic is a formulation of the 
second type. Lakoff does not make any distinction, and many 
sentence types are overlooked. Preposing Topic should 
be regarded as only a tendency in Englishq therefore 
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what is part of the underlying semantic representation 
as Top does not have to occur initially in SS. Top as a 
"special case of presupposition" does not have to be 
necessarily transformationally linked with any left move- 
ment. Such a gap in Lakoff's account has been adequately 
dealt with by J. Gundel, for her descfiption seems to 
answer many questions raised by Lakoff's account. 
2.2.5 J. Gundel 
Gundel! $(1974) "detailed and systematic analysis 
of syntactic and semantic relationships among paraphrases" 
looks at rules for emphatic stress in transformational 
grammar resulting in a variety of surface structures 
derived from the same underlying structure: Emphatic 
Stress Placement, Pseudo-cleft and Cleft formation, 
Left-dislocation, Topicalisation, and Right-dislocatioh. 
Gundel assumes that relations among sentences (different 
presuppositions, contexts, questions) can be accounted 
for in terms of topic-cormuent structure, which will rid 
the grammar of many ad hoc rules. Her model combines 
three approaches: Lakoff's DS configuration of topic and 
focus, Searle's proposals concerning the role of subjeEt 
and predicate, and Ross's "abstract performative hypothesis". 
all dealt with within the transformational generative 
theory but more inclined'to wards generative semantics for 
its emphasis on semantic aspects. 
The notion of "subject" and "predicate" in Searle, 
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defined according to semantic function (as opposed to 
the traditional philosopher's definition based on 
reference) states that subject identifies and predicate - 
describes the object identified. Gundel relabels these 
"topic" and "comment" and tries to formalise, them within 
T. G. and distinguishes them from grammatical subject and 
predicate. (Ibid.: -19). Psychological subject and 
predicate resemble topic and comment in that neither is 
charactePised by position or word order, i. e. grammatically 
defined. Topic is associated with "presupposition" 
or "given" and is deletable. It is not the leftmost NP 
or element in SS (for no one has characterised this 
position as linguistically relevant) and is not associated 
with a certain position, though it tends to appear in 
initial position. 
Gundel isolates Topic by Lakoff's "as for 11 test 
and the question "what about X? II Topic x must be able to 
appear in an "as for" or "about" phrase preceding S. 
(Ibid.: 48) . On the other hand, a sentence is a natural 
answer to a certain question, and if Topic x is what the 
sentence is about, then the sentence should answer 
"what about x? ll 
Gundel's "as for" test seems to be a limited 
test because it applies only to certain contexts, namely 
those contexts that allow the element that follows it 
to be contrastive, i. e. selected among a number of 
candidate elements all of which are already recoverable 
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from the preceding context. The contrastive element in 
this case will have to be non-focussed: 
If topic is necessarily given information, then 
this would lead to the incorrect and absurd 
conclusion that [some-] sentences are not about 
anything. But this dilemma results only in a 
theory in which linguistic description is 
restricted to the surface form of sentences. 
The given element and hence also the topic 
in these sentences may have been present at 
some deeper level of structure and may have 
been deleted. (Ibid.: 33) 
Unlike Lakoff, she admits no topicless sentences, neither 
the ones the Praguians considered to be discourse initiat- 
ing nor the ones that answer the question "what happened? ",, 
because in such cases topics appear on a deeper level aiwl 
like Time and Place for example . which are the most 
deletab_le elements and are part of the truth conditions 
of the sentence, they are deleted. I rather find it hard 
to reconcile Gundel's definition of Topic as that. element 
that "identifies what the sentence is about" with such a 
high degree of dispensibility. In the present grammar, 
topic as "what the sentence is about" will not be strictly 
connected with types of presupposition or "givenness", 
but will be dealt with as a clause element. 
Gundel treats Left-dislocation as the basic source 
for all sentences. A Left-dislocated NP is not left-moved 
as is stipulated by the "extraction hypothesis. " 
(Cf 
Chomsky's formulation of Left-dislocation in 1977). Gundel 
sl-jolvs that such N-PIs have topic properties; 
these will 
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have to be accounted for by ad hoc rules in the extrau- 
tion hypothesis. The "structural hypothesis" will, 
according to Lakoff, generate the initial NP as an 
adjunct in logical structure and would apply a deriva- 
tional constraint requiring that the NP must be identical 





is the shape of the first rule and would yield: 
(2.14) John he called 
by feature copying and variable deletion in SO: the 
Topicalisation rule. The rule of Left-dislocation itself 
copies fe4tures of NPI onto the corresponding variable 
in S' and a later rule replaces it by a pronoun. Thus 
the Comment is related to and predicates the Topic, 
Left-dislocated sentences is the underlying form 
and all other sentences are derived from it. Thus the 
distinction of Topic-comment structure is characteristic 
of all other sentences, but in Left-dislocated onesit 
happens to be explicit. 
1 (Ibid.: 89-90). Copies of NP's 
1 Gundel's example is that both (a) and (b) below answer 
"Wh6t about topic-comment structure? ": 
a. (As for)topic-comment structure, I don't 
understand it. 
b. I don't understand topic-comment structure. 
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in S' are normally pronouns, but can ., o 
be quantifiers 
and subsets of the noun: here the extraction hypothesis 
is of no assistance. 
If the initial NP is acceptable with"about", it is 
then always in the objective case, and Gundel. proves 
this point by citing Left-dislocated sentences with 
pronominal topics always in the objective case: 
(2.15) (About) hem I know they'll never * theyj 
believe me. 
This means that NP's are generated in the Base as objects 
of deleted performative clauses. As a rule, a topic 
never carries primary stress, nor does its correspondiný 
pronoun in the matrix clause; a general rule of stress 
states that it cannot be placed on a non-variable in S. 
Once more, this case cannot he handled by the extraction 
hypothesis. 
In the light of an underlying structure of the 
nature of Sý NP SI, Ross's constraints (196a) 
are_no longer constraints on movement but on deletion. 
No need exists for ad hoc rules to prevent specific 
NPIs from being dislocated, from bearing sentence stress, 
and to explain the exception of Left-dislocated sentences 
from observing CNPC and CSC. 
1 
It is interesting to note that W. Magretta (see Section 
2-2-6) does give examples where the stress constraint 
giv, en by Gundel does not hold. 
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Gundel derives all sentences from Left-dislocated 
sentences as follows: 
a. From Left-dislocation we derive Topicalisation 
of unstressed NP's by deletion: 
(2.16) The proposalg Archie rejected it, 
The proposals Archie rejected. 
b. Right-dislocation ddrives from Left-dislocation., 
by a rule called "Topic movement. " 
Cleft sentences are a special case of Right- 
dislocation, where the HN of the relative 
clause (which is the dislocated topic) has 
been deleted and morphnlogically replaced by 
"that", and the copy of the dislocated NP in 
the matrix clause remains "it". This formu- 
lation, predicts that cleft sentences are 
derived from underlying pseudo-cleft struc- 
tures, therefore they are semantically 
identical: 
Left-dislocation Right-dislocation 
jj I Jý 
pseudo-clefting clefting 
(2.17)IL-What Harry saw, it was a mountain goat. 
b-It was a mountain goat, what Harry saw. 
C-It was a mountain goat that Harry saw. 
d. Topicalisation of a stressed NP derives from 
the corresponding Cleft-structure by Cleft- 
reduction and Gundel calls it "Topicalisation 
of focus" as opposed to "Topicalisation of 
topic. These derive from different sourcest 
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the former formsCleft sentences and the latter 
formS Right-dislocated sentences. That is why 
in the first case, the topic NP can have 
specific reading: 
1 
(2.18) a. A certain monkey I saw 
* b. A certain monkey I saw 
Magretta (see Section 2&2.6) explains this by the fact 
that a focal topic is always "contrastive". Contrastiveness 
means recoverability from previous context; therefore, it 
is referential and specific; he also notes that specific- 
ness can apply to non-stressed topics as well 6 
Gundel finds that in English dislocation withir 
a subordinate clause is possible(ibid.: 80): 
(2.18) Mary said that her grades, they weren't 
too good. 
But it depends on whether or not the whole sentence may be 
interpreted as a predicate for that NP. A sentence cannot 
be about a NP inside an adverbial subordinate clause or 
inside a sentential subject clause; 
(2.19) does not 
answer "What about the letter? " and 
(2.20) does not 
answer "What about your brother? " 
1 According to Gundel, a property of topic is that it 
cannot be specific indefinite, but can be generic: 
*An honest politician, Gwen wants to 
marry him. 
But if the pronoun was "one", the sentence would be 
acceptable. Therefore, only indefinites with generic 
counterparts can be dislocated. 
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(2.19) After Mary wrote the letter, she went 
to sleep. 
(2.20) That Mary doesn't like my brother is clear. 
But the sentence can be about elements of sentential 
complements of verbs: 
(2.21) What about those slacks? 
I know that those slacks are too tight 
or me. 
Left dislocation in--; iJe a relative clause is unintelligible: 
(2.22) *That do 3 )your friend who bit him, has 
rabies. 
But then relative clauses already have Topic-comment 
structure, and no rule is needed to move the relative 
pronoun because the topic inside the relative clause 
is always equal to the head noun. 
Formally, Topic-of is the relation NP 1: 
S and 
Comment is S' : S. The semantic values assigned are: 
If T is the topic of S, then S asserts, asks, 
promises, etc... something about T, depending 
on the type of speech act that S is used to 
perform. If C is the comment of S, then 
C is 
what S asserts, asks, promises, etc... about 
the topic of S, depending on the type of speech 
act that S is used to perform. (Ibid.: 92) 
What the sentence is about must be considered an essential 
element of a successful speech act. 
Thematisation is 
not optional as is suggested 
by movernent rules. 
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Howevers if we accept Gundells theory that topic 
is not defined by position, namely initial position in S, 
there is no reason to think that, according to the extrac- 
tion theory, in sentences where no optional movement has 
taken place, there should be no topic. Movement rules 
apply to front elements, including topics. as she defines 
them. Her underlying structure may simplify the relation 
among various movement rules, but it misses one important 
aspect of the extraction theory, namely the position of 
the variable in Sf or unless we adopt an extraction 
theory we will find it difficult to explain feature 
copying and to state why the variable in S' has a 
limited distribution, always dictated by the place from 
which the dislocated NP has been lifted. 
2.2-. 6 W. Magretta 
Magretta (1977) rejects Gundel's formulation 
and offers a functional explanation for the place of 
, 
topic and comr--ent,, keeping in line with a shif t away 
f rom, a 11 primary f ocus on developing powerful, f ormal 
models of grammar" which had characterised the late 
sixties and early seventies, and towards "considerations 
of the uses of the language system in dual communication. " 
(Magretta ibid.: 1). He assumes that the answer 
to "why the rules take the form they do, " once they have 
been characterised, is to be found in a broader context, 
in the speaker's intentions, social organisation, 
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and speech perception and production mechanisms. He 
advocates pragmatics or what he calls "the theory of 
performance. " Functionalism is "the reason for the rules 
that describe language. " Functional rules complement formal 
description and pragmatic performance; they are concerned 
with "why". They'-explain the order of information which 
depends on option, on choice, and there is a purpose 
behind choice. 
1 
The problem for Magretta becomes how to 
fit a functional notion into a generative model, where 
stylistic considerations are relbgated to performance. 
Equivalences or paraphrases have to give way to further 
semantic refinements, and as W. Chafe (1970: 137) observes 
a different SS always reflects a different semantic 
structure. 
Magretta focuses upon topic as a functional 
entity in relation to first position in the sentence. 
It is a characteristic of sentence initial elements in 
general, but appears most clearly when constituents other 
than the grammatical subject appear initially. These 
elements do not identify "what the sentence is about" 
but "rather they announce a framework or set of 
conditions under which the sentence is to be under- 
stood. " Magretta suggests this definition as a language 
R. Langacker's inspiring paper on "Movement Rules in 
Functional Perspective"(1974) discusses movement rules 
in T. G. from a functional point of view as "one facet 
of a broad conspiracy to ensure the surface prominence 




and he attempts a unified explanation of all 
fronting and preposing transformations. Topic is not a 
function that is open to syrtactic or semantic verifications, 
that rely on grammaticality and acceptability. Syntactic 
operations and semantic interpretations only interact 
with it to give it prominence, as in the case of subject 
position, passavisation, extraposition, and clefting 
which move constituents to emphasis or focus position, 
2 
Magretta questions operational tests in syntactical- 
ly and semantically based grammars; first, the "about" 
test cannot be used as a discovery procedure in Gundells 
manner because it tells us nothing about a sentence until 
a particular noun has been actually preposed. 
3 The test 
according to magretta can produce counter-intuitive results: 
I call it highway robbery. 
1 This definition of topic is similar to that proposed by 
W. Chafe (1976: 50). Chafe contrasts subject and topic by 
defining subject as "what the sentence is about" and topic 
asallspacial, temporal, or individual framework within which 
the main predication holds. " To him this is the difference 
between subject prominent languages and topic prominent 
languages, e, g. English and Chinese respectively. Chinese- 
style topics do exist in English and he calls them "real 
topics. " 
2 Functionalism according to the Praguians had already 
accepted something similar proposed by Dane; (1964). 
(See Section 2.3.1). 
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believe Gundel did not intend this as a discovery 
procedure, but more as a corroborating test. Before 
appearing in an "about" phrase, the topic has to answer 
"what about x? II and it must bear the relation NPI :S. 
One thing Magretta may have overlooked though, and this 
is the fact that Left-dislocated sentences in Gundel's 
grammar are basic structures, generated ih the base, 
and the topic in this position is not left-moved at 
any stage. 
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b. *As for highway robbery, I call it that. 
c. Highway robbery I call it. 
If we look closely at these sen-tenca*, we will see that 
the constituent Magretta chooses to give as a counter- 
example to Gundel's rule functions as an object complementg 
and I doubt very much if such a function can be resumed 
in S' by a replacive pronoun. There is a similar case 
in CCAj w-here .a constraint is proposed 
( see Section 
5.1 below); besides, object complements are a special 
case of NP because they are related to the object 
intensively. For these reasons, I think object complements 
cannot be Left-dislocated, but can be Topicalised ( whi -. h 
is a chopping rule). It is strictly a Topicalisation of 
Focus which is derived from a cleft structure by cleft 
reduction: that is why (2.23 C) is acceptable. Howevecl 
-this sentence does cast a shadow upon Gundells derivation 
of such sentences, because if all sentences have an 
underlying structure of Left-dislocated sentences, 
certainly (b) above cannot be derived (see page 56 above. ) 
The variable in S' cannot occur in the Base in the first 
place .1 
Magretta also suggests that adjectives, adverbs, 
and verbs can all be preposed and accept no "as for". 
1 The g-cnbration of (2.23 c) above according to Gundel will 
have to go through the following transformations: Left- 
dislocation_----/ Right-dislocation -===ý Clef ting 
Topicalisation of Focus (=Cleft-reduction. ) 
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The "about" test, therefore, seems to be constrained, 
and besides it is possible oýily when presentihg -contras- 
tive content -, - 0 
Acceptability and naturalness are more relevant 
to a performance functional notion, and functional 
explanations could be the link between grammar and 
production, between knowledge of the language and how a 
speaker presents his information effectively. The interpre- 
tive approach and the generative semantic approach solve 
no problems; a sentence like (2.24) needs an under- 
lying subject matter in common to the two parts of the 
sentence: this is a more abstract notion of topic. 
(2.24) As for the weather, we expect snow tonight. 
Deletion and movement rules only help to signal topic ar 
constrain it, but as a functional notion its choice is 
independent of formal models. He proposes a definition 
which is different from Chomsky in not restricting the 
function to NP's and from Halliday in abandoning the 
troublesome notion of "what the sentence is about. " 
Topic foregrounds in the sense that its position iS 
emphatic, but it backgrounds in the sense that it 
establishes a frame or set of conditions for the sentence 
(Magretta 
-1977: 131): 
It is the leftmost major constituent, x, 
represented in surface structure, containing 
lexical materiall iminediately dominated by 
highest S. (Ibid. ) 
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Expletive "it" is excluded by this definition, 
being a grammatical morpheme. Semantically defined, 
topic is an asserted set of conditions where the set 
contains at least one member under which the predication 
expressed by the sentence holds good. (Ibid.: 126), 
2.3 The PraZiue School: Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) 
Magretta's treatment naturally links up with the 
Prague School of linguistics, whose approach to this problem 
was carried out by what came to be known as the Brno . 
Functional Perspective theorists. It is the most extensive 
treatment of Topic-comment structure in universal theory. 
The Praguians asked how word order related to pragmatics; 
how Topic-comment structure is implemented syntactically 
(FSP). They skipped the level of the semantics of syntax 
and have not asked what determines the basic word order 
(Vennemann (1974: 342). It is basically a functional 
approach concerned with SS linear organisation, but there 
is an interesting exchange of functional and generative 
theories that results in the occasional attempt to combine 
the two approaches in one model. (See Sgall 1973; Lang- 
acker 1974). 
The Praguians' preoccupation with the organisa- 
tion of '? utterance" as distinct from the abstract notion 
of "sentence" has made it possible to tackle problems 
of "theme" and l1rhemell (or topic and comment) as part of 
its functional perspective level of grammar. Firbas 
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(1974: 35) observes that "language cannot be severed 
from its primary functions i. e. that of communications 
if its essential characteristic is not to be'overlooked. 
Communication involves a communicative purpose. A com- 
municative purpose is always prompted by a situation, a 
context. 11 This is decided not on the level of the grammar, 
but on the level of FSP. Grammatical structure is primary 
in deciding word order, but only when it serves the com- 
municative purpose of the utterance. Dane-s regards 
grammatical structure as collaborating with formal 
relations to effect a connetion of meaning which he calls 
Ifsyntactic meaning. " (Daneg 1968: 56) 
The notions of Topic and Comment fit in at t'c- 
third level of syntax, i. e. the level of the organisation 
of utterance (see section 2.3.1). As distinct from 
"fuhctional theory" which deals with the functions of 
language, "functional" here means an analysis of the 
sentence "into parts having a function in the total 
communicative process. "Walliday 1974: 43). It is not 
only a matter of relating the sentence to the context, 
"it is the speaker's meaning potential 
that is being represented.... What he does 
is to express a particular pattern of 
information, which represents his selection 
from the complex of systematic options 
that are available for the creation of the 
text. (Ibid.: 44) 
FSP is the"text-creating" component of language. In 
short, it is the "orcranisation of the sentence as 
message. " 
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The Praguians' standpoint can be summed up in 
Danes view that any linguistic theory claiming adequacy 
in general and any theory of grammar "aiming at complete- 
ness" should have the FSP component explicitly fomulated. 
(Danes- 1974: Forweýrd). FSP can be dealt with formally, 
and utterance phenomena are subject to generalisations 
as well. 
2. -"). l Dane-s 
Danes (1964) proposes to avoid "much confusion 
in the discussion of syntactic problems" by assuming 
that elements and rules of three different levels are to 
be distinguished: 
Level of the grammatical structure of sentence 
2. Level of the semantic structure of sentence 
Level of the organisation of utterance 
Chomsky confuses grammar and semantics: the relation bet- 
ween these two is important, but for an adequate state- 
ment a separation is also important. This is not an 
attempt to separate levels, but to show their systematic 
interaction. As Dane-s puts it, syntax seems to be a complex 
of three levels, none of which is alone reponsible for 
the organisation displayed in utterance. The three levels 
interact, but the less marked the word order (i. e. the 
closer to DS organisation) the more predominant is semantic. 
structure. As we approach the surface, grammatical and 
functional levels begin to take over but still preserve 
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the semantic relations unambiguously., 
The third level I'makes it possible to under- 
stand how the semantic and the grammatical structures 
function in the very act of communication, i. e. at the 
moment they are called upon to convey some extra-linguistic 
reality reflected by thought and are to appear in an 
adequate kind of perspective. "(Ibid. : 227). Danes- accepts 
Firbas I idea that the act of cormnunication depends on 
I 
linear materialisation and linear perception of utterance 
on the one hand, and on the other on the extra-linguistic 
content of the message, context and situation, and the 
attitude of the speaker towards the message and the 
addressee. The third level, therefore, contains the 
processual. aspect of utterance, while the other two have 
an abstract and static character. It is what he describes 
as "the dynamism of the relation between the meanings 
of individual lexical items in the process of the prgressive 
accumulation, as well as the dynamism of all other 
elements of utterance (semantic and grammatical) arising 
out of the semantic and formal tension and of expecta- 
tions in the linear progression of the making-up of 
every utterance. "(Ibid. ) 
This level, then, contains all extra-grammatical 
means of organising the utterance as the minimal communi- 
cative unit, including rhythm, intonation, order of words 
and clauses, and some lexical devices. 
(Danes- (1967). 
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"Neutral order"results when grammatical, semantic, 
thematic and contextual organisation are in agreement. 
"Marked order" implies the solution of conflict between 
levels. In English, fixed order is compensated for by 
a variable intonation contour, and by other structures 
(e. g. passive). In Czech it is the other way round. The 
framework for the dynamism of utterance represents "the 
functional perspective", which is a process operating 
in organising the context. Different languages employ 
different devices of FSP. Slavic languages employ word 
order and intonation. On the whole, the organisation of 
utterance embraces special means of systemic character 
wrongly classed with grammar or stylistics. A separate 
level of these phenomena could solve the complicated 
problems of word order. The concept of "sentence" as it 
stands covers elements of very different natures. Once 
we have recognised the three levels, structural inter- 
pretation deals with the relations and interactions 
among them. (Danes 1964: 228). 
2.3.2 Firbas 
The Theory of functional Perspective was 
originated by Vilem Mathesius during the twenties and 
thirties. German scholarship had already divided the 
sentence into psychological subject and Predicate which 
had until then remained outside linguistic research. 
According to Firbas, Mathesius was inflqenced by a French 
scholar, Henri Weil, who differentiated between the 
I'movement of ideas" expressed by the order of wordsj 
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uniform in all languages; and the syntactic movementq 
expressed by terminations, and these differed from language 
to language. Mathesius distinguished between the sentence 
as "a pattern belonging to the language system and the 
sentence as part of the context, i. e. an utterance (a 
component of discourse)". (Mathesius, 1942: 6). A sentence 
was divided into a point of departure and a goal of dis- 
course, roughly "given" and "new". The mew concern was 
about how word order and semantic structure decided func- 
tional sentence perspective, which is different from 
formal structure: it concerns the way a sentence is in- 
corporated into the material context out of which it has 
arisen., with theme-rheme order regarded as objective U,, ýe. 
unmarked) and the reverse order as subjective (i. e. marked). 
These terms later dominated Praguian linguistics in this 
f ield. Theme-rheme were to mean "known" and "unknown". 
In relation to context, the lexical units acquire specific 
meanings. The lexical and grammatical means function in a 
certain perspective. In English SVO order overrides FSP; 
the grammatical principle has a leading role, and so 
English is less susceptible to FSP than, for example, 
Czech. 
Theme as "known" was challenged by Travnic"ek 
who tended to account for it psychologically and con- 
sidered it as the element "that links up directly with 
the object of thought, proceeds from it and opens the 
sentence thereby. " Every thought has its object, i. e. 
"a section of reality taken in by the senses or mediatorily 
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given, which the speaker[writer has in mind and to 
which the thought refers. " It follows that even sentences 
that convey only new information have themes. (Firbas & 
Golkova, 1976: 61). (ef Gundells "existentialt, presup- 
position. ) Gradually Mathesius" definition was regarded 
narrower by his followers. 
Jan Firbas, confronted with the problem of "theme- 
less" sentences and theme as "given", resorted to what 
he called "commnunicative dynamism" or CD for a definition 
of FSP. FSP is 
... the distribution of various degrees of 
CD over the elements within the sentence, 
the distribution being affected by an inter- 
play (co-operation) of the semantic and 
grammatical structures of the sentence under 
conditions created by a certain kind of 
contextual dependence. (Firbas 1972:. 82) 
Communication is a dynamic phenomenon. Such sentences 
as those in English with a sequence of now-Q-given, still 
displaying non-emotive order, are incongruent with FSP 
characterisation: CD, on the other hand, is a method 
that works in any direction depending only on semantic 
structure. This includes also discourse-initiating 
sentences, whichlaccording to Mathesius' definition 
of theme as "known", were thought to be themeless. 
(Firbas, 
1974; 23). 
By the degree of CD carried by a 
element we understand the extent 
the sentence element contributes 
development of the communication 
it pushes the communication foriv 




, to which 
ard aý it 
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New , unknown, elements carry a higher degree of CD. The 
theme is the carrier of the lowest degree of CD, and it is 
not necessarily known. It is "the foundation upon which 
the information offered by- the rest of the sentence is 
built. " (Firbas, 1972: 88). CD rises gradually from the 
beginning towards the end, with a transition, usually the 
verb. This is the "basic distribution" of CD. 
1 
This 
rules out the possibility of permanently linking up certain 
degrees of CD with certain positions in the linear t, 
arrangement. Under certain conditions QD , the semantic 
structure of the sentence is capable of indicating the 
degree of CD through various items of semantic content 
conveyed by the sentence elements; in this way it is 
capable of acting counter to the basic distribution. 
2The 
final distribution of CD in the sentence is its FSP. 
Elements expressing existence are in semantic 
content least in FSP. The person/thing that exists is the 
highest dynamic element. Verbs expressing aztlon. 7-are 
higher in CD than those expressing existence, and also 
higher than circumstantials. SVO order is in harmony with 
1 
Halliday's solution to this problem (see Section 2.4) 
was that theme was made permanently initial in the 
sentence and was not necessarilylgiven'. in other words 
he separated the two dichotomies. What became a "marked" 
theme for Halliday would be a fronted rheme to Firbas, i. e. 
"emotive" structure. 
2 Chafe (1976: 33) sees that such a characterisation of 
CD implies a 11scalarity" which is "unconvincing". He 
does not believe that given-new is a matter of degree: 
it is a dichotomy, a binary distinction. The implication, 
otherivise, "would be that the speaker can assume something 
to be in the addressee's consciousness to a greater or 
lesser degree. " (See Section 3.4). 
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basic distribution. But deviation can occur: context may 
intervene and an object may become conte--tt-dependentg 
thereby changing the distribution of CD. Contextually- 
independent elements have their CD determined by semantic 
structure and relations. Secondary principles affecting CD 
are rhythmical, grammatical and cohesive. 
Firbas, as Halliday, considers theme to be a 
notion limited to the sentence; it can be "given" or "new". 
But for Firbas it always carries a low degree of CD, 
whereas for Halliday a theme can carry marked focus and 
express "new" information. For Firbas , theme can be 
anyi; here in the sentence depending on the emotive power 
of the sentence. Halliday limits it to initial position. 
Whereas Halliday came to appreciate Trav-niC'ek's characterisa- 
tion of theme, Firbas rejects it because it fails to 
acknowled, s; e the importance of FSP and for the fact that 
the relation between language and thought has not been 
"satisfactorily established. " (Firbasl 1966: 274). Another 
notion which both Firbas and Halliday seemed to agree 
on was E. Bene's"s separation of "basis", or opening 
element which links up the utterance with the context 
and situation, the starting point from which the utterance 
unfolds and in regard to which it is oriented, and "theme" 
which means to Bene'S" the same thing as Firbas' theme. 
Halliday will call the former "theme" and the latter "given". 
Firbas dismisses Mathesius' suggestion that 
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English is less susceptible to FSP; it may not be a leading 
principle in English I but it is utilised. Grammatical 
structure may be rigid, but semantic factors affect 
FSP (Firbas 1966bO 253). FSP relates grammar to intonation. 
Relations remain the same whatever the linear order: this 
is where semantics comes in and the difference between lang- 
uages occurs. The system of FSP is not a rigid one. 
2.3.3 Sgall 
Petr Sgall regards the basic distribution of 
CD as a suitable point 6f. - departure in attempting a 
generative description of language in regard to the basic 
word order from which all other orders derive. It is more 
suitable for generating word orders (than a primary 
grammatical sentence pattern) integrating the notion of 5 
Topic-comment . Topic as"what the -sentence is about" is 
an argument of the performative occupying the topmost 
of every semantic representation. "What is said about 
the thing named in the topicllý is Comrrient. He suggests 
a semantic representation of the kind : About xI tell 
you that S. Sgall (1973), from a Praguian functional 
standpoint, operates with generative descriptive tools: 
everything informing SS must be accounted for in the 
semantic representation 11 ... with the topic/comment 
articulation (TCA) as a hierarchy of the elements of the 
semantic structure of a sentence. "(Ibid.: ý). 
Sgall rejects Danes's and Halliday's "third level", 
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the communicative level, because the commuhicative property 
of natural languages is an essential property. A speaker 
"attempts to make other(s) modify in some respect some 
point of information stored in their memory: he identifies 
the points to be modified, " (i. e. in the topic or 
"established element") ; it is necessarily contextually 
bound. Then the speaker "specifies the change or new 
relationship"; this is comment, which is not necessarily 
new information. These two elements correspond to Chomsky's 
presupposition, focus. Sgall identifies the hierarchy of 
CD with Chomsky's permissible focus. 
Two SS's differing in TCA could not spring from 
the same root, and here he differs from Danes to whom 
utterances differing in TCA are variants of the same 
grammatical sentence. The semantic structure of a natural 
language differs from a logical formula: 
The conditions of use af a sentence (or SR) 
are given not only by its presuppositions 
but also, among other things, by the scope 
of its bound segment. (Ibid.: 112) 
Therefore semantic structure cannot be adequately 
explained without its communicative function. If two 
sentencesdiffer in TCA (i. e. in boundness junction(see 
below) and CD) their trut4 conditions are not identical. 
Division into topic and comment is important. Linguistic 
meaning is part of SRJSemmvtýic 
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Sgall devises a method of semantic representation 
using the formula of predicate calculust which he noted 
lacks the required linearisation essential for CD order 
determining the semantic role of participants. To assert 
their ý communicative property, the SR contains a 
connective interpretable as "about ... that... "(ibid.: 244) 
as one of its elements. The result is a representation 
that could be taken as a basis for the derivations of the 
SS of sentences as well as for a study of the relation- 
ship between linguistic meaning and the logical form of 
assertion. (Ibid. ). The underlying ordering of types of 
participants is called systemic ordering, dertermined 
the grammar from which the hierarchy of CD is derived, s 
syntactic pattern accounted for by SR exists along side 
a communicative pattern (with topic-focus units. ) Partici- 
pants are urunarkedly ordered according to 'Icommunicativp. 
-4 '. importance, where the two patterns coincide; but in marked 
cases it does not coincide and an element of more 41com- 
municative importance" (e. g. the object) is relegated to 
a status of lower CD, or contextual houndness: this 
is 
what he calls "topicalisation. " (! bid.: 42). This is 
evident in passive constructions of English. 
Unlike Firbas, to whom CD is a SS phenomenon, 
Sgall. introduces it into DS, to relate syntactic patterns 
to communicative patterns. The arrangement is as follows: 
context-bound elements tend to occur first and before 
the verb, which is a pivotal element. After the verb are 
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placed contextually non-bound elements, and the boundary 
between the two segments is called the "boundary junctionj" 
(or BJ) . CD as a continuum of ltdegrees" does not coincide 
exactly with this division, and the verb can be either 
included or not included in the focus, and not all bound 
elements are included in the topic. So SR is interpreted 
as a scale of CDJ ordered from left-to-right as lowest 
to highest. The order does not consider internal structi, -e. 
Focus is determined by Chomsky's question-response test 
as a discovery procedure. 
Ling-uistic negation, for example, as distinct from 
logical negation of an assertion, is the negation of the 
relationship between the topic and the focus. The topic 
is outside the scope of negation because it is presupposed. 
The verb may be included or excluded. BJ is linguistically 
relevant as the study of negation proves. Its scope is 
determihed by this juncture: the scope is exclusively 
on either side of BJ, and if it "occurs on the boundary 
itself, it ends with the end of SR. Not only BJ, but also 
the position of the verb and the position of the negation 
operator itself decide the scope of negation. 
Contextual boundness is "the stock of shared 
knowledge (or universe of discourse) between ' speaker 
and hearer. " Part of this stock is activated by a given 
situation at a certain point; other parts are mentioned 
and foregroUnded in the context, and these constitute 
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presuppositions (in Chomsky's sense). But according to logic, 
these are not part of "meaning proper"(or assertion). Only 
the latter is affected by negation and consists in the 
relationship between what is talked about and what is 
said about it. Sgall here differentiates between "predica- 
tion" U.. e. syntactic structure) and "assertion" (i. e. 
communicative structure): these coincide only in unmarked 
cases. It is asserted about the topic that the focus 
holds, and by the verb something is predicated about its k 
participants, but the two articulations do not coincide in 
marked cases. Sgall by this touches upon the problem of 
subject-predicate incompatibility with topic-comment 
structure. 
Chomsky regards transformations as meaning preserv- 
ing, but dealing with pairs of active and passive sentences, 
Sgall shows that they differ in their truth conditiops and 
negation scope just because they differ in the position of 
BJ and in CD ordering. It follows that they differ in - 
what is asserted and what is presupposed. Their linguistic 
meaning is not identical and they are not genuine paraphrases. 
So., dissatisfied with Chomsky's SS interpretation 
of the semantic notions of focus-presupposition, and with 
Lakoff's global constraints applied to avoid deriving 
semantically different SS's from the same SR, which are 
"too strong", Sgall preserves Chomsky's meaning preserving 
transformations but without global contraints and without 
Lakoff Is means of identifying the SR with ontological 
(cognitive) content. 
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2.4 M. A. K. Halliday 
Halliday's treatment of the place of theme and 
rheme relations in Syr)e-mic Grammar is closely related 
to the Praguian approach. He accepts FSP as an essential 
component of any semiotic system that professes to be a 
language (Halliday, 1974: 44); but each language has its 
own variety. FSP throws light on the specific text- 
creating function within the linguistic system(Ibid.: 53). 
Language is explainable in terms of social function; it 
is as it is because of the functions it has evolved to 
serve: hence the relevance of the Czech functional theory. 
It is not what the speaker knows that attracts 
Halliday, it is what he can do; categories of grammar are 
categories of our experience. This determines options and 
structural realisations. Language functions determine its 
structure, and to learn language is to learn the uses of 
language the meaning potential associates with it. (1976: 
6-8). 
Halliday sees FSP as a system of linguistic 
description, not only utterance description; and he accepts 
Danes's three levels as functional component systems in 
the grammar. (1974: 45). However, Danes's grammatical 
level is to him an equally "semantic level" because it is 
the interpersonal level that chooses among options of 
mood and modality (choice of the speech role and assess- 
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ment of the validity and probatility of what is said. ) 
A grammar of speech functions must incorporate roles and 
attitudes. The semantic level proper reflects our ex- 
perience of the world that is around us and inside us, 
it is the "experiential component" involving the systems 
of transitivity with processes, participants and circums- 
tances' and performing the ideational function. The third 
level of text, which is language in use, is the "textual" 
function, which differs from the other in being instru- 
mental not autonomous. It consists of the system of 
"theme", a grammar of messages, units of communication 
in the clause; it is the information structure within the 
clause, the status of elements as components of a message 
related to previous discourse and their organise-tion into 
an act of communication. (1968: 199). Like the other 
systems it pertains to the clause. This third level is 
FSP. Halliday relates the three components as follows: 
Grammatical structure may be regarded, 
in fact, as the means whereby the various 
components of meaning, deriving from the 
different functions of language, are 
integrated together. We can see that each 
component makes its contribution to the 
total structure complex (1974: 49)j 
the different functions being simultaneous and com- 
patible. Each utterance is multifunctional while being 
an integral structure, and FSP is an integral part of 
this system, with interdependence among options within 
itself, though it may be independent of options in other 
components. It is not a level but a vertical division 
in the content plane, whose place is within the textual 
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component. The latter relates to a theory of language 
functions 1, to intrasentential and intersentential 
relations, including non-structural relations of pre- 
suppositions while FSP relates to structural relations 
within the sentence, which divide into relations pertaining 
to syntactic units such as sentence and clause--these 
concern theme and rheme, i. e. identification and predica- 
tion; and phrase or group--these involve deictics; and 
relations pertaining to communicative units, "informa- 
tion structure", manifested as "given" and "new". Besides 
FSP, the textual component includes relations of verbal 
presupposition, i. e. reference, - substitution, conjunction 
and lexical Presupposition, with their related phenomena 
of anaphora and cataphora, cohesion and situational 
presupposition. (1974: 6-, L ). 
Halliday deliberately avoids to use the term 
"topic" and "comment" because they are used in a way 
to conflate functions which he wished to separate. Topic 
for example is assumed to conflate "given" and "theme" 
(1968: 200). Theme and rheme are structural relations 
within the clause; "given" and "new" are communicative 
units of information structure. The clause is a message 
about one of its constituents; the "theme" is allkey 
signature" relating to discourse or speech function. 
1 
Functions are different from uses: it ist% 1 hi hl jenlral- 
ised functions into which langua, -)e is organisle§ tKa a low 
us to use it with such variety. 
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(1968: 223). 1 
The "theme" system offers six options, three . -. 
concern the status of single elements in the elause; 
namelyl predication (with identifier-'identified cunstit- 
uents, a marked theme, thematic prominence--as opposed 
to cognitive prominence in identification- unmarked 
focus, and it is not contrastive: it questions the identity 
of the theme and not the cognitive content); substitution 
( which assigns to clause final position an element which 
would otherwise appear as unmarked theme); and reference 
(involving pronominal anaphora within the clause and res- 
tricted to declarative clauses, and tends to emphasise 
theme function by isolating it from clause structure )2 
Both reference and substitution are forms of after- 
thought. The three remaining options concern the clause 
as a whole: information, thematisation and identification. 
The information system is phonologically realised 
by intonation: an information unit is optional and is not 
defined by constituent structure. It consists of tone 
groups; it is a unit of discourse and is essential for 
determining the focus which is the new information. The 
1 
Not all4Halliday's themes are "real topics" in the terms 
of the present study; hut they may well coincide with 
"derived topics. " (See Section 3.3 below). 
2 In T. G., these correspond to rules of Clefting, Right- 
dislocation, and Left-dislocation respectively. 
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focus is realised as a tonic component. It is the burden 
of the message, usually referred to as the location of 
Itemphasis. " What is focal is new, not recoverable from 
preceding discourse. Information focus assigns to the 
information unit a structure in terms of the functions 
of "given" and "new". 
The only fixed order OF elements in the clause 
are theme and rheme, with a flexible prosodic distribution 
of tonic stress which is connec, ted with given/new. So, 
unlike Firbas', Halliday's theme is not always the carrier 
of the lowest CD. To Firbas, "the determination of topic 
and comment ... does not consist in a mere labelling of 
sentence elements as one or the other, but results from 
an inquiry into the interplay of means of FSP. IT(Firbas, 
1971: 98). This flexibility in Halliday is assigned to 
given/new structure. Unmarkedly, however, given precedes 
.1 
new. What is anaphoric by reference is new only if 
I" 
contrastive, because anaphoric items are inherently "given. " 
The domain of focus is determined by an implied 
question ; specific questions are derivable from any 
information unit except one with unmarked focus, which 
has a domain equal to the whole unit. What is"new"is 
what the speaker presents as such, and what is "given" 
I 
is "what I was talking about before. 11"Theme" as a clause 
1 
This is similar to Chafe's characterisation of "con- 
trastiveness". (Chafe, 1976: 33-38; see Section 3.4 below. ) 
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element is "what I am talking about now.? ' These two 
do not coincide. 
Unmarkedness of theme depends on mood: it is 
the element which the speech function determines as the 
point of departure for the clause (subject in declarativesg 
predicator in imperatives, finite element in polar ques- 
tions, and WH-word in non-polar ones). Markihg for voice 
in English is a means of not marking for theme, and the 
combination of the two is ungammatical. Items occurring 
obligatorily at the beginning of the clause (e. g. con- 
junctions) are not thematic and they allow thematic 
variation to follow them. So are modal and discourse 
adjuncts. A theme is therefore marked in mood if it is 
any element other than that derived from the mood of the 
clause, and marked in information if it receives the 
function"new". 
Identifying equative clauses ( Pseudo-cleft 
sentences in terms of T. G. ) differ from simple equatives 
in that they represent an option in the theme system. 
The nominalisation is always "identified" in function and 
it represents a value for which the identifier is a 
variable. The clause form is thematic, i. e. a matter of 
organising information, highlighting a theme, and the 
identifier always replaces the WE-word in the presupposed 
question: it therefore relates to the roles of given-new 
unmarkedly in this order. (1963: 235). 
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2.5 The Typological_ Issue and Language Universals: Li and 
Thompson 
HavihS gained enough status to allow for an in- 
vestigation into its validity as a semantic category with 
syntactic consequence, Topic-comment structure has been 
treated by Charles Li and Sandra Thompson (1976) as a 
typological category. They put the question as to how 
to characterise "subject" and "topic" on a language 
independent basis to find out what role they play in the 
structure of language. Their work is complemented by Keenan- 
(see Section 2-5-1) who attempts a systematic description 
of the properties of "subject" in language as a relational 
notion, while they set out to characterise "topic", a much 
more elusive notion because it is discourse oriented. (Li 
1976: x). Li comes to the conclusion that these two 
notions may have degrees J prominence in different 
languages. Certain languages display a Topic-comment 
relation rather than a Subject-predicate relation: a 
notion which is useful in the typology of languages! Li 
and Thompson seem to agree with Gruber's suggestion 
(see Section 2.5.4) that Topic-comment relation is more 
fundamental to language acquisition. They suggest a 
historical cycle where at one stage topic notion is 
integrated into the basic sentence structure, and it is 
quite distinct from subject, and as topic becomes more 
integrated in the case frame of the verb, a language 1ý 
1 
"Typology" is defined by Li and Thompson as a descrip- 
tion of strategies for accomplishing the same communica- 
tive goals. 
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passes through an intermediary stage where it is neither 
basically subject prominent nor topic prominent, and 
the markedness of sentences with clear topics decreases 
gradually, until the stage where topic becomes once more 
a basic structure element. (Ibid.: 485). Lehman tries to 
prove the same point by a diachronic study of the same 
phenomenon in Indo-European languages from topic-prominence 
to subject-prominence. (Lehman 1976). Givon too believes 
that subject derives diachronically from topic. (Givon: 1976). 
The fact that certain languages employ basic 
structures which manifest topic-comment rather than 
subject-predicate relation suggests that "the notion of 
topic may be as basic as that of subject in grammatical 
descriptions and that languages may differ in their 
strategies in the construction of sentences according 
to the prominence of the notions of topic and subject. " 
(Li and Thompson, ibid.: 459). While all the languages 
investigated have topic-comment constructions, not all 
of them, have subject-predicate constructions. It would be 
more insightful to look at the structure of each language 
in the light of its basic type: 
Grammarians tend to assume that sentences 
of a language are naturally structured in 
terms of subject, object, and verb. In 
general, it is not considered that the 
basic structure of a sentence could be 
described in terms of topic and comment. 
(Ibid.: 460) 
Modern generative theories operated on this assumption 
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and)according to Li and Thompson)cannot help much in this 
direction. 
Li and Thompson first set out to contrast the 
notions of subject and topic, with regard to the basic 
factors of discourse strategy, noun-verb relations, and 
grammatical processes. Keenan groups these into two sets: 
a general group, concerning the overall syntactic organi- 
sation of a language, and a specific group, concerning 
the relation of Topic NP to the rest of S. (Keenan 19764:, 
295). Li and Thompson aimed to prove that the constituents 
are distributionally different: 
Topics are always definite NP's 
1. 
Subjects need not ',. e 
definite. 
2. Topics need not have a selectional relation with any 
verb in the sentence, i. e. it need not be an argument 
of a predicative constituent, which is an important 
condition for subjects. 
Verbs determine subjects and not topics in consequence 
to the above proper-ty. This is done on the basis of a 
hierarchy controlling the selection of subject (topic 
may have discourse requirements alternatively) based 
on roles such as agent, causer, patient, actor, etc. 
The functional role of the topic is constant across 
sentences: it "sets a spacial, temporal, or individual 
"Definite" here is adopted from Chafe's definition: 
I think you already know and can 
identify the particular referent 
I have in mind. (Chafe 1976: 39) 
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framework within which the main predication holds. "(Chafel 
ibid.: 51). This is bound to discourse structure. Such 
a functional role precludes the occurrence of an in- 
definite topic. Subjects sometimes do not have a semantic 
role, such as I'dumnly" subjects. The functional role of S 
subject is sentence bound, providing "the orientation 
or point of view of the action, experience, state, etc. 
denoted by the verb. "(Li and Thompson, ibid.: 471), 
Due to such independence, topics tend to display no agree- 
ment with the verb: it is a surface coding for subjects. 
Topics are always sentence initial, even when codified 
by morhological markers, unlike subjects. 
Subjects)but not topics, play roles in grammatical 
processes as reflexivisation, passivisation, Equi-NP 
Deletion, verb serialisation, and imperativisation. 
The syntactic independence of topics renders it unnece&- 
sary for such processes. 
Grammatical implications for this typology includes 
the fact that in topic-comment languages, only topics are 
coded in SS (by initial position or morphplogical marking) 
and there is no coding for subject; whereas in languages 
which display both types of prominence, both are marked. 
In topic prominent languages, topics tend to control 
coreferentiality. In Mandarin, a deleted object or subject 
in a conjunct clause can only refer to the topic. 
The topic- 
oriented "double subject" construct is a basic 
type in these 
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languages, with the topic first followed by the subject. 
(Cf structures in CCA that observe thýs rule: see Chapter 
These are found not to be derived by any movement 
rules, and they are peculiar to topic-prominent languages. 
Sentential comments are natural. Such subject-oriented 
constructions as the passive and "dummy"- subject sentences 
are rare or non-existent. (Ibid.: 471). In subject prominent 
languages, when a noun other than that designated to be a 
subject becomes subject, verbs are marked. Topics, on the 
other hand, do not register anything on the verb, hence 
passive constructions are not widespread in topic-prominent 
languages. 
Constraints as to which elements cannot serve 
as topics operate in subject prominent languages only, 
topic prominent languages have no such constraints. 
On the other hand, in the latter type, speech roles are 
not expressed, but these disambiguate by context or 
semantic properties of nouns. Word orddr and morphology 
give no clues to relationships of nouns with verbs, and 
therefore we cannot identify "subject". However, in 
languages where reflexivisation and verb serialisation 
tends to mark a subject, as Mandarin, there are sentences 
of the topic-comment type that provide no evidence of any 
process of topicalisation. 
Another difference between the two types is 
pseudo-passive which in topic-prominent languages shows 
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no sign of a derived subject. "Double subject" sentences 
as well cannot be derived because they have no underlying 
genitive relationship in most cases. Topic-comment senten- 
ces in topic-prominent languages have no restricted dis- 
tribution and can occur as restrictive relative clauses 
and as non-asserted (presupposed, i. e. 'the fact that') 
clauses. Topic function then is not a marked caseV,, but 
a basic structure. 
Topic-subject typology exhibitfa continuum, as 
some languages tend to' be exclusively one type or the 
other., while others either use both types of sentences 
or simply merge the two functions. into one constituent. 
The two notions are not unrelated because subjectS can be 
considered as "essentially grammaticalized topicsR,, 
integrated into the case frames of the verb. (Ibid.: 484). 
Topic properties are still shared by subjects, i. e. some 
languages do not allow indefinite subjects. Topic then 
is manifested in different ways in different languages: 
either topic Properties are encoded in A topic constituent 
or they are partly carried by the subjectq where "to 
express unambiguously the topic as the discourse theme 
involves a separate proposition whose only function is 
topic establishment. " (Ibid. ) Expressions such as those 
commonly used by English children like "You know x? II or 
"Remember X? " are suggested as topic propositions. 
Li and Thompson's treatment is suggestive of the 
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fact that the notion "topic" is a universal semantic 
primitive that is common to all languages, at different 
degrees of prominence. But they do not discuss any prosodic 
issues, and despite linking topic with elements of discourse, 
they do not state how this is done and therefore leave 
the question of how the notion links with information 
categories unanswered. They do not touch upon problems of 
what seem to be "topicless" sentences in subject-prominent 
languages: do such sentences tend to express only "gram- 
matical" relations, with no "psychological" or "thematic" 
organisation? On the whole, their theory seems to bridgý-; 
the gap between such extremes as Gundel's ruling out of 
topicless sentences and Greenberg's typology based only 
on subject as a relevant category. 
2.5.1 Keenan 
Keenan presents us with the other side of the 
typological procedure, providing"a definition of the 
notion I subject oft which will enable us to identify 
the subject phrase(s), if any, of any sentence in any 
language. "(Keenan 1976 b : 305). The definition cuts 
across languages, meanwhile allowing for specific means 
in specific languages. He distinguishes a subset of 
sentences called "semantically based sentences" where 
"basic subjects" can occur. The result is a continuum of 
subject properties against which subjects of non-basic 




others The definition as such is a "multi-factor" 
concept, comprising thirty properties of a pragmatic, 
semantic, or syntactic nature, which combine differently 
in different languages and perhaps different sentences. 
The more properties that apply to a NP in a sentence 
the more this NP is considered the subject of that 
sentence: 
1. Autonomy properties include independent existence, i. e. 
basic subjects refer to entities which exist independent 
of the action or property expressed by the predicate, un- 
like objects; indispensability, i. e. cannot be elimihated; 
autonomous reference, i. e. the reference of a basic sub- 
ject cannot depend on the reference of other NP's which 
follow it, but must be determined at the moment of uttera 
ancele. g. the fact that reflexive pronouns in English 
cannot precede their antecedents. Subjects are possible 
controllers of coreference, coreferential deletions and 
pronominalisations. They are among NPIs which control 
verb agreement. Subjects are the easiest to stipulate 
thereference of across clause boundaries; and coreferen, 
I 
tial deletion in sentence complements or under verb 
serialisation applies to subjects. Basic subjects, 
including indefinite ones, have absolute reference 
which requires that there must exist an entity that is 
referred to iia order for the basic sentence to be 
1 
It follows that basic subjects in basic sentences must 
satisfy all the conditions for subjecthood, otherwise 
a sentence containing a subject that fails to satisfy 
one condition (or property) is less basic than one 
that does. 
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true. 1 Such a condition is not required for object NPIs. 
Presupposed reference cannot be suspended under 
negation, questioning or conditionalisation or in the 
case of metaphoric idioms which often suspend the 
existence implication of a NP. 
Keenan finds that indefinite subjects in English 
can be negated in existence, and therefore doubts the. 
"basicness" of sentence5 containing them'ý He suggests 
that generic content of such NPIs could be sustained 
3 
under nezation. 
Keenan considers basic subjects to be the normal 
topics of the basic sentence, i. e. they identify what the 
speaker is talking about,, and carr. -,. old information. I/ 
In basic sentences, then, subjects are not distinct fr-o-Ui 
topics. The non-basic sentences containing indefinite 
subjects are arrived at by some sort of derivation and 
L. . topic properties are more fundamental to universal 
language structure. A place in sentences that is higI. -ily 
monopolised by definite NPIs is subject place, which 
tends to be leftmost, with some exceptions. Subjects 
1 
This is similar to Gundel's "existential presupposition" 
which she considers to be a condition for identifying 
topics (see Section 2.2-5). Gundel however denied that 
indefinite INPIs could act as topics because they do not 
carry existential presupposition, unless they are generic. 
Keenan here does not seem to be sug, -, -esting the same thing I-) Q, 0 
2 
He gives the example of "No student attacked John. " 
3 
Gundel suggests that only indefinite nouns with generic 
counterparts could act as topics, and that specific in- 
definites in EnSlish could not. 
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have wider scope logically and are included among NP's 
that can be relativised, questioned or cleft, and can 
undergo raising. They can be targets of "advancement" 
transformations 
, such as passive in English. 
Case marking properties state that basic subjects of 
intransitive sentences are not case marked if any of the 
other NP's are not case marked, with few exceptior, is. NP's 
which change case marking under causztivisation and 
nominalisation include stAbjects. 
The semantic role of referents of subjects is predict- 
able from the verb, so are some semantic categoryA inform- 
ationssuch as animacy, but they undergo fewer semantic 
restrictions than objects. If a sentence expresses an 
agent, it is the subject which takes over the role. It is 
used to express the addressee phrase of imperatives. The 
position, case marking, and verb agreement exhibited 
by the causer NP in the most basic type of causative 
sentences are all the same as the basic subject's. 
Chomsky in Aspects characterises subject by being 
immediately dominated by the root node S. But as we may 
find difficulty in determining whether subparts of 
sentences are constituents, this condition is doubtful. 
There are cases where more than one NP is im.,. tediately 
dominated by S: lan. (, ru, -:, iges whose unmarked order is VSO; 
languages with relative free order of subjects and 
objects; languages with SOV order where the existence of 
a VP constituent is doubtful. 
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Some of these properties of subjecthooh are hard 
to pass on to derived subjects, others are hard to lose 
even when elements have lost their subjecthood. A 
hierarchy showing such an ordering of properties (Pronio- 
tion to Subject Hierarchy) is suggested. (Ibid.: 324-31). 
2.5.2 Gi von 
T. Givon(1976) regards topic relation as instru- 
mental in surface agreement between the verb and its 
participants. Surface agreement between subject and verb 
is regarded as a "myth". What really goes on is topic- 
verb agreement involving pronominalisation: a perfect 
recipe for topic-shift constructions. Pronominalisation 
results in these constructions when the topicalised 
INP is coreferential with an argument of the verb, 
1 
"Topic 
Agreement" is an expression of coreferentiality by the use 
of an anaphoric pronoun: when a language rf----. ]Lises the topic 
constituent as subject, the topic agreement is reanalysed 
as subject agreement. In this case, agreement and pronom--- 
inalisation are "one and the same phenomenon. "(Ibid. : 151). 
Languages which use zero pronouns in anaphora do not have ID 
such agreement in topic-shift constructions. Synchronically 
such pronouns reanalyse as agreement morphemes, continue 
to be anaphoric and in some languages which have a paradigm 
of subject-verb agreement, the subject NP is deleted 
1 In Part II, the discussion of topicalisation iih'CCA will 
reveal a similar process going on in Arabic. 
This analysis 
is relevant to Anshen and Schreiber's interpretation of 
number agreement on verbs. 
(See Section 1.2.2). 
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anaphorically , having developed from topic agreement; but, 
having matured, grammatical agreement proceeds to perform 
other functions as well. Givon's theory, therefore, seems 
to be based upon an acceptance of the diachronic cycle 
sug-ested by Li and Thompson(1976) and the historical , Z) 
ddvelopment from topic-verb to subject-verb (Lehman 1976; 
Y-ennemann 1974). 
Topic shift requires definite and generic nouns, 
and in many languages subjects carry these properties, 
therefore they are the highest on the topicality hierarchy 
and easily develop grammatical agreement: i. e. the 
agreement evolving from coreferential, anaphoric pronominal- 
isation mentioned above. This often occurs when a subject 
in topic position is "over used" (as a marked construc- 
tion and the pronoun becomes reanalysed as a subject 
agreement, then the construction isllde-marked. " (Ibidl.: 
154). Givon gives the example of Pidgins and Creoles, 
which develop under "communicative stress" and there- 
fore apply over-topicalisation for purposes of over- 
elaboration: they presdnt us with a strongly motivated 
case for developing subject agreement from topic 
agreement. Such a tendency is also evident in non- 
standard dialects of English and French. 
Grammatical agreement is allfundamentally topic 
related phenomenon, arising from anaphoric pronominali- 
sation in topical discourse contexts. " 
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2.5.3 Kuno and Other Applied Studies: Hyman and Zimmer, 
Lehman and Gruber 
Susumo Kuno sees that the underlying semantic 
factors "do not show a one-to-one corresponddnce with 
sijntactic relations. " (1976: 437), and as such it is not 
right to rely on syntax alone. For example, Ross's 
constraints formulated in purely syntactic terms are in 
fact "derivatives of constraints on what qualifies as 
theme. " Kuno looks at relativisation in the light of 
the accessibility of theme. His first constraint is that 
"a relative clause must be a statement about its noun 
1 
head. " Relativisation in Japanese involves deletion not 
of an ordinary NP but of the theme of the embedded clause. 
(Ibid.: 419). In his Complex NP Constraint, Ross tried to 
account for a basic semantic phenomenon in terms of syntax. 
The question is "how easy or how difficult it is to 
interpret a NP within a complex NP as the theme of the 
entire sentence. "(425). The hierarchy suggested by Keenan 
and Comrie 
2 for the accessibility of noun phrases for 
relativisation is in fact a hierarchy for the accessibili- 
ty to thematic interpretation of the noun phrases; 
C- 
i. Subject "ýIw Dir-Obj Indir Obi Obi of Prep Poss NP 
-=: - Obj of Comparative Part 
ii. If X :: ý-Y and Y dOminates Z, then X ý--, Z 
1 
Kuno refer. Sý to the fact that this constraint was over- 
looked by all linguists. lincluding Ross, with the excep- 
tion of Gundel (see Section 2.2.5 above). 
2 
E. Keenan and B. Comrie, "Noun Phrase Accessibility 
and Universal Grammar. ", Papers presented at the 
47th 
Annual Meeting of the LSA, Atlanta, Georgia, 1972. 
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Hyman and Zimmer (1976) inspected the embedded 
causative constructions in French in the light of the 
"Natual Topic Hier^rchyll devised by Hawkinson and Hyman 
(1975) 
. This hierarchy tells us what speakers are 
likely to talk about and is based on four strategies: 
1. Word order (Topic occurs first). 
Case (animate cases are more accessible). 
Person (priority goes to first, then second 
then third person, interacting with human 
vs non-human). 
Definiteness. 
Hyman and Zimmer found that the change in word order 
reflects a different topic status of the various senten- 
tial elements. A human noun occurring in direct object 
position in embedded sentences demands passivisation 
because of its topic-worthiness. With experiential verbs, 
no passive construction can occur because it is subject- 
oriented. If the object is affected, a passive construc- 
tion is possible. Considerations of "natural" topic 
provide "intrinsic" variation in discourse which becomes 
rigidified into syntactic rules; 
1 
at least such is the 
case in embedded clauses in French. 
W. P. Lehman's statement about the possibility 
of a historical drift from topic-comment to subject- 
predicate structure in Indo-European languages (1976) is 
interesting when linked with J. S. Gruber's study of child 
19 1 This point, (cf Givon (1976) and Steele (1975)) may 
prove relevant to the position of subject in CCA. (See 
discussion in Chapter 4). 
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acquisition of Er%glish -. Lehman builds his st, -, udy on 1, 
the lack of selectional restrictions between topic and 
verb and the lack of government of verb over subject, 
in addition to the absense of passives and dummy subjects 
in earlier Indo-European . 
(See Li and Thompson above 
for relating these properties to topic-comment structure. ) 
Gruber on the other hand looks at the development from 
topic-comment to subject-predicate organisation in child 
grammar. At one stage the child's language does not 
manifest subject-predicate relations but rather a topic- 
comment arrangement, which according to Gruber partly 
persists in adult granunar. Gruber (1969) places topical- 
ised sentences in the grammar of English in DS. They 
are generated as Topic-comment constructions. The Topic 
NTI, dominated by S. is cogenerated with the Comment S1.1 
(Ibid.: 424). Such constructions are essential to the 
child's grammar. If a child utilises an innate know- 
ledge, as Chomsky puts it, in learning his language, 
then this means that there are language universals, and 
that is what Gruber is seeking to discover by his study 
of acquisition. He found out that Topic-comment is more 
fundamental and subject-predicate 11 is merely a special 
case of topic-comment construction. "(Ibid.: 
431). 
Only in this way can we explain the child's stages of 
acquisition, because a child grarnmar is not just an 
imitation of his parents' grammar. Topicalisation 
is 
defined as: 
I Cf Gundel's formulation of DS (see Section 2.2-5). This 
approach has been used by Lewkovicz in her analysis of 
Standard Arabic. 
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... some major constituent of a sentence 
such as a noun phrase, which is identical 
with (or has the same referent as) a 
constituent in the given sentence, may be 
generated before or after this sentence. 
In the given sentence, then, this noup 
phrase is represented by a noun or by 
nothing at all. The co-generated constituent is called the topic, and the given sentence 
is called the comiýient. (Ibid. ) 
Even in cases where SS is subject-verb , the subject in 
this position is c)nsidered to be topicalised, with a 
deleted reference in the Comment. (cf Givon (1976)). Topics 
are sometimes marked by a pause in the juncture of the NP 
with the VP. (This fact was also emphasied by Halliday 
(1966ý67)). Nouns and case marked pronouns both serve 
as topics 
1. 
and both do not appear with the copula in 
child grammar. Topicalisation is not a process but an 
underlying form, because as an extraposition process, 
we would not be able to account for the relation between 
the topic and the N? in the com, nent as one of possessiou 
not identity. Besides, there is no stage in the develop- 
ment of the language to suggest that a subjeCt is 
established then followed by extraposition. 
First a child uses sentences without subject 
at all. Then in an intermediate stage he uses the richer 
patter,, 5of topic and comment, then, if he is learning 
English, he switches to subject-predicate construction. 
"Topic-coniment relation is the precursor of subject- 
predicate relation. "(Gruber 1969: 
446). The former evolves 
Gundel (1974) later studies this aspect of topicalisation 
and suggests that topic must be an element in a deleted 
higher clause, a solution suggested by Ross's performa- 
tive hypothesis. 
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into the latter, but subject remains the obligatory 
and most deeply embedded topic. 
CHAPTER 
THE DEFINITION OF TERMS 
3.1 Introduction 
The terminological confUsion among linguist., § writing 
on the subject of topic-comment structure in universal 
theory is great. The dichotomies are numerous: "given- 
new", 11focus-presupposition", "old-new", "known-unknown", 
"theme-rheme". I'subj ec t-predicate 1-1, and not the least 
"topic-comment". Besides, there are related notions of 
Ifemphasis", "novel", "point of departure", "prominence", 
and so on. Some linguists tend to collapse two or more 
notions under one term, ý&ý ý, 
kAý. 
- 
Praguian's use of "theme" 
and "rhemell, and others tend to assign different terms to 
one notion , such as Akmajian's use of "emphasis", "novel" 
and "prominent". (Akiiiajian, 1970). Halliday, on the other 
hand works by a principle which can be roughly described 
as one-term-per-notion principle. For a speaj: fic study 
of any kind in this field, a definition of the relevant 
terms to be used will be necessary in order to avoid any 
ambiguity or confusion. 
3.2 Topic and Topicalisation, Initial Position and 
Emphasis 
'Ile problematic, perhaps elusive, 
nature of characterising "topic" and "comment", so far 




easy to pinpoint in 
important aspect of 
that linguists have 
properties of topic 
gloss both under on 
one set of rules. 
just one direction. But perhaps an 
the problem resides in the fact 
been dealing with two separable 
and each linguist has attempted to 
e definition, and consequently under 
Linguists who allocate initial position to topic/ 
theme, such as Chomsky and Halliday, would not distinguish 
focussed and presupposed elements in that position. Linear 
arrangement is crucial to a definition of topic based on 
the sentence/clause. Other linguists who link topic with a 
notion of "presupposition", such as Gundel, or who base 
their definition on discourse notions of "given", as is 
the case with the Praguians, will find that position is 
not essential to the characterisation of topic. The 
essential sentence properties emanatihg from linear 
orý-anisation, will be assigned a different function 
from topic-comment, namely communicative dynamism.. (see 
Firbas above, Section 2.3.2). 
In a sense, it is necessary to look at topic 
as a logical notion linked with some form of presup- 
position or a discourse notion linked with information 
categories. But seen as "what the sentence is about, " 
"a point of departureg" or 11 a frame within which the 
sentence holds true, " (Gundel 1974; Halliday 1967; Chafe 
6 
1976; Magretta 1977)9 topic is a category of informationtl 
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structure that is essentially placed in initial position, 
preferably on the basis of universal evidence, because 
topics do tend to occur in initial position, a place 
which most linguists regard as emphatic. Even in an 
approach which does not limit topic to initial position, 
for example Gundel (1974), the first PSR 
s NPI 
attaches special importance to the first position. This 
type of emphasis is different from the emphasis attributed 
to focal stress realised by the intonational centre I re- 
presented in the highest rise and the lowest fall. Joseph 
Greenberg confirms this fact from his study of language 
universals: 
1 
In general the initial position is the 
emphatic one, and while there are other 
methods of emphasis,, (e. g. stress), the 
initial position always seems to be left 
free so that an element to which attention 
is directed may occur first. (1966: 103) 
First position derives its emphatic nature from 
linear considerations, as focal emphasis derives it from 
prosodic considerations. R. Langacker's (1969: 16o) "precede" 
as one of the "primacy relations'll often effected by 
fronting rules which increase the prominence of a 
constituent especially when it is also raisedi is 
relevant to this issue: 
Part of what it means for a constituent 
to be topicalised is that it is rendered 
more prominent than the remainder of the 
objective content. (Langacker 1974: 
652-53) 
1 See flalliday(1970: 42). 
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There is evidence from many languages, and particularly 
topic prominent languages (see Section 2-5) that the first 
position in the sentence is the salient topic position. 
But this position is difficult to reconcile with any 
definition of topic based on logical properties connected 
with presupposition. The solution for Halliday. for - 
example)would be not to use the term "topic" at all and 
to opt for "theme", which he does not link with information 
categories such as "given/new" and he explains sentence 
initial position on linear-clausal basis. Chomsky defined 
topic in terms of position again and did not seem to link 
it with "presupposition", which is similar to "given". 
Firbas solves the problem of position by his theory of 
"communicative 4ynamism"(see Section 2.3.2). Lakoff , who 
equ. ates topic to a deep semantic category, does not 
allocate it any specific position in DS. Buk: there remains 
for him the problem of of "neutral" (topicless) sentences, 
which is unacceptable to Gundel. Her topic, connected to 
"existential presupposition" is always present in the 
sentence, either explicitly or implicitly. Movement 
rules and focus transformations can shift the constituent 
around, and we can topicalise both topic and focus. Al- 
though Gundel studies movement rules that affect nominals 
only, reflecting the facts of En,, ý-, Iish, her approach 
could sugý, -est a general explanation. 
In the present study, I will assume that topic 
as "given" (orllpresupposed" in Chomskyls sense) Can 
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occur anywhere in the sentence, and it is defined by 
virtue of its relation to previous discourse and by a 
questio n-answer test in the manner of Chomsky. The 
link between topic as such and initial position is a 
matter of surface organisation: topic as essentially 
given and - presupposed is as much a candidate for this 
position as other elements of structure. As to why topic, 
or any other element, should occur in this position, this 
can be explained by the "emphatic" nature of Ahis position 
which Langacker connects with "precede" as a type of 
Itprominence". (Langacker 1974). In other words, a topic 
occupying initial position is given extra prominence by 
virtue of its occurrence in a "preceding" position I 
along a linear structure. In this it is not different 
from other elements of structure (e. g. focal elements) 
occurring in initial position. To sum up, first position, 
accessible to many elements including topic, is, according 
to this view, a place of EMPHASIS. I will, therefore, 
associate topic in the sense of "given", with initial 
position when occurs here for the sake of promi- 
nence and for this reason alone. Topic as a non-focal 
element gains prominence by "preceding" other elements 
in the sentence, while in a non-initial position it is 
reduced to its least communicatively dynamic status. 
1 For the distinction between "theme" (topic) and "con- 
trastive element" occurring initially, see Kuno 
(1972). 
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Elements of structure are organised linearly 
according to two different principles: a grammatical 
principle, which in the case of English, for example, 
renders the subject as the most likely topic; and a 
communicative principle, which makes the first position 
in the sentence the place for that element which the 
sentence is about, namely, "topic". But in CCA, besides 
the subject, CCA can have in this position other nominals, 
verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and prepositional phrases. 
It is all a matter of communicative intenti., e. a 
functional purpose. And similar to other categories of 
functional behaviour, it is realised in terms of semantic 
and syntactic rules. (Dane-s 1964; see page 69 above. ) 
Hetzron (1975) and Langacker (1974) approach movement 
rules with the same functional motivation: optional rules 
involve choice, and choice is guided by communicative 
purpose, 
In CCA, initial position is always occupied by 
a referring element, and referring elements are by defin - 
itio, n "given". Among the given elements in the sentence 
the subject seems to exercise a priority for topical 
prominence. As a regional dialect, CCA departed from 
the Standard Arabic variety by an "over-use" of subject 
in topic position (see Givon, Section 2.5.2 above), 
where it has eventually been grammaticalised unmarkedly 
as the first element of sentence structure. The "unmarked 
topic" is the subject of the sentence. The only- 
log 
element in the sentence that can gain precedence in position 
over the subject and relegate it to second position is a 
1 
"marked'Itopic6,, The unmarked topic is associated, therefore, 
with the unstressed subject NP in initial position. Subjects 
are high in thelltopicality hierarchy" and are connected 
by Hawkinson and Hyman (1975) with a high degree of "topic- 
worthiness". They are considered to be "natural" topics 
especially when realised by first and second person 
pronouns (see the relevant rule in CCA Section 5-3). 
This observation reflects in CCA in the fact that these 
(subject) pronouns are often realised as pronominal cl., +, ics 
attached to the verb without an overt antecedent of la--, a 
"I" or Tinta/ti "you" (including the corresponding plural 
forms2.1kna "well and 2intu(m)"you") in the same sentence. 
It is not so much the case with third person huwwa/hjyya/ 
humma "he/she/they". (Also see Kirsner). 1976). 
Thus CCA has an unmarked SS of SVO, but it will 
be seen in Part II that this structure is essentially a 
derived strueture. Initial position is emphatic and the 
subject occupies it only when no other element of the 
structure qualifies for this emphasis. The function 
"subject" in initial position seems to be subsumed by 
a superordinate category which I label "Topic", and so 
SS in CCA is essentially a TVO arrangement. I will, 
therefore, call the movement to the initial sentence 
1 
Topic can be preceded by connectives which will not qualify 
for topic status. It is assumed that topic is the only 
lexical category that can precede the subject. 
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position "Topicalisation". To topicalise means to reorder 
an element in the underlying structure so that it can 
assume topic position, which is sentence initial. We are 
here conflating both the grammatical and the communicative 
levels of distribution into one organisationalstrategy: 
namely topic-comment arrangement. It is the relation of 
the topic to the predicating element in DS, necessarily 
a logical relation, which distinguishes marked from un- 
marked SS's. We have been so far dealing with topic as 
a non-focal element expressing "given". But topic as 
such can occur elsewhere in the sentence when a "new" 
element is selected for initial positional prominence. 
The information categories, as observed above, inter- 
act with topic-comment alignment. This is discussed next. 
3.3 The Two Types of Topic 
Langacker (1974) subsumes under topicalisation 
what he calls "Y LIJovement". Adverb Fronting and Subject 
I 
PlacementAsee page 105 above), but he assigns no in- 
formation status to topic. Gundel's proposal that topic 
be regarded as necessarily "presupposed" element and 
Firbas' proposal that it be treated as the least com- 
municative element assume no specific position for 
topic. The two kinds of approach are incompatible: not 
all fronted elements are presupposdd and, in my defini- 
tion, initial position is 6mphatic. I, therefore, find 
it necessary to distinguish two types of topical con- 
stituent in the sentence: a constituent based on 
the 
ill 
notion "given" determined by contextual boundness 
which I will call the "real topic"; and the other 
constituent is determined by the linear order and position 
which I will call the "derived topic". The real topic 
is realised by an element performing one of several 
grammatical functions in the underlying structure. The 
derived topic, which is sentence initial, is related to 
the rest of the sentence as the element which the sentence 
is about. It can be a given or new element, and it is 
a clause element, the topic of the actual sentence under 
discussion. It is the element the speaker selects to use 
as the starting point, hence its positional emphasis. 
It is dissociated from other elements of structure by 
being fronted as an immediate constituent of the initial 
node S in the PM. (This will be discussed in Chapter 
It is this constituent which I choose to put under 
examination in the present study. It can be a "given" 
element or a "new" element--new elements being specified 
by the intonation centre. 
In CCA, we can distinguish subjects from 
other nominal topics by f-Ive criteria: 
Pronominal replacement in the comment applies 
to all topics. (See Section 3-5 below). In the case of 
the subject-topic it is realised as a number agreement 
on the verb (see Section 4-5)9 while in the case of all 
other nominnls it is realised by a different paradigm 
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of accusative/genetive Pronominal clitics: 
a. Tittuffaak lakaluu lilwilaad 
"(lit. ) The apples ate-it the children. " 
EP 1 ur) 
b. 2ittuffaak 2akalu Tilwilaad 
[S in g] 
(3.2) 
Tilwilaad DArAbhum iabuuhum 
"(lit. ) The children hit-them their father. " 
The difference between (a) and (b) in (3-1) is the agreement 
pattern -between the verb and the subject: in the first I 
the subject which precedes the verb is replaced by a pronoun 
(underlined) marking number agreement on the verb; the second 
sentence has the singular/plural distinction neutralised 
in post-verbal position. (3-3) is unacceptable because 
the preverbal subject has not been resumed in post-verbal 
position: 
(3-3) *Tilwilaad Takal littuffaak 
(3.2) shows the topic resumed in object position 
by the 
pronoun -hum instead of -u. 
2. Grammatical subjects are the only elements 
that display gender and person agreement with 
the verb. 
A topic does not accord with the verb unless 
it was also 
the subject of the verb. 
Subjects imPOse selectional restrictions on the 
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verb/predicate, whereas topics , i. e. non-subject topics, 
need not do the same: 
(3.4)a. malaammad mirAAtu wildit 
"(lit. )Mahammad his-wife delivered. " 
b. 
-Tilbint Cineeha zar2a 
"(lit. ) The girl her-eyes blue. " 
c. makanimad beetu lithadd 
"(lit. ) Mahammad his-house was demolished. " 
The selectionally incompatible pairs in(3-4 a-c) are 
makammad-wildit IýMahammad (Masc. sing. ) -delivered", lilbint- 
zar2a "the girl-blue", and 'makammad-2ithadd I'Mahammad, 
(animate)-was demolished". 
Topics are always definite, but subjects in 
--ylon-topic position can be indefinite. 
Topics are always sentence initial, but 
subjects have a much wider distribution. Because topics 
are sentence initial and definite, they are contextually 
constrained, whereas subjects need not be so. 
The "real topic", charcterised by contextual 
boundness, can occur anywhere in the sentence and can 
coincide with any element of structure. It is always 
an element of the presupposed question for which the 
sentence in question is a natural response, whereas the 
focus is the element in the sentence that replaces the 
question word in the presupposed question. Semantically, 
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sentences with different informational structures cannot 
be synonymous. Each different question shifts the focus 
to a different place in the sentence thereby inviting a 
different response. 
To sum up, my definition of topic has so far 
rested on two parameters: -semantically, it is what the 
sentence is about, and syntactically, it is positionally 
defined as being sentence initial. Topic henceforth will 
mean "derived topic" and the term "real topic" will be 
used to refer specifically to the "given" element in the 
sentence. Position is important for topic -in CCA because 
it is not demarcated morphologically. Topicalisation 
uses alternative word orders for communicative purposes. 
In derived structures, the real topic could coincide with 
the derived topic. In all cases topic position is used 
for positional emphasisq and it is accessible through 
the application of topicalisation rules. These rules will 
oper ate on a DS)which will be discusged in Section 
4.4, o 
to effect a SS linear organisation required for the 
implementation of a communicatively viable utterance whose 
components can be assessed informationally. 
3.4 'Where Topic Comes From 
As to where topic comes from, we have seen above 
that there exi Lst two approaches: it is regarded either 
as a DS notion, part of the SR of a sentence, with 
identical elements generated inside and outside 
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SI, later applying deletion and pronominalisation (e. g. 
Gundel 1974), or a SS node arrived at transformationally 
by movement rules and copying rules (e. (r., Ross 1968). C5 
Chomsky's shifting position from 1965 to 1976 seems to 
oscillate between these two solutions. 
The present study will adopt the transformational 
solution to the characterisation of topicalisation in CCA. 
It is important to point out that IlTopicalisation" in CCA 
will not correspond to the rule carrying the same name 
in English Transformational Grammar (see Ross 1968: 233; 
Chomsky 1979). Insteadl topicalisation is used as a- 
general term to cover all forms of leftward movement. It 
is not contrasted with other forms of such movement, e., g, 
left dislocation. It consists of a number of rules that 
result in the fronting of noun phrases, adverbs, verbs 
and predicate phrases including adjectives and preposition- 
al phrases. The only form of noun phrase fronting rule in 
CCA is similar to Left-dislocation in English grammar: it 
is a copying rule and not a chopping rule (See Ross 1968). 
A nominal element in CCA cannot be shifted to initial 
position without leaving a pronominal copy. But elements 
such as adverbs are not required to leave a copy and are 
subject to fronting rules which have different properties 
from those relevant to NP shift. Predicative elementsq like 
verbs, adjectives I adverbs and prepositional phrases 
in initial position must receive both types of emphasis: 
"focal" and "positional" (see Section 3.6). As these are 
derived by a different rule, rules of focus assignment 
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will duly apply to the resulting structures, triggered 
by specific features in the output structure of this rule. 
3.5 The Pronominal Copy 
A derivation, and all the transformations that 
apply to it, both reordering and morphnlogical rules, 
preserve the basic semantic relations among elements of 
SS. The result is a SS which marks each constituent 
as to its deep semantic role and position. An example 
would be the passive construction which inflects the 
verb to mark the deep semantic role of the derived 
subject. But above all in CCA, the pronominal copy resumes 
the function and position of the topicalised elementg 
not excluding subjects, as will be argued in Part II. It 
follows that if a nominal element cannot leave a pro- 
nominal copy in the place from which it is lifted, the 
resulting structure will be ungrammatical. An e, 7kample 
of such an element is the Object Complement (see Section 
5.1 below). Derived topic resulting from the topicalisa- 
tion of a focal element, yielding a structure with the 
sequence new-given, will be consid, --! red 
to occur in a 
cleft sentencelto which cleft-reduc-ýtion has applied. 
This will be called the "topica-lisation of focus" (a 
term borrowed from Gundel 1974). In such a structure, 
the pronominal copy will be identified with a constituent 
which has been assumed by many linguists to perform a 
copular function and only that. This is the case with 
1 Such structures seem to be interpreted as cleft sen- 
tences in at least one more variety of spoken Arabic, 
(see Ahmed 1979: 317) but my suspicion is that it is 
comf-, ion to more varieties. Atiya 
(1976: 271) also sees 
_1 _" . 1.11 
.. -"- between initial focal N. P's and 
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will duly apply to the resulting structures, triggered 
by specific features in the output structure of this rule. 
3.5 The Pronominal Copy 
A derivation, and all the transformations that 
apply to it, both reordering and morphological rules, 
preserve the basic semantic relations among elements of 
SS. The result is a SS which marks each constituent 
as to its deep semantic role and position. An example 
would be the passive construction which inflects the 
verb to mark the deep semantic role of the derived 
subject. But above all in CCA, the pronominal copy resumes 
the function and position of the topicalised element, 
not excluding subjects, as will be argued in Part II. It 
follows that if a nominal element cannot leave a pro- 
nominal copy in the place from which it is lifted, the 
resulting structure will be ungrammatical. An example 
of such an element is the Object Complement (see Section 
5.1 below). Derived topic resulting from the topicalisa- 
tion of a focal element, yielding a structure with the 
sequence new-given, will be considýýred to occur in a 
cleft sentence 
1 to which cleft-reduc-*-ion has applied. 
This will be called the "topicalisation of focus" (a 
term borrowed from Gundel 1974). In such a structure, 
the pronominal copy will be identified with a constituent 
which has been assumed by many linguists to perform a 
copular function and only that. This is the case with 
1 Such structures seem to be interpreted as cleft sen- 
tences in at least one more variety of spoken Arabic, 
(see Ahried 1979: 317) býit my suspicioti is that it is 
coiýi,. ion to more varieties. Atiya (1976: 271) also sees 
the svil tactic cotiriection bet,.,; eeri itiýtial, focal M"s an, l 
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all copular sententes in CCA (see below Section 5.6). 
As the pronominal copy's main function is to resume the 
role and position of the fronted element, it will hence- 
forth be referred to as the "resumptive pronoun. " 
3.6 Presupposition and Focus 
"Presupposition" here will not be used in the 
logical sense adopted by Lakoff and Gundel in their 
definition of Topict i. e. a statement S presupposes a 
statement S' if, and only if, the truth of S' is a pre- 
condition of the truth or falsity of S. (Strawson 1952: 175). 
It will be regarded as a SS notion as defined by Chomsky 
and applied by Halliday: by pairing -Itkestions and answers 
the information assumed to be shared by both speaker and 
hearer is what I will call "presupposition. " 
"Focus" on the other hand is the element bearing 
the intonation centre in SS. (See pages 115-16). This is 
distinct from the use of the same term by Ashen and Screiber 
(1968) or Ku-no (1976) to denote the highlighting of topic 
by promotion to initial position, not involving the 
intonation centre. 
1 In their treatment, it is often 
referred to as "focus of attention. " To Kirsner (1976: 389) 
and Keenan and Schieffelin (1976), "focus" is a form of 
Toregrounding" that could be part of the given informa- 
1 Y-A, M. Ahmed (19791141) defines "focus" along these lines 
too, applying it to a variety of spoken Arabic. 
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tion in the sentence because it is linked with "discourse 
topic". Using a participant role hierarchy, Kirsner places 
the subject as the highest participant, and it is therefore 
a focussing position. 
Focus in the present study is an information 
category that is prosodically determined by the intonation 
centre and necessarily expresses new or "contrastivell 
information. 
It is assumed here thattlemphasis" is of two types: 
"focal" and "positional". (See page 105). An element 
carrying sentence stress and occurring in initial posit-',,,, -, t 
will be given the maximum load of information: a falling 
intonation is characteristic of such an element. Like "end 
focus", i. e. the normal sentence stress placed on the 
last lexical item in the sentence, this focus bears 
a sense of "being conclusive. " A non-focal topic, on the C3 
other hand, tends to have a rising or level tone. An 
initial focal element functions both as the centre of 
attention and as the focus of information, and it is 
necessarily derived by different rules from those 
applied to derive non-focal topics. (See Section 3.4 and 
3.5 above). The newness or the novelty of the focus Ilis 
the novelty of being identified by the presupposition. 
It is the semantic relation in which this constituent 
participates and not the constituent focus itself. " 
(Akmajian 1970: 223). 
lig 
To define focus I must also define "given" and 
"new". In this study, "given" is understood in W. Chafe's 
sense: it is not connected with what the addressee may 
know already, but with what the speaker thinks is in the 
addressee's consciousness at the moment of utternace. 
Given information is pronounced with a lower pitch 
and weaker stress, and it is subject to pronominalisation, 
unless it is contrastive. (Chafe 1976: 30-31). Focal empkasisq 
defined in terms of the intonation centre is of two types. 
Normal focus here called "end focus" already referred to 
above is expressed by a falling intonation; and 
"contrastive focus" is realised in terms of the hi3. hest 
fall and rise. In Contrastive focus, givenness can be 
involved, but the newness of the focus is implied. The 
speaker does not assume that the item is not present in 
the speaker's consciousness, but it is the assertion- of the 
focus in connection with the commenting predicate that 
matters. This is not unlike Lakoff's view of a case of 
contrastive focus which he finds to be part of the presup- 
position. (See Section 2.3, page 49 above) . Contrastiveness C), 
in this case cornbines givenness with information focus. 
Contrastive focus and cleft structures are closely 
associated in this sense. Contrastiveness opposes the 
choice of focus "to other possible candidates the addressee 
might have had in mind. " (Chafe, ibid.: 33). The limited 
set of possibilities can be either given in previous 
discourse or given in the stock of knowledge shared by 
the speaker and hearer. In the first case the speaker 
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is choosing one item among the set of items, and in the 
second case, he is simply asserting that it is x and no 
one else that can participate in this semantic relation. 
It is what Chaf e calls "quasi-given". (Ibid. : 34) . At 
any case, the speaker assumes that a limited number of 
candidate items is available in the addressee's mind, 
whether or not the addressee could actually list them all, 
But if the set is acutally unlimited, the sentence fails 
to be contrastive. If the choice is made among a wider set 
of items, there is no specific contrast to one (or more) 
person/thing in particular, but to anything that can 
participate in this semantic relation. 
According to Chafe, language functions effectively 
only if the speaker takes account of the temporary states 
with relation to the language store of knowledge the mind 
contains at any specific moment. (Ibid. : 28). Whether 
asserting a fact or contradicting a belief of the addressee, 
the speaker is. in the case of contrastivenessalways 
acting against the background of that "quasi-given" 
information. The distinction between given and new 
"which applies in non-tontrastive sentences has little 
relevance to contrastive sentences. " In the given or 
quasi-given background, the elements are either syntag- 
matically or paradigmatically present. That is why 
"contrastive sentences are qualitatively different from 
those which simply supply new information from an un- 
set of possibilities. "(Ibid.: 311) 
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The test employed by Chafe (page 35) "as a rule 
of thumb" for testing contrastive focus is "whether the 
phrase 'rather than (instead of , not), ',:. can be felicitously 
inserted after the focus. " This suggests that contrast 
does not provide "new information" purely. 
Initial focal position in CCA is always semantical- 
ly contrastive 
1, 
and as such it is part of the given. I tend-, - 
to associate topic with given even when it is focal. But I 
also tend to assign different functions to two terms which 
have so far been often used synonymously, namely "given" 
and "known". While any item can be selected for the purpose 
of contrastive focus among a "given" set of items as shown 
above, the item- to-be-chos en remains "unknown" to the heqrer 
until the moment of utterance. Thus a contrastive element 
is "given" but not "known". Contrast is, therefore, a 
speaker-oriented notion, while "known" is a hearer-oriented 
one. It follows that a "new" element is both "new" and 
"unknown". "Known" is a relation that I associate with 
1 
P. Sgall (1973: 305) offers a similar characterisation of 
the alignment of such elements to Chafels: 11 ... an element 
of the foreground of the shared knowledge can be referred 
to in two distinct ways in an utterance: either it is only 
mentioned as an element known to the hearer, identifiable, 
recoverable (in Halliday's meaning of the term), its 
relationship to other items(s) being stated in the utterance 
or else it is used as a part of the 'new information', it 
is brought into a relation to another known item, being 
dhosen among other possible candidates that could bear 
this relation to that item. In the former case the given 
element is included in the topic, ... in the latter case 
it is inside the focus. On the other hý-, nd, an element 
not belonging to the foreground of the 'stock of shared 
knowledge' can be used only in the focus .... 11 
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given elements that are not contrastive. 
Contrastiveness can also be expressed in CCA by 
an element in non-initial position, receiving a higher 
rise-fall than normal focus, which tends to distinguish 
it, especially in final position. Initial NP'S, however, 
are unambiguously contrastive, and where I tend to dis- 
agree with Chafe is in excluding such elements from the 
category of topic. (Chafe, ibid.: 50). If topic has to be 
given these are 9-Lven elements marked by contrastive focus. 
1 Topic in CCA is always definite, and definiteness is a 
result of givenness. The tendency in CCA is to transmit 
given information first, followed by new information. 7.7, ý 
the case of an initial contrastive (therefore focal) el. -ment, 
followed by given, the newness lies in the "connexion of 
the two elements. " (Jespersen 1942: 145). In CCA the topir- Ji. -- 
is expressed either by the "real topic" or a contrastive 
element. 
3.7 The Grammatical Function of the Derived Topic 
"Derived Topic" is a sentence dependent category. 
By this I mean that it is not identified by adja, cency 
to or dependence on any particular element in the sentence. 
The derivation of topic-comment structure as seen here 
will be based upon Langacker's proposals (1974: 
641,652). 
1 
It is worth noting that in topic position, definiteness 
does not contrast with indefiniteness: CCA sentences, as 
in 
fact all Arabic sentences, c, -Innot begin with an 
indefinite 
NP. The contrast is here neutralised. 
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A topicalisation transformation applied to 
shift a NP to front position in S will be assumed to 
Chomsky-adjoin the NP to S, leaving a pronominal copy 







Topicalisation then copies a NP to the front, the place 
from which it has been lifted is pronominalised. The 
pronominal copy in S' marks the Chomsky-adjunction and 
it follows that elements like verbs, adjectives and advej 'S 
which do not leave a pronominal trace will acquire initial 
emphasis by means of different rules. ThefrontedNP always 
ends up being raised to a new and higher S. 
A type of topicalised structure using ' preposi- 
tions like bix-uSuuS Vconcerning" followed by a NP such as 
(3.6) will not have a pronominal copy and will not display 
the structural properties of topicalisation as defined 
I 
above. These I equate with Chafe's "Chinese-style" type of 
topic. (See page 63, ftn. 1): 
(3.6) bixuSuuS lissAfAr, lana littASAlt bisirkit 
liTTAyArAAn Casaan kagzi makaan. 
"Concerning the trip, I have contacted the 
airline company for a reservation. " 
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The initial prepositional phrase is assumed to be related 
to S adverbially in this case. 
This formulation of topicalisation can explain 
some facts about the derived topic. The topic as such is 
outside the scope of negation of SI, and only the 
resumptive pronoun in S' can be negated. The resumptive 
pronoun in this case must be independently realised as 
the HN of a relative structure as ih 
(3-7) a. makaminad saafir limbaarik 
11ýhhammad left yesterday. " 
b. makammad mis huwwa lilli saafir limbaarik. 
"(lit. ) b4ahammad not he who left yes- 
terday. " 
"It was not M. who left yesterday. " 
Gundel (1974) explains the fact that topic cannot be negated 
by linking it with "existential presupposition. " Here I am 
sugl,, -esting that besides this fact, the scope of negation, 
syntactically defined by clause boundaries, is also 
relevant. 
PART II 
TOPICALISATION BY REORDERING RULES 
"What must be emphasiZed is that languages 
vary considerably with respect to whether, 
and how, they grammaticalize differences 
of thematic structure. These differences 
are well known to translators. They are 
sometimes such as to cast doubt upon the 
possibility of translating even the 
propositional content of an utterance, 
both accurately and naturally, from one 
language into another. " (Lyons 1977: 510) 
CHAPTER 4 
DEEP AND'SURFACE STRUCTURE 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 1, I have already stated that there is 
a parti. culair ýconstruction in CCA, very much in evidence in 
the data, that makes use of initial position in the sen- 
tence. Elements are moved to this position by specific rules, 
and the purpose of the following chapters is to describe 
how these rules operate, when they apply and whether they 
are relevant to such constructions alone or have a more 
0 
general significance to CCA word order as a whole. 
11 
I will first state clearly the type of rules I am 
referring to. Langacker (1974: 631) divides movement rules 
into four types: Raising Rules, Lowering Rules, 
1 Fronting 
Rules and Backing Rules. A Fronting Ruletmoves some 
constituent to Elause initial position2 and this can, be 
dome over a considerable number of variables, which makes 
it simultaneously a Raising Rule: that which moves a 
constituent into a higher clause. Adverb Fronting is 
included by Langacker under such rules. 
Backing Rules are all upward bounded, and these 
move constituents to clause final positio4l never over 
1 These are irrelevant to our present discussion. 
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S boundaries. All these rules reorder constituents in 
the sentence and hence will be called Reordering Rules. 
These are formalised by J. Ross (1968: 235) as follows: 
If the structural index of a transformation 
has n terms, a, a 2' ,,,, a n9 
it is a reordering 
transformation_if its structural change has 
any a 
IL as 
its k th term, or if aI is adjoined 
to its k 
th 
term, where i ;ýk. 
Reordering Rules have been classified by Ross 
(ibid. ) as "bounded" and "unbounded" : the former moves 
a constituent frGm one position to another within the 
clause (e. g. Extraposition and Right Dislocation) and 
the lat-tL-r moves it across S boundaries. Postal. (1974: 46 
reclassifies as unbounded only rules as WH-movement and 
Topicalisation. which transport constituents across an 
unlimited number of higher clauses. BQunded rules, according 
to Postal, are of two types: one type (considered by Ross 
to be unbounded) transports a constituent across a finite 
number n of clause boundaries. This he labels a "Raising 
Rule", where the number n is one (e. g. Negative Raising 
and Predicate Raising), involving subordinate and super- 
ordinate clauses. The second type is clause internal 
rules (e. g. Dative Movement and Complex NP Shift). 
In the present grammar, it is assumed that all 
Fronting Rules are simultaneously Raising Rules as pointed 
out by Langacker and as already stated above. It will be 
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argued later on in this chapter that surface Topic-comment 
arrangement is derived by an obligatory transformational 
rule which Chomsky-adjoins the raised NP to a new and higher 
S. This is a copying rule, and is by virtue of the-resumptive 
pronoun which makes the original position of the shifted NP 
easily traceable, an unbounded rule. Other constituents 
such as adverbs are fronted by being siSter-adjoined to the 
raised NP, thereby are themselves raised to the higher S9 
but do not seem to exercise the kind of freedom in crossing 
as many S boundaries as the NP itself. Postal's two types 
of bounded rules are therefore relevant to the present 
analysis, however, Raising will not be restricted to movement 
from subordinate to superordinate clauses, but will, in the 
manner of Ross and Langackerlbe used as a term to cover all 
types of movement to a higher S. including Chomsky-adjunction. 
NP's wil'j. be seen to topicalise by an unbounded Raising Rule, 
while adverbs for example will topicalise by being raised 
by a bounded rule. (See Chapter 5 and Chapter 
Of the most established Fronting Rules in English 
Grammar, IM-movement and Adverb Preposing, the former is 
not relevant to CCA , neither 
in relative clause formation 
nor in question formation 
1 
as will be shown below; and the 
the latter will be dealt with as a Raising Rule. But CCA 
makes use of Raising Rules on a large scale as well as 
Backing Rulesp both being relevant to sentence initial 
H., eýise , 
'1975 74) refers to this fact. Atiya (1976: 265) 
agrees In connection with relative clause 
formation. But 
Abu Ss-, xydeh (1980) applies MI-movernent 
to question forma- 
tion in Colloquial Palestinian. 
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position. Of the two types of reordering rules defined by 
Ross (1968: 135) only "Copying" are relevant to CCA. All 
NPIs raised by unbounded rules must be resumed by a 
pronoun which copies all the features of the resumed 
element and appears in its original place. CCA has no 
qhopping rules. 
1 (For an exception, see. 5.3.1 below). 
The permutation of elements by transformations 
will derive marked and unmarked SS's. This will depend on 
the surface arrangement of constituents. (See Section 2.3, 
page 108). The rules responsible for the realisation of 
surface word order are assumed to derive an obligatory 
Topic-comment alignment for all sentences of CCA. But 
there is choice involved in the arrangement of elements, 
and choice is always motivated by what G. Leech calls 
"thematic meaning" which is"mainly a matter of choice 
between alternative grammatical constructions... [whose] 
communicative effect may be somewhat different. " (Leech: 
1974: 23) - 
4.2 The Theoretical Framework 
The framework within which the present analysis 
will be carried out is basically that of the post-Aspects 
transformational generative theory. I assume a syntactic 
component which specifies a set of finite rules assigning 
1 
Atiya Also refers to this point. 
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a structural description to each sentence by means of 
phrase structure rules which uniquely generate such a 
string. This is done in the base component of the grammar 
which, by means of a categorial component, specifies in 
terms of systactic categories, a constituency relationship 
among sentence elements that are highly abstract. This 
relationship is hierarchical and terminates in dummy symbols 
which are then assigned lexical entries by means of the 
other sub-component of the base, namely the lexicon. 
The terminal strings derived by the categorial 
sub-component then serve as an input to the trans f ormati, --, -. aal 
sub-component of the base which consists of rules which ; 
apply optionally or obligatorily, triggered by structure- 
dependent indices mapping PNI's into PM's "independent of 
the grammatical relations or meanings expressed in these 
granr--, atical relations. 11 (Chomsky 1.573: 233). These rules 
apply cyclically to produce a SS which in turn serves as 
an input to the phonological component. An obligatory 
transformation. is one "that applies when its structural 
description is met. "(Culicover 1976: 195). In English, 
for example, tffl-movement is obligatory when a WH constit- 
uent is present. Some transformations apply to the out- 
put of other transformations, and as such transformations 
are said to be intrinsically ordered in the sense that 
the second rule cannot apply until the first has. 
The cycle occurs first to the embedded sentence, 
or cyclic node, then to the higher sentence. 
In the present 
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grammar, it is assumed that S, S' and NP are all cyclic 
nodes. 
Optional rules will not affect the grammaticality 
of sentences, but in the present analysis they are assumed 
to p-erform a functional role in the grammar. The base, 
according to Aspect-sq-was regarded as the only input 
to the semantic component of the grammar. Later, and 
very graduallyq semantic aspects were beginning to relate 
to SS, and among other things, this was one factor in 
developing the Standard Theory into its Extended version. 
Present tendencies, however, tend to allocate semantic 
interpretation to SS alone, and by the aid of Trace Theory 
components and features of DS are detectable from the 
surface arrangement of sentences. 
DS will be the place where the basic participant- 
action relations are established, that is the place where 
logical predication structure is made explicit. On the 
other hand, in the light of recent developments in re- 
searching the relation of syntax to the communicative 
purposes to which language is put and the possible 
typological implications which are borne by communicative 
strategies employed by various languages, it is almost 
encumbent to introduce into the grammar the notion 
of the communicative potential. 
Transformations have been regarded as meaning- 
preservin1m, "so far as the truth values and presuppositions 
are concerned. '' (Abu Ssaydeh 1980: 25). In my definition 
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presuppositions are subject to phonological rules and are 
affected by surface Topic-comment or thematic arrangement: 
these two factors are directly and indirectly effected by 
transformations. The communicative implications of re- 
ordering transformations are reinforced by the phonological 
component and by situational and contextual factors. If we 
tended to dissociate the communicative purpose of the 
sentence from its semantics, then the transformations 
resulting in the surface arrangement of Topic-comment 
do not affect meaning but are connected with the com- 
municative functional aspects of the sentence. But if we 
assume that presuppositions are part of the meaning(s) of . 
a sentence, then we will discover that while lexical 
presuppositions are perhaps that type of presuppositior, 
that comes under the above mentioned restriction, there 
are other types of presuppositions that can be called 
structural presuppositions and which are pragmatically 
relevant. Abu Sý5aydeh states that perhaps T-Topicalisation 
does affect meaning, and I would like to put it more 
specifically that it is the presuppositional aspect of 
meaning that is affected in such a case, pragmatic 
presuppositions that is. 
When transformations reorder elements in a 
sentence resulting in a specific Topic-comment align- 
ment, which interacts with the assignment of 
focus 
and the pattern of emphasis that is unique 
to that sentence, 
the presuppositional pattern of the sentence 
is immediately 
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defined. For example, such a sentence will answer one 
question and not another. Topic is topic not simply by 
virtue of its contrast with "focus", but by virtue of 
corresponding to part of the presupposition, the most 
natural place for it being initial position. Even an initial 
topic bearing focus is presupposed in the sense that the 
focus it bears is always contrastive. (See Section 3.6). 
Topic-focus dichotomy differs from Topic-comment 
dichotomy: in the former we are talking about the "real 
topic", the "known" element (see page 121-22 above) ; in 
the latter we are talking about the actual topic of the 
sentence, the derived topic, or what the sentence is 
about, and this is the relation which is of immediate 
concern to the present study. The actual Topic-comment 
order is a fixed order and it interacts with factors of 
emphasis in the sentence. It is governed by the rules 
of the grammar, and it is these rules that concern us 
next. Changes of word order by optional rules has been 
generally dismissed by transformationalists as stylistic 
variance. Other approaches, e. g. Danes and Halliday, 
have resorted to a solution of stratifying the grarmmar 
into related and sometimes interdependent levels. They 
claim that one level cannot be totally responsible for a 
language system in totum. P. Sgall, an advocate of FSP, 
suggests that 
The functional sentence perspective, 
as well as the means of its realisation, 
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has a systematic character and a full 
description of a language system as a 
system of 'forms' and 'functions' is 
not possible without respecting it. 
(Sgall 1977: 2o6) 
The interplay of the levels therefore is what makes up a 
language. Optional rules of syntaxl where the I'sentencell 
is ultimate, will be rendered "obligatorylt in a way where 
I 
the sentence functions in context. Word order will be 
meaningful; although - within the present T. G. grammar 
framework, it is not grammatically relevant as far as 
semantic interpretation is concerned, but at least it 
is grammatically constrained: this involves presupposition, 
focus and Topic-comment alignment. A sentence like (4.1) 
is ambiguous; segmentally, the ambiguity is difficult 
to explain: 
(4.1) littuffaaka makammad lakalha 
"(lit. ) The -apple M, ate-it 
Only by assigning focus can we disambiguate it . The two 
structures will be assigned different underlying structures. 
With focus on the initial NP, we can assign a cleft 
structure to the sentence; with focus on the second NP 
makammad, we can assign a cleft struCture only to the 
comment constituent of the sentence. The unmarked,, or 
end-focus. falling on the verb assigns a structure of topic 
and comment, with topic as a given element. The different 
structures will yield different scopes of negation when 
the sentence is negated: 
(4.2) a. 2ittuffaaka makammad makalhaag 
b. Tittuffaaha makammad makalhaas 
c. tittuffaaka makammad makalhaas 
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(4.2a) presupposes that M did something to the apple 
but it was not eating it that he did; (b) presupposes 
that someone has eaten the apple, but it was not M 
that did it; (c) Presupposes that M ate something, but 
it was not the apple that he ate. As negation is attracted 
to focus, the negated sentence cannot be assigned a unique 
semantic interpretation before the assignment of focus. 
In the present approach, the assignment of focus is 
dependent on the derivation of a surface topic-comment 
arrangement. 
Different sentences with different positiona3 aiid 
focal emphatic alignments tend to answer different quc-Aions, 
either explicitly or implicitly, and are therefore prc- 
suppositionally bound. Absolute synonymy between SS's of 
different word orders or different emphatic structure 
not be assumed in this study. 
1 SS is always motivated by 
communicative purpose, with which the optional movements of 
a reordering nature are connected. These structures are 
derived from a basic order which is semantically un- 
constrained, communicatively neutral and syntactically 
simple. The transformations render the structure com- 
municatively viable, and not until they have applied 
can we assign to the derived structures such categories 
as topic and comment or focus. Linguists such as Gundel 
and Gruber choose to integrate the communicative categories 
II 
agree with T. Vennemann (1975: 313-14) that 11 ... two 
discourses that have different surface syntactic represent- 
ations must have different semantic representations. " Dis- 
course sentences "with identical truth conditions but 
different topic-comment structure, different sentetice 
accent, or different degrees of verbal explicitness receive 
different sernantic rei)resentations. 11 
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into the semantics of the sentence and would have as the 
first PS rule something like 
NP S 
on the basis that Topic-comment is more fundamental. 
Those who separate the levels, like the Praguians, regard 
FSP as the tension between grammatical word order and 
communicative aims (e. g. passive construction. ) In the 
present study the second view is assumed to be more relevant 
to the facts of CCA. Only, this tension is seen as a direct 
result of reordering transformations. Sentences such as 
(4.2 a-c) must be shown to be semantically related as they 
are identical in substance. Their communicative value 
is another matter, and this is decided transformationally. 
Since in CCA neither focus nor topic is marked morpho- 
logically, word order in the surface is relevant to com- 
municative value. Communicative functions are immediately 
interpretable from the surface order of the elements after 
the assignment of focus by pairing presuppositions and 
foci. To answer a question "Where is the hotel? '19 only 
(4-3 e) is possible: 
(4-3) a. The church is opposite the hotel. 
b. The church is opposite the hotel. 
c. The hotel is opposite the church. 
d. The hotel is opposite the church. 
e. The hotel is opposite the church. 
Focus is phonologically interpretable from the 
surface, subject to conditions that are dictated by the 
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presupposition-focus alignment. 
Depending on what we mean by I'meaning", the 
consequence Of optional rules could be more than semantical- 
ly minimal. If we take certain aspects of presupposition 
and communicative purpose to be included under "meaning" 
then those rules do affect meaning. 
4.3 Sentence Patterns in CCA 
As DS is the level where the grammatical, - and . 
therefore meaningful, relations among constituents of 
structure are shown, I will attempt to link it to a SS 
motivated by -a. communicatively functional organisation 
of topic-comment order, by transformational movement rules. 
This study does not aim at a comprehensive formulation of 
CCA grammatical structure and transformational rules, but 
only at that part of it which pertains to the initial 
position in the sentence and its relation to the rest of 
the sentence. This will require a brief survey of 
essential word order aspects and their grammatical sig- 
nif icance. 
I will for this purpose postulate a number of 
PSR's which will form the SI's for input dnto trans- 
formational rules which will map PM's into PM's. My 
discussion, however, will proceed from observation to 
generalisation: from the observable SS phenomena to 




I begin my discussion by enumerating the un- 
marked SS's which may be listed under the notion of 
"clause patterns". (Quirk et al, 1972: 342-43). In my 
listing of clause patterns of CCA, I will consider forms 
of the simplest affirmative declarative structures 
which may combine to form co. mplex derived structures. 
These sentences have one verb, with no conjunction and 
no secondary operators such as negation and mod-blity. 
They have only the obligatory participants required by 
the class of veripo involved. Although these are essentially 
surface forms derived by obligatory transformations, they 
can be labelled "atomic" sentences because they contain 
the "fundamental syntactic relationships.. " (Stockwell, 
1977: 106) within wh6se range any declarative active 
sentence can be analysed. The followi; ig patterns can be 
isolated in CCA: 
(4.4) a. NP V 
b. NP V NP 
c. i. NP V Prep NP 
. 
Tidduktuur wASAl 
"The doctor arrivýdll 
2-idduktuur laabil ilmAriiD 
"The doctor met the patient" 
2ana rAhkAbt biDDuyuuf 
"I welcomed the guests" 
ii. NP V NP Prep NP a. lana waagihtu bilhaiiiia 
"I faced him with the truth" 
11 
have already noted above that the present study is 
restricted to declarative sentences. 
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b. Tana 2idditt Alkitaab 
limkammad 
d. NP V NP AdV 
e. NP Cop NP 
f. NP Cop Adj 
g. NP Cop Adv 
"I gave the book to Mahammad" 
2-ana kATTeet Alkitaab f iddurg 
"I put the book in the drawer" 
da bi tna 
"This (is) our house" 
. 
TilbAkr gamiil 
"The sea(is) beautiful" 
-Tilkafla nnAhArDA 
"The party (is) today" 
As already noted above, these patterns are based 
on the essential clause elements as obli. (, ratory elements 
(as opposed to adverbials of the optional types. ) 
1 
Obligatory adverbial functions are either verbal complements 
as in (4.4 d) or predicative adverbials as in (g). 
Semantically , they function as adverbials of place and 
time. 
To all the above sentence types we can add 
optional adverbials (Adv) which are clause elements but 
generally dispen6able and semantically peripheral. Their 
absence will not affect the grammaticality of the sentence. 
1 
Lyons (1968) distinguishes between "nuclear" and "extra- 
nuclear" elements. Quirk et al (1972) further distinguish 
between "adjunct" and "disjunct" in adverbial function. 
Quirk's clause patterns in English (see ibid.: 7.2) in- 
clude adverbials as obligatory elements, but with no 
further specification. They are not mentioned in his list 
of elements realising complement functions (P-340), PrepP 
functions(P. 304) or types of complementation (p. 821). 
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These are generally mobile elements, and their mobility 
depends on their constituency and function in the sentence. 
(See Chapter 
The sentence types (e-g) are copular. In our 
present analysis, the copula will be realised in SS as zero 
element in sentences marked for Present Tense as in 
(e-g). The dividing line between subject and predicate 
constituency in such cases is signalled by other markers 
which are surface traces of an underlying copula. Such 
markers can be the absence of the definite article on - 
the initial element in the predicate phrase in case that 
element is not inherently definite, e. g. pronouns and 
proper nouns, or idiomatically definite, e. g. linnAhArDA 
"today". Apart from its semantic-cognitive content, the 
definite/indefinite contrast in CCA is a grammaticalised 
category which signals Topic on the one hand (Topics 
are always definite, therefore the contrast is neutralised 
in this position) and on the othervit signals boundaries 
of subjects and predicates in non-verbal sentences. In 
iilbint Tilgýamiila "the beautiful girl", where both 
elements are definite, the construction is endocentric: 
Noun+Adjective. In Tilbint gamiila "the girl (is) 
beautiful" the adjective marked for indefiniteness 
announces the boundary between Topic and Comment. Where 
lirrAAgil Cala. lbaab "the man (is) at the door" is readily 
interpreted as a subject-predicate structure, rAAgil 
Cala lbaab "a man at the door" can only be understood 
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as a NH with a postmodifying relative clause. 
In equative structures, where by definition both 
subject and predicate are definite (see below), the appear- 
ance of a pronoun which copies all the features of the 
subject NIP in the position typically occupied by the 
copula is required. Very rarely in such structures is 
the pronoun substituted by an intonational pattern that 
marks the division between subject and predicate: it is 
a falling pattern, but usually marked with a pause in 
place of the copula (ictus or silent syllable(A): 
bin.. 
iii tA ri 
ilmudar 
sa 
"the girl (i; E) the teacher" 
(4-7) Tilbint hiyya Tilmudarrisa 
The pronoun hiyya in (4-7) has been assumed by many analysts 
of CCA structure to be a copula. In the present analysis 
this pronoun will be dealt with as a resumptive pronoun 
resulting from the application of an obligatory topic- 
11 alisation rule (see Section 5.6). 1 will restrict the 
proper function of tile copula to a verbal form kaan "was" 
which appears when the sentence is marked for Past Tense; 
it is a tense and/or aspect carrier and can inflect 
like any other verb in CCA: 
1A 
similar analysis has been offered by Anshen and 
Schreiber (1968: 797). 
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(4.8) lilhAkr kaan gamiil. 
"The sea was beautiful" 
(4.9) lama tikuun mawguud, kallimni fi ttilifuun. 
"When you are there, phone me" 
(4.10) 
-tin 
-saa. TA 11AAh kakuun Candak bukra 
"God willing, I will be with you tomorrowt, 
Similar verbal forms can appear in place of kaan, such 
as balaj? &SbAk "become", -TistamArr "continue", fiDil 
"keep on", all of aspectual significance and realising an 
intensive relatiohship between subject and predicate. 
1 
Besides copular sentences, both equative and 
attributive in function, (4.4) presents us with sentences 
containing intransitive verbs such as (a); monotransitive 
2, 
verbs such as (b); and subclasses of (C). More examples of 
(c i) are: 
sallim Cala "shake hands with" 
sACAr bi 
TimiC fi 




xAllAS Cala "bring an end to" 
waafi-T Cala "agree to" 
These verbs are also Included in a class of auxiliaries 
in CCA; see Mallawany 1981. 
21 
will not go into details of verbal complementation. 
(c) 
above can contain subclasses of phrasal or prepositional 
verbs and verbs requiring prepositional complementation. 
For this purpose see Abu Ssaydeh 1980; Vestergaard on 
English 1977; and on Classical Arabic, NI. Feteih 
(forth- 
coining, Leeds University). 
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-TitTASAl 
bi "contact! ' 
littafal Cala "agree on" 
gaawib Cala "answer" 
ligtamaC bi ", imeet. with" 
. 
Tiktaag li Ifneed" 
ZktAfAZ bi "keept' 
. 
Tiktafal bi "celebrate" 
listaCadd li "make ready for" 
kammil. Cala "complete" 
IiTmAIAnn li "to be reassured of" 
IiCtada Cala If- attack" 




linDAmm li "join" 
lihtamm b! "interested in" 
More examples of (c ii a) are: 
. 
Taxad ... Cala "hold against" 
TADAAf ... 2ila "add to" 
! tAqnaC... bi "convince" 
2iqtArAh ... Cala "suggest" 
(c ii b) is a prepositional complement that is 
dative in function. It is different from (c ii a) in that 
it can undergo dative movement. It is always realised 
by 
the preposition Ji. These verbs are also called 
ditran- 
sitive. If we accept Vestergaard's ana-Aysis 
(1977) of some 
prepositional complements as being more object-like 
than 
others, the prepositions in (c i) and(c ii a) will 
be 
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considered 11transivitizers of their verbs" (Bresnan 1978: 
19) and these verbs will be considered ditransitive-too. 
The above syntactic categories can be functionally 
defined as follows: 
1. The NP preced4'ng the verb is the subject 
of the sentence, unmarkedly occurring in 
initial position in all simple declarative 
sentences. 
2. The NP immediately following the verb is the 
direct object of the verb, again unmarkedly 
positioned post verbally. This NP usually 
assumes the role of subject in passive 
structures. 
3. The second NP following the verb and preceded 
by the preposition li is the indirect object. 
IV-hen the NP undergoes Dative Movement, the 
preposition is deleted and the NP then 
follows the verb immediately. This NP is 
present only when the direct object is present. 
Type (d) all6ws the occurrence of Adverbial 
verbal complements, usually realised as 
Place Adverbials; while (g) allows adverbials 
to occur as subject comple'rnents, and these 
can be Place or Time. 
Type (c ii b) with the preposition obligatorily 
preceding the second NP in this position 
naturally excludes NPIs functioning as 
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object complements, as these do not take 
prepositions. Also adjectives as object comple-- 
ments are excluded from this typology. as 
sentences of the form: 
NP 
NP V NP 
ADJ .3 
are not atomic, according to the above defini- 
tion. Examples of this type would be: 
(4.12) huwwa lald ? is-s-ibbaak maksuur 
"He found the window broken" 
(4.13) huwwa xallaah saCiid 
"He made him happy" 
As we are here outlining the simplest types, 
this type will be considered as derived from 
the combination of two simple types of 
sentences, one of them expressing an intensive 
relationship between a subject and its comple- 
ment. 
In (f) adjectives serve as subject comple- 
ments. This predicative category also 
includes substantives used adjectivally. 
The criterion here is one of preposing 
the predicative element. Nouns in initial 
position in sentences must be definite. 
Predicative substantives, when preposed, 
can ret-ýiain indefinite, as in 
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(4.14) mudarrisa lissit di 
"(lit. ) A teacher this woman" 
(4.15) muslimiin ii; s-iiCa 
"(lit. ) Muslims the Shia" 
Unlike equative structures, these sentences 
do not require the resumptive pronoun to 
mark the boundary between subject and predicateg 
as it is already markeAby the absence of the 
definite marker. 
7. As atomic sentences provide minimal specifica- 
tiotIs 
- of constituents, only clause elements 
are included. Phrast elements, such as determiners 
or modifiers, are excluded, as these are either 
inherent elements of phrasal categories (deter- 
miners) or optional categories (modifiers). 
4.4 Deep Structure_ 
As I have already remarked, the above types can 
all be surface realisations of the simplest form. Complex 
structures will involve the fusion of such simple atomic 
types , and compound structures will involve the conjunction . 
of simple and complex types. But derived structures will 
also be effected by the permutation of constituents by 
movement rules governed by conditions on well-formedness 
and constrained in their application by structural indices 
that are specific to them. 
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In order to be able to assign reordering rules and 
delindt their scope of application, we must first be able 
to operate upon a basic order generated by the PSR's in 
the base component, to which transformations can apply. 
The basic order will be of a highly abstract nature and 
will reflect thellsimple basic propositions" where the 
relation is one of "pred-il cation" whose domain is made up 
of arguments or "participants", namely names of entities or 
classes of entities. (Stockwell 1877: 10). This structure 
which reflects the logical or semantic form of the sentence 
will be called Deep Structure (DS). 
1 
An interesting and relevant characteristic of 
"basic word order" is defined by F. Kiefer; we leave aside 
the question as to whether his definition applies to 
sentences that occur in SS; but Kiefer's notion can help 
us to determine the order of elements in DS: 
A word order is referred to as basic if 
it can stand without any presupposition 
as to what should be considered as being 
already Iýnuwn. (1970: 40) 
1 Langacker (1974) divides the sentence into "objective 
content" (alternative term for propositional content): 
the basic situation which the sentence describes and 
which the remainder of the sentence takes a position 
on. This "remainder" is the"non-objectivell content: 
illocutionary force, specifications of tensel. %. - , aspect, 
and modality, negation, topic, focus, and emphasis, hono- 
rifics, expressionsof doubt, estimations of reality and 
veracity, or markers of affective reactions . 
(pp. 645-46). 
ObjectiVe content is present in basic structure, and non- 
objective content is introduced trans f orma tionally (649). 
My approach to the introduction of topic in SS is. in 
keeping with Langacker's classification of topic as non- 
objective content: it is a derived element. 
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Most linguists who have dealt with CCA basic 
structure have seen it as a NP VP constituency, therefore, 
perhaps) taking sentences (4.4a-g) as basic structures. 
These sentences, however, already present us with in- 
formational value, carrying presuppositions of the type 
Kiefer (above) is referring to. They may satisfy Stockwell's 
definition, but certainly not Kiefer's. These sentences 
can be identified with Chomsky's definition of "kernel" 
sentences: 
These are sentences of a particularly 
simple sort that involve a minimum of 
transformational apparatus in their 
generation. (Chomsky 1965: 17-18) 
As these have "no distinctive role in the generation 
or interpretation of sentences... one must be careful not 
to confuseFthemý .. with the basic strings that underlie ý: r 
them. 11 (Ibid. : 18) . 
Kiefer adds that a few adverbials, especially 
of time and place, can occupy several positions basically, 
but changes in the position of other categories results 
in changing the presuppositions -4bout the linguistic 
content. In CCA SS, initial position occupied by a NP 
must essentially assign the feature 
[+Definite] to that 
NP, that is it must be a referring entity. In other words, 
thematic organisation in the order given-new is obligatory 
on the surface. Sentences (4.4) already display an 
alignment of topic-comi-zient organisation which carries 
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presuppositions as to what is given and what is new. 
What we need to do then is to propose a DS 
word order which does not carry presuppositions connected 
with thematic categories of SS, allowing for the move- 
ment of elements by transformations to that position 
where they acquire topical status. To topicalise means: 
1. To talk about that element- 
2. To draw that element from previous context or from 
the knowledge shared by speaker and hearer or from sit- 
uation 
To presuppose the existence or occurrence of the 
entity or action expressed by the item topicalised, 
asserting the comment but not guaranteeing its truth. 
This element referring to the topic of the sentence 
occupies initial position in the sentence. It can be 
coreferential with one of several constituents in the 
sentence. The underlying structure from which all such 
sentences can be derived must allow free access to initial 
position by any of these constituents. But before we move 
on to the proposed DS, let us first look at some possible 
surface arrangements which present us with further 
complexities of structure from those already connected 
with the atomic structures of (4.4); (underlining = 
sentence focus): 
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(4.16) a. lidduktuur wASAl 
"The doctor arrived" 
b., wASAI Adduktuur 
c. Tilli wASAJ idduktuur 
(4.17) a. -sArkil mas?. ala di yiTuul 
"The explanation of this problem 
can take a long time" 
b. Tilmastala di -sArkAha yiTuul 
(4.18), W,. haxalli ssawwaal yigiib ittazkArA 
wuhuu, iva raagiC 
"I will let the driver bring the tickel 
on his way back" 
b. TittazkArA haxalli ssawwaal yigibha 
w-uhuivriva raagiC 
(4.19) a. Tilwalad -Takal -littuffaaha 
"The boy ate the apple" 




(4.20) a. mAnZAr AlbAhr gamiil 
"The sea view is beautiful" 
b. gamiil_mAnZAr AlbAhr 
gamiil mAnZAr lilbAkr 
(4.21) a. iilkitaab fiddurg 
"The book is in the drawer" 
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b. (Tilli)fiddurg ilkitaab 
c. fiddurg ilkitaab 
(4.22) a. lana ruht issuut limbaarik 
"I went to the market yesterday" 
b. timbaarik lana ruht issuut 
c. 2imbaarik_Iana ruht issuut 
(4.23) a. *wASAI idduktuur 
b. *gamiil mAnZAr ilbAkr 
All the sentences in (4.16)-(4.22) carry pre- 
suppositions as to what is given and what is new. (4.23) 
showa that predicative elements such as verbs and adjectives 
cannot occur in initial position unless they carry sentence 
stress. (4.19) presents us with another fact: in non-initial 
position, the order of the verb and subject NP, irrespective 
of sentence stress, is not so restricted as it is in 
initial position. This is also observable in subordinate 
and embedded sentences as in (4.24)-(4.25): 
(4-24)-&. Iamma yirgaC makammad, lana halullu 
"When M comes back, I will tell him" 
b. lamma M yirgaC, lana halullu 
(4.25) a. -Tilbint 
illi makaminad sallifha ll,, itaab 
gayba 
"The girl to whom M lent his book is 
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absent" 
b. Tilbint illi sallifha M ilkitaab gayba 
These facts suggest that surface elements gain their in- 
formational status by some process which I propose to 
explain in terms of movement rules of the reordering type. 
They will be all labelled Topicalisation Rules. Those 
rules should have access to an underlying structure 
which is free of pragmatic presuppositional status. Be- 
sides, this DS must also account for the fact that. 
restrictions pertaining to initial position in matrix 
clauses do not pertain to all subordinate or embedded 
sentences nor to relevant elements in non-initial position. 
The basic structure I propose for CCA is one closer te, 
the logical arrangement of elements based on the predicating 
element and its argument(s). 
1 
An approximation of the first 
rule of the grammar will be: 
1 
Basic structure of VSO is not unknown among linguists 
who are in favour of an underlying logico-semantic 
relation among elements of the basic structure: 
It is the belief of many linguists including 
myself, that VP is not a category in logical 
structure but is derived as a result of a rule 
which moves some Noun Phrase out of a structure 
roughly like (i) 
'S 
VP (Gundel 1974: 12, ftn. 10) 
Gundel further suggests that the elements are not ordered. 
This will be discussed below. 
Also see MacCawley (1970) for a similar proposal for English 
adopted by Postal (1974) arid Langacker (1974). 
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V NP (NP) 
(4.26) S 7 Pred P NP 
This rule says that sentences in CCA (not unlike most 
dialects of Arabic) express two types of predicational 
relations, hence the node dominating them will be called 
'Predication (Pred). The first rewrite of S presents us with 
a predicator which is basically a verbal form relating a 
number of arguments. I am aware of the fact that certain 
subclasses of verbs can relate more arguments and of 
various types, but at present I will deal with one type 
of verb, namely monotransitive veria , for the sake of 
the argument at hand. The rule will be modified as the 
argument proceeds and more participants will be intro- 
duced in the course of the discussion when necessary. 
Aux in CCA is a catemory that introduces Tense Cý 
and Aspect, 
1 
and will be itself introduced as a sister 
node to the Predication. The above rule will according- 
ly be modified to: 
(4.27) S Aux' Pted 
V NP (NP)l 
Pred 




1 See Nlitchell, 1978; Abu Szaydeh, 1980. 
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The first NP in this rule is obligatory and it always 
surfaces as the subject of the activ-e declarative 
sentence. The optional NP is that NP which surfaces as 
the direct object of transitive verbs. The Pred P in 
the second rewrite of ''Pred comprises a copula together 
with a range of predicate elements including adverbial 
phrases (AdvP), adjectival phrases (AdjP)q and noun 
phrases. (See Section 5.6 below). The Pred P takes one 
participant which surfaces as the subject of the 
sentence. We have already mentioned that copulas in 
CCA surface as Tense and Aspect carrier5 (see p. 141), and 
as such they are considered as part of the Pred P and not 
a separate phrasal category. Verbs, on the other hand, 
can express Tense and Aspect by inflectional categories 
that are affixed to the verbal form itself. If (4.20 b) 
was to be expressed in the past tense, the sentence 
stress will normally fall on the Predicate Adjective 
itself as in (4.28); verbal forms in the same position 
will also receive sentence stress: the whole category 
of Pred P, then, is similar in behaviour to the verbal 
form and Cop is introduced in the rewrite of Pred P not 
Pred. - 
(4.28) kaan mAnZAr ilbAhr 
The first rule then rewrites S as a verbal or 
copular structure, in which the predicate relates one 
or more arguments. Current resdarch in the different 
dialects of Arabic finds it difficult to decide whether 
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the basic order is SVO or VSO, and some have expressed 
the opinion that these two orders could be in free 
variation (Abu S-,, aydeh, 1980: 29). 1 hope that the 
present discussion will help at least one step in the 
right direction in solving this problem for CCA by 
providing the relevance of the verb-initial basic order 
to the syntactic processes of the language. Chomsky (1976; 
see Section 2.2.1) states kis new standpoint in this way: 
although thematic relations are "properly expressed" in an 
aJastract form of surface structure, they still are determined 
at the level of the base-generated deep structure. 
'-Ehis, 
however, is difficult to apply to CCA where elements have 
a relative freedom of movement to initial position, and 
it is not clear how any sepcific element of structure can 
relate "deeply" to initial position. The basic arrangement 
must therefore e. )tpress a highly abstract logical relation- 
ship which carries no thematic implications and thematisation 
becomes a matter of communicative choice. 
The basic arrangement of DS elements suggested 
for CCA is verb-initial. It will help in s±mplifying the 
number of concordial categories on the verb in its 
agreement with the subject NP. (See Section 4-5). Verbs 
in Arabic agree with their subjects in person, number and 
gender. But if we accept the view that agreement is 
closely connected with pronorninalisation (see Section 
2.5.2 above) which can sometimes be expressed as zero mor- 
pheme, then-Anshen and Schreiber's (1968: 795-96) analysis 
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seems a reasonable explanation of the inflectional category 
of number in Arabic. This may suggest that the subject 
NP has been moved from a-post-verbal position, leaving a 
pronoun in its place, which continues to be anaphoric. 
Although SS word order in CCA unmarkedly begins with the 
subject NP, in other varieties both SVO and VSO are 
considered to be in free variation. However, according to 
one universal by J. Greenberg (1966 b), there is more 
reason to believe that VS is more basic: 
All languages with dominant VSO order 
have SVO as an alternative or as the 
only alternative basic order. (110) 
I will not go too far in pressing the possible 
influence of Classical Arabic or the Standard variety 
on CCA, but as all dialects of colloquial Arabic and also 
the present Standard variety are historicAlly related 
to a prototype 
1 
which has more in common with tod&y's 
Standard variety than any other variety of Arabic, it 
will suffice here to hint at some diachronic relation 
(and probably a synchronic one too--as Standard Arabic 
is today the language of education in all the Arabic 
speaking countries (see Section 1.1.1)). The suggested 
DS order , therefore, is not totally unknown 
to Arabic 
syntax. In fact this order still persists in certain 
types of embedded sentences in CCA, as will be discussed 
later. 
I For a discussion of this historical point, see A. Badawij 
1973. 
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Instead Of Proposing an unordered sequence 
of participants in DS (as suggested by Gundel, see page 
02, ftn. 1 above )I it will be more convenient, for the 
operation of the rules of topicalisation, to adopt an 
order in which the subject NP precedes the object NP. 
This is the more dominant order in the surface and it 
is in perfect harmony with another universal suggested 
by Greenberg: 
In declarative sentences with nominal 
subject and object, the dominant order 
is always one in which the subject 
precedes the object. (Greenberg, ibid. ) 
With this universal in mind, and if I am right in assuming 
any relation, historical or otherwise, between the Standard 
variety and CCA, it follows that of the two alternative 
orders available to Standard Arabic, the one basic and the 
other derived, the first seems to have remaihed as the 
order of the Base in CCA, while the se6ond established 
itself as the surface realisation. This fact may very 
well link with Li and Thompson's cycle from subject-promi- 
nence to topic-prominence. (See Section 2-5). 
It is also important to think of DS elements 
as ordered because the operation of the movement rules 
will be constrained by the grammatical function of 
the 
participant NPIs and this function will be defined on 
the 
basis of adja-,. cency to the verb. The definition of subject 
NIP or object NP will, therefore, rest on the 
DS order. 
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4.5 Number Agreement 
In this section I will discuss the possibility of 
regarding the inflectional category of number on the verb 
as a resumptive pronoun which replaces the subject NP in 
its DS position. In CCA, the uhmarked surface order is 
for the subject to precede the verb; but there are cases, 
not without particular restrictions, when the subject NP 
can follow the verb. In the latter case, the verb agrees 
with the third person subject NP in person and gender 
only. The number agreement is suspended, wherb, in 
agreement with Greenberg's Universal 33, offering a 0 
relevant morphological fact, the verb is in the singular: 
When number agreement between the noun 
and verb is supended and the rule is 
based on order, the case is always one 
in which the verb is in the singular. 
(Greenberg, 1966: 112) 
I We find this case illustrated in (4.29): 
(4.29)- a. Tirrigaala rAAlqu IgeeT wissittaat 
IaCadu fi lbeet. 
"The men went to the fields and the EP 1u 13 
women stayed at home. " 
Cplurj 
b. rAA14 irrigaala lgeeT wi 2aCadit 
CSin@ ESi n g] 
issittaat fi lbeet. 
c. littuffabjcýjilwilaad lakaluu 
"The apples the children ate them" [Plur] 
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d. littuffaak lakalu lwilaad. 
ý6 in Z9 
In (a) and (c) the subject NP'S lirrigaala, Tissittaat and 
Tilwilaad all take verbs in the plural with the suffix ii 
in all cases marking the number for plural. 
1 In (b) and (d) 
the verb form preceding the subject NP does not inflect 
for number and remains singular. The s-&, me pattern exists 
in Standard Arabic; (4-30) is the equivalent of (4.29 a-b) 
(4.30), o, larrijaalu dahabu lila 1hAql wa nnisaalu 
makaOna fi lbayt. 
b. dahaba rrijaalu lila 1hAqli wa makaOat 
innissaalu fi lbayt. 
The only difference is that in CCA, there is a choice 
between suspending and not suspending the number agreemeat, 
when the verb precedes the subject NP. In Standard Arabic, 




masculine dahaba dahabu 
feminine dahabat dahabna 
1 
For patterns of agreement, see A. Sallam 
(1979)- It is 
interesting to note that IaCadit can also be the form of 
the verb both feminine and masculine plural; the follow- 
ing forms are also possible: 
a. lissittaat rj\Akib il"eet C) 
b. 2irriggaala/lilCummaal rAAkit ilgeet 
both nouns in (b) being what is in Arzibic (--, rai-, -:, iar called 
Z2. TC t, --Aksiirý 
"broken plural". 
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CCA then seems to be in the process of generalising the 
agreement in both positions. At the present stage, it 
remains optional. 
The fact that number agreement alone is oblig- 
atory only when the verb follows the Subject NP suggests 
that in both varieties, SVO is not an alternative basic 
structure but a structure derived from VSO. In Standard 
Arabic both orders may be unmarked, but in CCA VSO is 
highly marked and is limited to certain contexts , being 
restricted to a particular pattern of focus assignment. 
(See Section 8.1). It is a derived structure where the 
subject NP has been shifted from its post verbal position 
in the underlying structure to initial topic position, 
not unlike other NPIs in the sentence, leaving a pronominal 
copy in the form of a number agreement suffixed to the--verb, 
as all resumptive pronouns are clitics, to mark its original 
position. 
1 
As there is no correlation between subject NP 
position and the realisation of gender or person categories 
of agreement, -1 tend to consider ohly number agreement as 
a form of pronominal resumption. 
I 
It often happens that in continuous discourse where the 
situation or context makes it clear which object is being 
referred to, the5ý%bject position is left empty and its 
absence does not affect the grammaticality of the so-Atence. 
The sentence is complete by virtue of the resumptive 
pronoun: 
a. rAAku lbeet wisabuuni hina 
"(They) went home and left me here. " 
b. fii sirkit illadwiya biyistawCibu miit TAAlib 
fi liazaaza. 
"At the drugs company, (they) can employ one 




Greenberg's Universal 38 (Greenberg-1966 b) 
states that only subjects can have zero allomorphs. This 
is also true of CCA : only the third person plural subjects 
are overtly replaced by a number category on the verbas 
the table below shows. (Pre-S and post-S respectively 
refer to pre-subject position and post-subject position): 
32) 
masculine feminine 
singular plural singular plural 
-S Pre-S Post- re-S Post T -S Pre-S Post-S P[ Post-S 
rAAk rAAR rAAku rAAhit rAAhit rAAkijlt rAA. kiu 
jj_ AA rAAku rAAku rAAhit -A 
THE PARADIGM OF NOMINATIVE RESUMPTIVE CLITICS 
According to Universal 38 above, the subject NP is r-esumed 
by a zero allomorph in post-verbal position when it refers 
to a singular noun. 
To sum up the proposals made in this section, CCA 
is sden as a language with a DS word order of V NP (NP) 
to which an obligatory transformation applies to topicalise 
either the subject NP or any other NP, to produce a SS 
alignment of Topic-comment order. The topicalised NP will 
always leave a pronominal copy behind, copying all the 
features of the coreferential NP. The subject NP is seen 
as the unmarked topics the most natural, and as such it 
has "solidified" in initial Position. Subject NPIs are 
I 
resumed by means of pronouns realised according to the 
1 See ftn. 1 on page 160. 
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paradigm in(4-32) either as a number agreement on the verb 
or as a zero allomorph. In the case of other NP's, the 
resumptive pronoun is always overtly realised and the 
paradigm of clitics is different. The distinction is 
one between clitics of the nominative case vs, clitics of 
the accusative/genitive case. The accusative/genitive 
paradigm is shown in (4-33): 
(4-33) 
Person masculine feminine 
singular plural singular plural 
First -i ya 
1 
-na -i/ya -na 
-ni 
Second -ak/k -k-um -ik/ki -kum 
-u/ih -hum 




The alternative morpheme is used after vowels other 
than /a/. Nouns ending in /a/ will have a linking 
consonant /t/ before the clitic: sAnTA "bag": sAnTetak. 
However, words ending in other vowels will take the 
alternative pronominal form: maCa: maCaaya/maCaaki 
. 
1twith"; kursi: k-ursiyya/kursiik "chair". 
2 The asterisked forms will be used only with verbs: 
WASSAAh "urge 11; kallimni "speak". The former is 
used only with verbs ending in /a/ or /A/. 
THE PARADIGM OF ACCUSATIVE/GENITIVE RESUMPTIVE CLITICS 
The clitic, in post-verbal position I will 
fullction as subject (or otherwise) and the antecedent 
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in the same sentence or in previous discourse will be 
the Topic. If the topic is understood from previous 
discourse, it does not have to be repeated and the sentences 
which share the topic, no matter how many, are conjoined 
and form a series of comments for one topic: 
(4-34) rAbAAt ilbuyuut maktafuu-s bikida wi lassimu 
nafsuhum fi kul mAnTila wi TAIAbu min 
?. ASkAAb ilmakallaat littaCaawun maCaahum. 
"The housewives were not satisfied with-. this 
and formed groups in every district and asked 
the shop owners to cooperate with them. " 
First and second person pronouns are even more subject to 
omission under contextual and situational considerations: 
the speaker and hearer are part of the immediate situation 
and so the reference to them is often restricted to the 
concordial categories on the verb. In the case of third person 
pronouns, if the pronominal reference is not fully under- 
stood from the context, and if there is any ambiguity 
involved, either the pronoun or the noun is repeated. 
(See 
ftn. 1, page 160 above). 
4.6 Surface Structure 
In CCA SS is always realised in two major categories: 
a- Topic (or more) and a Comment. The Comment is realised 
grammatically in terms of a sentence constituent which 
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has the form Aux V NP (NP), one or more of the NPIs being 
a resumptive pronoun. The first two immediate constituents 
of S therefore are NP and SI. This is aýderived structure 
(see page 153). The Topic is the element that selects the point 
of departure for the sentence as a message; -; E can very well 
be the case that each of S and S' may select its- oi-rn point 
of departure: in this case the Comment is said to be itself 
a Topic-comment structure. Topicalisation seems to be a 
recursive process according to this definition, but in 
Chapter 5 we will see that there iS a number of constraints 
to consider. On the whole, Halliday's concept of thematisation 
as occurring at various levels of structure is true of CCA: 
Thematic systems can be said to be of two 
kinds: those which assign structures to the 
whole clause, and those which assign substructures 
at certain points in the clause. (1976: 174) 
Topics assume initial position for primacy and 
for thematic organisation. 
1 Later on we will see that 
Topic NPIs assume their position by "Raising" rules and 
as such they are always members of a higher S than the 
Comment, whereby they are said to "comrnand" all the other 
nodes in SI. Hierarchically, then, Topics do have a position 
of primacy. (See Langacker 1969). 
(4.27) is a possible suggestion for the first C 
S. Steele (1975) observes that it is "givenness" which 
forces on sentence initial that-complements a factive 
interpretation, whereas if they follow the matrix verb 
they are not factive. (See Kiparsky and Kip,, rsky 1970) 
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rule of the grammar, to which tramsformational rules can 
apply to effect a Topic-comment surface alignmentt subject 
to constraints on constituent movement and on surface 
word order. I propose an obligatory rule to apply first 
with the following effect: 
If no other element is to be topicalised for positional 
emphasis, the subject NP is obligatorily topicalised. 
In other words the transformation can produce either 
(a) or (b) in (4-35) : 
(4-35) a. NP V+Pro NP 
Subj 
b. NP V+Pro NP 
Obj 
yielding the corresponding (a)- and (b) in (4-36): 
(4-36) a. Tilwalad -Takal Tittuffaaha 
-) The boy ate-he the apple. " (lit 0 
b. 2ittuffaaka 2akalha lilwalad 
"(lit. ) The apple ate-it the boy. " 
The place of the resumptive pronoun, which is cliticised 
to the verb in both cases, will have to be accounted for 
by a rule of pronoun clitic placement. 
2. Once this rule has applied, we can derive optcLon- 
ally f rom (b) but not from (a) the senteiice 
(4-37): 
(4-37) Tittuffaaka lilwalad lalcalha 
NP NP V+Pro +Pro 
Subj Obj 
In other words the underlying , 3trj-jcture for 
(4-37) will 
be (4-36 b) . 
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3- Only one obligatory rule of this type applies to 
a NP in the sentence 
1 (for the application of this rule 
recursively see Section 7.3.2)9 and two Optional rules apply 
to other NP's in the sentence. The order in which elements 
can occur in initial position is constrained, that which 
Anshen and Schreiber's suggested Focus-transformation does 
not imPly (see Section 1.2.2). These constraints will be 
discussed in subsequent ch%pters. 
1 
The structure resulting from the application of this rule 
is a structure not generated by the PSR's; the Freezing Prin- 
ciple should apply to the output of this non-structure 
preserving transformation to prevent any movement from 
applying to the raised NP. In the present grammar, this 
will not be the case: as this obligatory rule is seen 
to apply to the initial PNI, other transformations will 
fOll-ow affecting the Topic. (See Section 8.1). (For an- 
other case where the Freezing Principle once more does 
not apply in CCA, see discussion pages 135-86). If we 
insist on applying this principle to CCA, we will miss 
important syntactic generalisations that can be based on 
the concept of DS as verb-initial in CCA. 
Besides, I do 
not see another way for explainin, (, -, 
r the freedom with which 
NP Is are moved to initial position. ( 9ce- Ci4-lic-over 
t976%09-300)- 
CHAPTER 
TOPICALISATION IN CCA 
5.1 Topic Raising 
Langacker defines a Raising rule as "one that moves 
some constituent C from a lower clause into a higher clause. " 
(1974: 631). Topicalisation of a NP or what he labels Y-move- 
ment is a Raising rule which Chomsky-adjoins the fronted 
NP to S. (Ibid.: 641). J. MacCawley (1970) had suggested a 
VSO underlying order for English and Chomsky-adjoined the 
subject NP to the dominating S node. 
I 
The functional 
explanation offered by Langacker for such rules is that 
they 11 all increase the prominence of the transported 
constituent" over the rest of the objective content (652). 
In our present analysis, a similar Raising rule is proposed 
for the topicalisation of NP's which do not bear sentence 
stress, i. e. Topicalisation of Topic. It is assumed to be a 
"Raising rulellfor two reasons: 
The rule of reflexivisation suggests that if 
two NP's are coreferential and clausemates, the second 
must be a reflexive pronoun. In CCA, the second occurrence 
of the NP in the same clause, which is essentially prono- 
I 
Minalised, can be non-reflexive only if it was object of 
1 
J. Ross (1968: 142, ftn. 12) postulated a similar type of 
adjunction for Topic which takes it out of the sentence. 
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a preposition or the genitive component of a construct (for 
the analysis of constructs see Chapter 
(5-1) a. kATTeet ilkitaab 2uddaami 
"M put the book before-me" 
b. Tissit jilli jiddaaha Cali kitaabu 
rAwivAki t 
"The woman to whom Ali gave his book 
has gone home. " 
If the second occurrence of the (pronoun) NP is in the 
accusative case, i. e. an object of the verb, for example, 
the pronoun is put in construct with the noun nafs "self" 
and together they form what is known as the "reflexive 
pronoun": 
(5.2) ? ana bakallim nafsi 
"I am talking(to)myself" 
It follows that the occurrence of coreferential NP's as 
clausemates, unless controlled by the above conditions, 
is impossible. In topicalisation the NP shifted to the 
front always has a coreferential NP in S, hence it is 
assumed that they exist in different clauses: the Topic 
is said to be raised to a higher S. Pronominalisation in 
CCA, apart from the above mentioned cases, must occur 
across clause boundaries. 
2. The raised NP which is Chomsky-adjoined to 
S19 cannot be the focus of a clause negation, even when 
it is the subject of the sentence. Negation Applies within 
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St. lie are here referring to cases where the "real Topic", 
i. e. a non-focal element, has been fronted 
. Focal Topics 
will receive a different treatment below: these can be 
negated. Initial NP's bearing sentence focus occur in 
cleft structures (see Chapter 
(5-3) is an approximation of T-Topic Raising 
which applies to the initial PII,, I as an obligatory rule: 
1 
(5-3) W jk NP YJ Z 
SI: 12345 OBL 
sc: 1 3//2 345 
EP R Oý 
Condition: 3 is [+Definite 
The rule of focus assignment to the surface will later 
block the assignment of focus to the initial NP. The 
second occurrence of the NP is pronominalised, and the 
Itresumptive" pronoun is always in the form of a clitic, 
as distinct from independent pronouns which can occur 
in preverbal (Topic) position, or as reenforcing pronouns 
in post-verbal position. 
Any NP which cannot leave a pronominal copy 
cannot undergo this transformation. CCA, therefore,, has no 
it 
2 
chopping rules". Among NPIs that do not pronominalise 
are those realising adverbial functions such as Timel 
1 Langacker (1974) too refers to the rule suggested by 
MacCawley (see above) and calls it "Subject Placement". 
It is an obligatory rule necessary for realising SS. In CCA not only subjects but other-NP's too can undergo the rule. 
2 See Section 5.3-1, 
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predicative NPIs functioning adjectivally in PredPIs, and 
object complements: 
1 
(5.4) a. makammad samma Tibnu CiSAAm 
I'M called his son IssamIt 
b. *CiSAAm M samma 2ibnu 
Cali biyhibb illahwa nAAr 
"Ali likes coffee hot (like fire) 
d. *nAAi- Cali blykibb illahwa 
The pronominalisation condition can be expressed in the 
grammar as a SS constraint, 
- as only NP's which can 
leave a pronominal copy can stand as Topics; 
If S is rewritten as NP S1, it is an 
ill-formed sentence if the noun phrase 
in Topic position, NP, is not copied in 
SI" 
The resulting PNI from the application of (5.3) 
will look something like (5-5): 







[P R 0] 
11 
have already noted that object complements are related 
to the object NP intensively (see Section 
4-3). In DS it 
is an S whose predic, &te alone is allowed to surface. 
Predicative elements acquire initial position by a dif- 
ferent rule ( see 8.1 below), therefore the object comp- 
lement cannot be raised by a Topic Raising rule. 
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With sentences containing verbs that involve more. than 
one NP as verbal complement$ the same rule applies, 
rendering all the sentences in (5.6) grammatical: 
(5.6) a. Cali lidda lkitaab limkammad 
"Ali gave the book to Mahammad". 
b. makammad Cali Tiddaalu lkitaab 
c. makammad liddaalu Cali lkitaab 
d. Tilkitaab Cali liddaah limkammad 
e. -Tilkitaab liddaah Cali limhammad 
f. Cali lkitaab mAkammad liddahuulu 
The rule is conditioned by the fact that the topicalised 
NP must havz the f eature &Definitej . If topicalisation is 
motivated by communicative purpose, basically referring 
elements (always definite NP's) which refer to some entity 
or thing in the real world (as opposed to action or state) 
are readily used as topics because these are readily 
identified by the hearer. We have already mentioned that 
foremost in p-riority among such NP's 4's the NP referring to 
the subject. It is a proper point of departure for the 
hearer to build on in decoding the message. If that point 
of departure has to be an indefinite NP.,. -the 
transforma- 
tion is blocked. These NP appear in a different construction 
known as "Existential Sentences" and will be discussed 
in Section 8.4 below. 
From (5.6) above, especially (bld and f) where 
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more than one NP appear successively in Topic position, 
we may conclude that the rule is recursivel applying 
to one NP after another. However, we will see below 
that if considered recursive, the rule will be too 
strong and will generate ungrammatical sequences of Topics 
in initial position (e. g. nominal subject NP followed by 
direct object NP). We then will have to suggest ad hoc 
restrictions on these sequences. I have chosen to build 
the constraints into the rules themselves, allowing the 
rules to be intrinsically ordered, so that they may apply 
only to those structures that meet their SI's. The rule 
is, therefore, not seen as being recursive, and the 
sequence of topicalised NP's, each coreferential with a 
constituent in S I, will be topicalised eii: ých by a separate 
rule, if necessary. 
5.1.1 Embedded Sentence 
Accordilig to the first PSR (4.27) above, S is a 
category that can be the initial symbol of both verbal and 
copular types. This initial symbol will rpptppear in the 
rewrite of NP, thereby allowing recursion in the derivation 
of "complex" structures. NP can be rewritten as: 




where S' marks an embedded sentence. The first rewrite 
permits the appearance of S' as a postmodifying relative 
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clause, and the last permits the appearance of a complement 
sentence dominated by NP. The assumption according to this 
rule is that the complement sentence and the relative clause 
must behave similarly as part of the input to T-Topic 
Raising. The facts in (5.8)-(5-10) will not support this 
assumption: 
(5.8) a. laazim Qinn) makammad yiigi ligtimaaC 
"(lit. necessary (that) M come to the 
meeting" 
b. * laazim (linn) yiigi M ligtimaaC 
(5-9) a. Tana IACrAf linn ilmadrasa di kaanit 
zamaan kuwayyisa 
"(lit. ) I know that this school was a 
long time ago good" 
b. *Iana T-ACrAf linn kaanit zamaan kuwayyisa 
Imadrasa di 
(5.10)a. Cali 2ArA lkitaab lilli Imudarrisa 
. 
Tiddithuulu limbaarik 
".. (lit, )- Ali read the book that the 
teacher gave-it-to-him yesterday" 
b. C---? ArA lkitaab lilli ddithuulu Imudarrisa 
(5-8)-(5.9) show that a complement sentence in both 
subject and object position will require the order 
NP-Predicate obligatorily; this is shown by the ungrama ic- 
ality of the (b) sentences in those two examples. In 
relative clauses the topicalisation of the NP is optional 
as shown by the granimatic4lity of the (b) sentence in 
(5-10). It is worth noting here that yet another 
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function of S' is the Adverb-dominated S; and this will 
behave similarly to the relative clause as shown in (4.24) 
(see page 151 above). 
From this we can conclude that there are two cate- 
gories of S. This distinction should not be based on the 
notion of initial symbol vs e(fibedded S, since already we 
have seen that the complement sentence requires the 
application of T-topicalisation obligatorily. 
The most economical solution to this problem will 
be to introduce the complement sentence into the first rule 
of the grammar to which the obligatory topicalisation rule 
applies. (4.27) will be the second rule as shown in (5-11): 
(5-11) s comp S, 
St Aux Pred 
Prea V NP (NP) 
PredP NP 
T-Topic Raising will apply to S, and optionally to SI. 
Later in the derivation of matrix clauses, the node 
dominated by Comp will be deleted according to a rule 
on well-formedness tj-, at, will delete any node that does not 
dominate lexical material; in the case of S dominated 
by 
NP, the complementiser linn will be inserted under 
Comp. 
Such a solution, it is hoped, will simplify the grammar 
in that it will not require special conditions on 
the 
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obligatory application of T-Topic Raising to embedded 
sentences in case S' was to dominate all types of em- 
bedded sentences. The rewrite of NP in (5-7) will be 
modified as in (5-12): 




where (Det) generates quantifiers, 
1 
demonstratives and 
articles, and S' generates relative clauses. N NP is that 
rewrite of NP ivhich results in construct form, and it 
correctly predicts its recursive nature; PN is the syntactic 
category dominating Proper Nouns; and S is the node 
dominating complement sentences. The rule above is simplified 
to suit the present purpose. Other relevant categories 
will be introduced in the course of the discussion when the 
ocaasion arises. I, therefore, do not claim to be writing 
a complete grammar of CCA, 
1 but g partial one with only 
1 
It is worth noting here that Quantifiers generated in 
this way under the node Det may present a problem in 
connection with how they behave under the rules of 
topicalisation. In a sentence like muCZAm lilwilaad 
, 
gaybiin "most of the boys are absent", the rules will 
allow the NP -Tilwilaad 
to be raised to sentence initial 
Position, leaving a pronominal copy on muCZAm(hum): it 
is behaving like a construct form , more like 
N NP. The 
Quantifier, under topicalisation, seems to be an inter- 
mediate node between the Det of the first rewrite and the 
N of the second. 
2 
For a more complete grammar of CCA, see Wise (1975) and 
Gamal el-Din (1961). 
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categories relevant to topicalisation to be discussed. 
The structure resulting from the application of 
the transformation will be Comp NP S' . (5-3) will be 
modified as in 
(5-13) T-Topic Raising 
X IC 0 MP sI 
EV W NP Y-1 
st 
ZIS 
SI: 1234567 OBL 
SC: 25345 
CP R Oý 
Condition: i. 5 isf+-Definite] 
ii. W can be null 
This rule says in effect that this transformation is 
obligatory in the environment of S and only in that 
environment; S' is a category that, according to my 
description, can be a Predication with specified Tense 
and Aspect: in all three cases of SI, the transformation 
remains optional as shown in (5-14)t (5-10) and (4.24): 
(5-14) a. Tittuffaaka makammad Takalha. 
b. Tittuffaaka lakalba mahammad. 
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I CPROJ [PRO) 
M p, -, Ast lakal 
ý 
-h'a 
The Obligatory T-Topic Raising (b) generates(5-14 b) abovej 
and the optional application of the same rulej (a), ' generates 
1 
The resumptive pronouns dominated by Pred in the out- 
put of (a-b) will be hopped onto the verb by a rule of 
pronoun clitic affixing in the order in which they follow 
the verb, resulting in the form lakalha. 
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(5-14 a) . 
This analysis accounts for several phenomena 
which ive mention here in summary: 
Verbs that follow their subjects display number 
agreement, while those preceding their subjects do not 
display such an agreement. 
2. Embedded sentences of adverbial2 relative and commenting 
function have alternative structures of verb initial 
I 
or subject initial order without any restriction on 
focus (see Section 8.1 for focus restrictions on 
matrix initial verbs). None of these sentences can have 
the object NP as an inner topic. 
Matrix clauses and embedded complement sentences must 
have a Topic NP-Verb order. 
Sentences which have topics other than the NP coreferen- 
tial with the subject NP ( e. g. object NP) which is 
pronominal clitiQ suf fixed to the verb, will allow a 
choice between subject-verb and verb-subject order 
following the Topic. 
Pronouns realised post-verbally are always in the form 
of clitics. 
5.2 Subject Raising 
The analysis is still incomplete due to 
two 
Outstanding problems. By looking at (5-15) we will dis- 
cover that there remains the problem of the order in 






"(lit. ) Maharnmad the apple he-ate-it. If 
this is the case where T-Topic Raising has applied 
obligatorily to the underlying subject NP in S, raising it 
to Topic position, leaving a resumptive pronoun realised 
as 0 element in its place; followed by the application of 
the optional transformation to S' and leaving a resumptive 
pronoun behiný reaLlised as -ha. The result is ungrammatical. 
To solve this problem - wt*týx a condition on the application 
of the optional rule will not only be considered ad h6c, 
but will also require the use of functional categories such 
as Subject and Object, which is refuted by TG conventions. 
I suggrest a solution based on the order of constituents 
in the basic structure which can be readily identified 
with the relation of each constituent to the verb, hence 
the importance of postulating a DS with drdered elements 
I 
(see pp. 152,157 above). On page 165 1 hinted at the fact 
that sentences as (4-37) can be derived only from (4-36 b). 
T-Topic Raising applies obligatorily to the initial PNI. 
We should then consider its applicability to SI, but 
actually this will prove unnecessary once we ex,, lmine the 
facts more closely. Ve have seen that the input to the 
obligatory rule is S. The transformational cycle will 0 
then involve the pronominalisation of the second occurrence 
of the topical-ised NP. The output is a structure in which 
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a NP is marked [+PROý so the rule can yield either (a) 
or (b) in (5-16): 
(5.16) a. X NP; ý/V NP NP Y (where the object NP EPRO] has been raised) 
b. X NP/; ýV NP NP Y (where the subject NP [PRO] has been raised) 
We may consider two different rules in this case, whereby 
each rule is assigned the aim of topicalising either the 
subject NP or the object NP, and these could be later 
ordered in auch a way as to be able to block the 
topicalisation of the object once the rule has raised the 
subject . Object raising must, therefore, be ordered bef re 
subject raising in order to avoid the generation of un- 
grammatical sentences such as (5-15). This is not the case. 
The raising of the subject NP can apply to the initial PM 
as the obligatory T-Topic Raising. A topicalised object 
NP does not form an essential part of the SI required for 
the subject to be raised, and by such an analysis we would 
fail to account for certain types of sentences. The idea 
of as-signing two different rules, each responsible for the 
raising of one constituent, is not adequate. 
The poý, -sible outputs of the obligatory transfor- 
mation applying to S in the initial PM are those in 
This transformation, T-Topic Raising, will have the free- 
dom of raising any NP in S under the condition met by (5-13). 
Once the choice is made, the optional transformation will 
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not apply freely to any other NP in SO, but this second 
choice is restricted by the Possible order in which 
consti. tuents can occur in initial Position. What I propose 
to do, then, is to order the transformations which can apply 
after T-Topic Raising intrinsically. 
In (5-16) , the 6ptional transformation is blocked in 
the case of the output (b) and is permitted in the case of 
the output (a). (a) then can serve as the only input to the 
optional rule which by necess-, -ity is required to topicalise 
only the subjett NP in this case. If W is null in 
the raised NP will be moved from a position immediately 
following the verb and will therefore be interpreted as t'ie 
sulqject NP. - in this case no more raising can apply to any 
other NP, except under conditions discussed below. (See 
Section 5-3). 
(5-17)T-Subject Raising 
x NP//V NP w NP y 
lpjýol 
SI: 123 4 
OPT 
567 
SC: 1 2, -1,14//3 4 567 Epizo] 
This rule says that when a NP in S' other than the NP 
immediately following the verb has been raised by a 
transformation, then thb subject NP (which is immediately 
following the verb) can be subsequently raised. T-subject 
raising is therefore intrinsically ordered after T-Topic 
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Raising. Postal's remark about the Rasing rule in English, 
that "the proper formulation of this rule inherently in- 
volves grammatical relgtions" (1974.2), could also be true 
of CCAI despite the fact that both rules are applied in 
different environments. Note that the feature [+Definite] 
is not required for the optional T-Subject Raising. 
We can have both (a) and (b) in (5-18): 
(5-18) a. TilCagala hArAAmi saralha 
"(lit. ) The bicycle a thief stole-ittl 
"The bicycle was stolen by a thief" 
b. T-ilCagala lilhArAAmi saralha 
"(lit. ) The bicycle the thief srole-it" 
5.3 Object Raising 
It was mentioned on page 181 that when T-Topic 
Raising has applied to the subject NP, no more raising 
can apply except under conditions. If, on the other hand, 
the obligatory T-Topic Raising applies to the object NP, 
the subject can then be raised to S' initial position 
without any restrictions: this is an optional rule which 
we have come to call T-Subject Raising. 
These two rules will guarantee the grammatical 
sequence of topics in sentence initial position, i. e. 
the raised object NP must precede the raised subject NP9 
but not vice versa. The constraint implied by the ordering 
of these two rules is too strong because it can prevent 
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the generation of a grammatical structure, where the 
inversion of the above order is allowed on condition that 
the raised subject NP be a pronoun (in this position it is 
always an independdnt pronoun. ) In other words, if in 
(5-13) the SI specifies that the NP immediately following 
the verb dominates a pronoun and the rule applies to raise 
this pronoun NP to Topic position, then in such casesan 
optional transformation can raise the object NP to S' initial 
-position. Let us look at the following examples: 
(5. lg)o,.. Tana ssigAArA Iadaxxanha baCd illakl bass 
"(lit. ) I the cigarette smoke-it after 
the-meal only. 11 
"I smoke cigarettes after meals only. " 
'a, b. 2ana TAriltak di makibbihaas 
"(lit. )I your-uray this , not-like-it. 11 
"I do not*like your way". 
c. huwwa iinnuuC da Carfu kuwayyis 
"(lit. ) He kind this knows-it well. " 
"He knows this kind well. " 
d. humma rrAdyu da min yoom magtaruu 
mafatakuhuus wala mArrA. 
"(lit. ) They radio this since the day 
they-bought-it have not used it once. " 
"They have not used this radio once since 
-t the day they bought 
There are a few observations to 
be made about the 
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status of the initial pronoun in these sentences. First, 
unlike other pronouns in sentence initial position, this 
pronoun cannot be the focus of a cleft structure, in other 
words it cannot receive sentence stress. These pronouns, 
on the contrary, are always pronounced with the lowest 
pitch in the sentence. Pronouns are principally referential, 
in fact Lreferentiality is an inherent property of pronouns. 
This may be one reason why they are allowed to overrule 
the general tendency of topic order in initial position. 
They are by nature "given" elements, and unless contrastive, 
they , in Firbas' terms. carry the lowest CD in this 
position. On the other hand, according to the hierarchy of 
topicworthiness (Hyman and Zimmer, 1976; Hawkinson and 
Hyman, 1975), topical information comes early in the 
sentence, is associated with the more animate cases, and 
first and second persons are more topic-worthy than third 
person pronouns. Hyman and Zimmer (1976) are in this 
referring to what they call "natural topic", which is a 
universal tendency as to what speakers are likely to talk 
about as opposed to "actual topic", or what the speaker 
may be talking about at a certain moment. (Ibidel p. 191-1 
209). The subject optionally precedes when it is more 
"topical", or topicivorthy. Pronouns on the whole are more 
so than nouns (Cole, 1974: 671-72)because they are inherent- 
ly anaphoric and ruore "given". 
Object NP's raised to S' initial position in this 
case require a separate rule which I suggest next: 
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(5.20) T-Object Raisin 
SI: 
SC: 
NP ;, ljZ V NP WRO3 [P R 03 
1 
1 6/. Z3 
OPT 
W NP Y 
5 6 7 
6_ 7 
(PRO 6 is E+: Deý 
W can be null 
The term "object" in this rule subsumes two functions, hence 
the relevance of the variable Mpreceding the NP to be 
moved. The two functiona are either direct object or object 
of preposition. If W was null, the NP will be interpreted 
as direct object. The prepositional object in turn includes 
the function of indirect object which is always preceded 
by the preposition li- cliticised to the NP. As far as 
topicalisation rules are concerned, this prepositional -irase 
behaves like any other prepositional phrase. The only 
difference is that the indirect object can be moved by 
a rule called Dative-mov6ment to a position immediately 
following the verb, and in this case it is followed by 
a preposition deletion. As object of the preposition, 
the indirect object NP can be raised to topic position 
by T-Topic or T-Object Raising, leaving behind a resumptive 
pronoun cliticised to the preposition, and both the prepo- 
sition and the pronoun clitic are then affixed Ao the verb. # 
in the manner of the direct object. 
21) a. miAammad -Tana -Tidditlu 
lkitaab 
"(lit. )MI gave-to-him the book" 
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b. makammad Tana liddiitu lkitaab 
"(lit. ) MI gave-him the book. 
The indirect object has been raised in (b) after the 
qpplidation of Dative-movement I which is, again a case 
where the Freezing Principle does not apply, but it does 
apply when b'Oth the direct and the indirect object are 
raised. There is no way that both objects can be raised 
in one sentence after the application of Dative-movement. 
The Freezing Principle states that if a movement rule 
results in a structure that cannot be generated by the 
PSR's (a non-structure preserving transformation), no 
other movement rule can apply to the relevant node in the 
output of that rule. (Culicover, 1976: 298-300). In our 
case here, topicalisation can apply to the indirect object 
NP which has underSone Dative-movement only when the %7-;. 
direct object is not topicalised, as well. My suspicion is 
that the Freezing Principle is not relevant to the syntax 
of CCA (see page 166, ftn. 1 above. ) The explanation on 
the restriction discussed here can be a practical one: 
the sequence of the two accusative pronouns to be cliticised 
to the verb in case both objects are raised when Dative- 
movement has applied, namely -u and -ul with their phonetic 
variants -uh and -uh, is difficult ; 
it is easier when 
one of them is preceded by the preposition. 
Thile (a) in 
(5-22) is ungrammatical , 
(b) is the only way in which 
both objects can be raised: 
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(5.22) a. *makammad 2-ilkitaab Tana Tiddithuuh 
"(lit. ) M the book I gave-him-it". 
b. makammad 2ilkitaab Tana liddithuulu 
M the book I gave-it-to-him. 11 
The difficulty, whatever its source, has been grammatical- 
ised as shown in (5.22). 
5.3.1 
On page 129 above, I have remarked that CCA does 
. 
not have any chopping rules. This statement is true in 
general, but here I would like to make an amendment which 
will not be seen as a counterexample to this general 
principle, bD t will a highly t forth as an exception7 D 
isolated c 
zse, 
to the poInt of being. probably classified 
as "idiginatic". Although the rule is productive in its own 
syntactic environment, (by"p roductive"I mean the lexical 
items are "commutable" with other items from the same word 
class, (s)--the term "commutable" is borrowed from Vester- 
gaard (1977: 57)), still the principle is to be observed 
nowhere else in the data. The occurrence of a raised NP 
in preverbal position without a pronominal copy in S' is 
limited to one syntactic environment, denoting a very 
special mood, and occurring in predictable contexts. This 
is what drives me to suspect that it is idiomaticallY 
restricted. 
There is a structure which is highly marked in 
CCA, always associated with An intense emotional reaction 
and a sharp resentment, to the point of being associated 
by native speakers with mom. ents of anger. This structure 
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is exemplified in (5.23): 
(5.23) a. lana TAbiix mig haTbux wala lakl haakul. 
"(lit. ) I cooking will not cook nor eating eat. " 
6-- b. lana Takl mis- hastiri. 
"(lit. ) I food will not buy. 
This structure can also be used to express determihation with- 
out anger. It does always imply resentment, and this is evident 
in the fact that its occurrence is more frequently observed to 
be in the environment of negation than affirmation. The 
structure is idiomatically frozen into the specifications of 
an initial pronoun coreferential with either the subject NP or 
the indirect object NP, and the direct object is immediately 
preceding the verb in SI initial position. The structure is 
kept at this minimal realisation in order to preserve its 
emotional impact. The object NP is always indefinite. We have 
nientioned(pn page 182)that Subject Raising does not require 
the feature [+Definite] . This feature is9howeverg essential 
to Object Raising. Indefinite NP's in object position cannot 
be raised because they cannot be resumed . post-verbally . 
They are shif ted to preverbal position by a bounded rule 
which sister-adjoins the NP to V (similar to the movement 
of adverbials discussed in Chapter 9). The rule is conditioned 
by the fact that the NP must be [-Definitý & 
In case the Topic is coreferential with the indirect 
object NP, as in (c), the subject is not realised 
independently 
and the reference to it is limited to the pronominal affix 
on the verb: 
(c) huwwa fuluus mis- haddii(lu) 
"(lit. ) fle(/him) money , rill not 
(I)-give-to-him" 
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It is also worth noting that in this sentence, both the 
direct and indirect objectS have been raised. According to 
the remarks made above (page 186) about the restriction 
on raising both objetts after the application of Dat-4&-ve- 
I 
movementg it would be impossible to raise both objects 
in (c) . 
(c) however is grammatical. This can be used 
as an argument in favour of the inapplicability of the 
Freezing principle to topicalisation in CCA: the doubts 
expressed above are confirmed by this example, If it was 
the Freezing principle that was operative in (5.22 a), 
it should also apply to (5.23 c); but it does not. The fact 
that both haddii , "M -will- give-him 11 and haddiilu "(I)- 
will-give-to-him" are possible makes the Freezing Principle 
quite irrelevant in this context. 
5.4 The Direct Object 
The indirect object as was observed above behaves 
like other prepositional objects. I have shoim that 
only the indirect object as -object of 
the preposition li- 
is relevant when both direct and indirect objects are 
topicalised. The indirect object that has undergone 
Dative-movement, with the subsequent deletion of the 
preposition is not relevant. Therefore, the category 
Prepositional Phrase as verbal complement subsumes the 
function of indirect object in the following ananlysis 
of prepositional object topicalisation. 
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A prepositional object can be raised by T-Topic 
Raising to S initial Position. This can be followed by 
T-Subject Raising as the SI of (5-17) specifies. But in 
this cases another rule may precede T-Subject Raising 
to the effect of raising the direct object NP to St 1 initial 
positiong as the following exapmles may show: 
(5.24) 
-Tana ddithuulu a. Cali lkitaab mbaarik imakammad liddahuulu 
? '(lit. ) Ali the book I gave-it-to him 
MM gave-it-t6-him 
yesterday. " 
b. -tilCArAbiyyA di kull 
ilfuluus SArAf tAhA 
Caleeha 
"(lit. ) This car all the-money 
spent-it on it. " 
c. lirrAff da kull ikkutub lilli Caleeh 
-TAri 
tha 
"(lit. ) This shelf all the-books that 
(are) on-it (I)-read-it. 11 
Such constructions are, however, highly marked 
and must be fully justified by the context. Even more 
marked are those constructions resulting from the raising 
of a pronoun subject NP by T-Topic Raising, followed 
by 
T-Object Raising, which raises an object of a preposition, 
t4en followed by the raising of the direct object NP9 
yielding structures such as (5-25): 
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(5.25) a. Tana Cali lkitaab 2idditiuulu 
mbaarik 
"(lit. ) I Ali the book M-gave-it--to-him 
yesterday. " 
b. lana 1CArAbiyyA di kull ilfuluus 
SArAftAhA Caleeha 
"(lit. ) I this car all the money M-speDt- 
it on-it. 11 
Here, the raising of the direct object NP will be 
taken care of by the following rule, where the element in 
the SI reponsible for triggering the transformation is the 
presence of a resumptive pronoun following a prepositioin- 
(5.26) T-Direct Object Raising 
x NP/; ZY' VW NP EPrep. PRO :1z 
PrepP PrepP 
SI: 123.4 5678 ýp 
OPT 
SC: 126. Z; ý 3456789 
LPRO] 
All that T-Direct Object Raising needs to Ilk-now" is that 
an object of a preposition has been raised. This will 
correctly predict that when T-Object Raising has applied 
to a prepositional object, ( 'preceded or followedlin the 
case of a pronoun, subject, by subject raisingl, T-Direct 
Object Raising will apply:. 




"(lit. ) IM the-book M-gave-it-to-him 
yesterd4y. 11 
b. lana 1CArAbiyya di kull ilfuluus SArAf tAhA 
Caleeha 
"(lit. )I this car all the-money M -spent-it 
on-it. 11 




"(lit. ) This car all the money I spent-it 
Ali spent-i tj 
on-it" 
d. makammad Tana lkitaab liddithuulu mbaarik 
11(lit. ) MI the-book (I)-; gave-it-to-him 
yesterday. " 
In (d), T-Object Raising will apply, where the subject NP 
with the feature ýPRO]has been raised (see (5.20)), both 
after the application of T-Topic Raising. T-Subject Raising 
applies when the SI marks a raised ohject NP in Topic 
position. 
The rules so far correctly predict the following: 
1. If T-Topic Raising should raise the subject NP, no 
other NP can be raised by any other rule, unless the 
subject NP is a pronoun. In that case, T-Object raising 
can raise either the direct object or a prepositional 
object, including the indirect object. 
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2. Under any conditions, if T-Object Raising has raised 
a prepositional objects including the indirect object, 
the direct object can be raised to So initial position. 
If T-Topic raising results in raising the direct object, 
only the subject can be raised next. 
,; I 
If T-Topic Raising results in raising a prepositional 
object, then either the direct object or subject NP or-bbth 
can be raised next in that order. 
Only T-Topic Raising is obligatory; all the other rules 
are optional. 
All that will result in the following grammatical sentences: 
(5.28) a. 2ana SArAft k-ull ilfuluus Cala 1CArAbiyyA 
di o 
b. kull ilfuluus SArAftAhA lana Cala 
1CArAbiyyA di. 
c. kull ilfuluus lana SArAftAhA Cala 
lCarAbiyyA di. 
d. 2ana kull ilfuluus SArAftAhA Cala 
1CArAbiyyA di. 
e. . 
1ilCArAbiyyA di lana SArAft kull 
ilfuluus Caleeha. 
f. Tana 1CArAbiyyA di SArAft kull ilfuluus 
Caleeha. 
g. lana lCarAbiyyA di kull ilfuluus 
SArAftAhA Caleeha 
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h. ! tilCArAbiyyA di jana kull ilfuluus 
SArAftAhA Caleeha. 
What the rules cannot do is to order any of the objects 
after a nominal subject NP in prieverbal Position, or to 
order the topicalised prepositional object after the raised 
direct object NP in any cFotseo 
5.5 Extraposition 
We began our discussion in 5.2 by hinting at the 
two problems which may arise from the application of T- 
Topic Raising as it stands in (5-13) without any comple- 
mentary rules. We have suggested a number of corollaries 
to account for the observable data in the form of a number 
of rules. The second problem is connected with cases like 
(5.8)-(5.9) above when compared to their counterparts in 
(5.29), which are ungrammaticall: 
(5.29) a. *-Tinn makarnmad yiigi -liigtimaaC laazim 
b. *2inn ilmadrasa - di kaanit zamaan 
kuwayyisa lana IACrAfu. 
These two sentences have one feature in common: 
they both have a topicalised complement sentence which is 
exhaustively dominated by a NP. In (a) the complement 
sentence is topicalised from an underlying subject positiong 
and in the second case (b) it is topicalised from an o6ject 
position. In such a case, a condition may be placed on 
rules of topicalisation to prevent complement sentences 
dominated by NP from being raised. There is, however, a 
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complement sentence which can appear in Topic position, 
namely S with the complementiser koon. I The condition 
must, therefore, specify the complementiser 2inn. In the 
light of more facts, this solution is not very plausible, 
because this solution will not always result in grammatical 
sentences. In the case of a two-place verb, if the 
subject NP is a complement sentence, this NP will have to 
be inverted with the object NP, whether that object NP was 
a nominal or a pronominal element. If we adopt the solution 
of placing a condition on T-Topic Raising, we will still have 
to account for the latter permutation by a transformational 
rule to guarantee a surface sequence which is acceptable, 
and which will require the complement NP with the compl.. ---,, --nt- 
iser 2inn to be rightmost in the sentence, as in (5-30). 
(5-30) a. yifrihni Tinni-2as-uufak naagik 
"(It) pleases me to see you are sucessful. 11 
b. yiCizz Cala llAbb 2in-nu yisuuf 2ibnu 
f aasil. 
grieves a father to see his son 
failure. " 
As opposed to an optional transformation which 
will be discussed later, moving topicalised NP's to the 
right of a variable in S, this transformation which 
is 
1 
This complementiser can also cooccur with linn in koon 
linn, which behaves like koon. Mallawany suggests yet 
another complementiser in CCA, namely ma which I find 
very restricted. It can occur in only one position after 
z "like and together they may be formin,, f,, one element. 
Elsewhere ma can be substituted for the relative article 
lilli, as in: fiCmil 1illi/m. -7-i Z-iC, f-)i1)ak9"Do what you 
lilýe. " 
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obligatory can be formulated as follows: 
(5-31) T-Extr"osi_tion 
NPCTinn-SýM Y 
SI: 23 OBL 
SC: 0 3+2 
This transformation then will shift S with the complement-r- 
iser linn from any position in the sentence to the right- 
most position. It is more economical to -handle this case 
by one rule, instead of placing a condition on T-Topic 
Raising and then proposing an Extraposition transformation 
at the same time. 
Complement sentences with koon, however, cannot be -- 
coreferential with an object NP %vhen sentence initial; 
they can only function as Topics coreferential with the 
subject NP in an equative structure whereby they are 
resumed in the Comment S' by the demonstrative pronoun 
. 
qa, which assumes the copula position (see Section 5.6) 
followed by a predicative element, which can be an adjective 
or a nominalisation in the form of a relative structure; 
or coreferential with a subject resumptive pronominal form 
realised as zero morpheme, as in (5-32 a). In (c) the 
pronominal suffix -u in IACrAfu cannot be anaphoric to 
the sentence with koon, hence the ungrammaticality of 
the sentence. Instead, the structure can be realised as 
in 
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(5.32) a. kooni mazakirti- s Tuul issana xallaani 
mis Carfa kaaga fi limtakaan 
"The fact that I did not study all year 
long made me unable to do the ex&m" 
b. koonak ma zakirtis- Tuul issana da s-eel 
mACruuf/lana TACrAfu 
I The fact that you did not study 
all year long is something that is known/ 
is something I know. " 
C, *koonak ma zakirtis- Tuul issana Tana 
. 
TACrAfu. 
"'(lit. ) The fact that you did not study. 
all year long I know it. " 
Koon complementiser sentences are more acceptable in initial 
position. They seem to presuppose the existence ofý the 
occurrence of the entity or action they refer to, which is 
an essential property of Topic; unlike-linn complementiser 
sentences which can only serve as part of the assertions 
a function which is typically predicative. It may sound 
sensible to relate koon sentences to linn sentences 
transformationally, as they seem to be in complementary 
distribution. We could assume that the one replaces the 
other in initial position. qut this does not sound so 
plausible because the two skructures do not surface in 
similar environments. If ure look at (5-32) once more, 
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we will find that in (a) , the complement sentence is co! -- 
referential with the subject NP where no counterpart with 
an . -. extraposed 
2inn complementiser sentence is possible 
as in (5-33): 
(5-33) *xallaaxii mis- Caarif haaga fi llimtahaan 
2inni mazakirtis- Tuul issana 
On the other hand, where a counterpart is possible, (5-34) 
in the case of (5-32 b), the koon sentence surfaces in an 
equative structure from an assumed underlying structure 
with a verb as in (5-34): 
(5-34) 2-ana ? -ACrAf Tinnak mazikirti-s Tuul issana. 
There is no-, way to account for this structural change if 
this solution was adopted. It is more consistent to derive 
the two types of sentences from different underlying 
structures, and let the rules of Extraposition and Raising 
take aare of the possible surface realisation in which 
each can appear. 
In the present grammar, the gepresentation of 
DS may have lost a generalisation about the nature of 
predication in the base, namely the ready division of 
the sentence into its two donstituent parts NP VP which 
has been assumed by nearly all linguists analysing 
CCA 
transformationally to this date; such a division may 
prove an easy solution to many other problems, 
but it 
certainly does not capture the facts of topicalisation 
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as they are evident in the data. No one so far has 
attempted a serious discussion of the possible surface 
word order in CCA, and this is probably why this syntactic 
principle has not been questioned yet. The present represent- 
ation of DS is aimed at characterising the behaviour of 
the different constituents in the sentence under topic- 
alisation, hoping to capture more generalisations than have 
been lost. 
5.6 CoPular Structures 
Rule (5-13) has been discussed in relation to 
sentences with verbal predication only; but there is 
nothing in this rule to prevent it from applying to copular 
structures too. The PSR (5-11) states that Pred can be 
rewritten as PredP NP, and we had earlier referred to the 
fact that PredP is a category of predicate that relates only 
one argument, itself comprising a copula and a predicative 









Adverbial Phrases can be rewritten as Time or Place; 
both realisable as Prepositonal Phrases, Noun Phrases, 
or Adverbs as illustrated in (5.36): 
1 PrepP will not be justified here as a separate category 
but will be discussed later in connection with sentýntial 
subjects. 
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(5-36) a. -Tilhafla ?. innAhArDA 
"The party (is) today" 
b. Tiltintixabaat binnAhAAr 
"The elections (are) in daytime". 
c. lillimtakaan haykuun hina 
"The exam will be here. 11 
d. Tilkitaab fiddurg 
"The book (is) in the drawer. " 
Adjectival Phrases are realised as Adjectives or participles 
with adjectival function. The former takes an intensifier 
of degree whereas the latter takes a manner adverbial 
which is often realised as a complement sentence precedeý-. ' 
by the particle ka-, or zayy- SPI . 
St is realised as a 
relative clause of two types, both with nominal function: 
this is illustrated in sentences (c) and (d) in. (5-37)-; - 
the rest of the Adjectival Phrase types are illustrate-d' 
in order in (5.37): 
(5-37) a. TilbAhr gamiil giddan 
"The sea is very beautiful" 
b. ? ilwaakid Caamil kalinnu Cayyaan 
11(lit) I/the one feelis) as if I/he 
ill" 
"I feel as if I am ill" 
c. huwwa Caamil zayy niaykuun Cayyaan 
"He looks as if he was ill" 
d. huiviva haasis zayy illi Cayyaan 
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"he feels as if he was ill" 
e. huivwa SAAxiT cala llAwDAAC bis-id4. a. 
"He condemns the situation strongly" 
(e) above shows that participial adjectives can also 
take intensifiers. Participles have been regarded as a 
kind of hijbrid category by many linguists': although they 
function adjectivally, they can still show many characteris- 
tics of verbal functions, like taking complements. This will 
not prevent the rules I assume to be. 
-. 
in operation to apply 
ýto such complex types of predicates. 
Copular structures can perform different functions: 
attributive and equative, with its subtype of identification- 
al. 
2 This latter type is basically an equative structure 
of a special kind. These are illustrated in (5-38): 
(5-38) a. nadya mudarrisa 
"Nadia (is) a teacher" 
I 
b. nhdya hiyya lnTudarrisa 
"Nadia is the teacher" 
nadya(hiyya)lilli bitdarris 
"Nadia is the one who teaches" 
1 See Mitchell, 1978: 227-58. 
2 Akmajian (1970) gives two senses to the copula: "specific- 
ational" which in my terminology will be equative or cleft 
G identificational) and "predicativell which is here re- 
ferred to as attributive. The first answers "who", and the 
second "what", giving qualities. In CCAI the 
1(copule pronoun 
is obligatory with the first type. 
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The difference between equative and attributive 
structures with predicative NP's (i. e. the difference 
between (b) and (a) above) is that in the first case, 
the NP is referential, whereas in the second it is not. 
It follows that the first type of NP can be the focus 
of a cleft structure, whereas the second (basically 
attributive in function) cannot be. 
Attributive sentences will attribute a quality, 
a state, a location or a place to the subject NP. This 
makes all of the sentences in (5-37) attributive sentences. 
Nouns, especially when used indefinitely, as in (5-38 a) 
have an adjectival function too. Equative sentences, on the 
other hand, are expressed by a relation of coreferentiality 
to the same individual entity between the predicative 
element and the subject NP. This type, unlike the first, 
has a structure which is flexibly reversible I and what is 
predicated of what depends on the presupposed question. 
(Halliday: 1966). Identificational structures share this 
quality with equative structures, but the identifier is 
always the element bearing the sentence focus. The nominali- 
sation is always"to be identified". . 
The identifier 
consists of a single element, the rest fallin,,, x within the 
nominalisation. (Ibid. ) This type is what I will refer to 
as "cleft sentence". 
The status of the pronoun hi is obviously 
different in each of the sentences of 
(5-38): in (a) it 
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is not presentq in the second it is obligatory and in the 
third it is optional. This pronoun, has been repeatedly 
analysed as a"copula. pronoun". However, when we add the 
copular verb kaan "was" to each of the above sentences, the 
pronoun-- 
(5.39) a. nadya Imanit mudarrisa 
"Nadia was a teacher" 
b. nadya Icaanit(hiyya)lmudarrisa 
"Nadia was the teacher" 
c. nadya kaanit(hiyya). lilli bitdarris 
"Nadia was the one who taught" 
This pronoun will be regarded here as a resumptive 
1 
pronoun . The fact that pronouns can appear in places of 
zero copulas should not misguide us as to their true status 
in the underlying structures of these sentences. 
Sentence (5.38) will have the following under- 
lying structure as an input to T-Topic Raising and (b) 
is the output of the transformation: 
1 
We have already noted above that the demonstrative pronoun 



























The pronominal replacement is. then affixed to the copular 
verb, as in verbal predicates the pronominal copy was 
always affixed to the verb in a similar way. The cycle 
so far involves three transformations: T-Topic Raising, 
T-Pronor-ýiinalisationj and Pronoun Affixing. In the case 
of transitive verbs, the pronouns were affixed to the verb 
in the order in which they followed the verb in DS. In 
case of (5.40), the pronoun is affixed to the copula 
yielding the form kaanit which marks agreement in gender, 
person and number, the last being the pronominal realisation 
of the resumptive pronoun in the nominative case. The in- 
dependent pronoun hiyya can also appear optionally next t,. - 
the copula as a reenforcement. 'It is guaranteed by the. -- 
Pronoun Affixing ruleathat when the copula "ki; -Y--e-&jjceA as zei-o 
morpheme, this pronoun becomes essential and maintains its 
independent form because it is affixed to a null element. 
In a sense, it assumes the copular function. In other words, 
the resumptive pronoun iscptional unless the PredP is 
a definite NP: in this case it is copied on the null element 
and remains. Hence the obligatory status of the pronoun 
in (5-38b)and the optional status of the same pronoun in 
(5-38 c). If the copula is not a zero element, thie pronoun 
does not surface independently, at least not obligatorily, 
because it is copied onto the copula as in (5.39 b). 
In (5-39 a), which is not an equative structure, 
i. e. the position of the NP is not totally reversible, 
the situation is different. Although the pronoun is affixed 
2o6 
to the verb lzaan,, when the copula is 0 the pronoun is 
also 0. As we have noted before the boundaries of the 
Subject and the Predicate in this case are fully marked 
by the Definite+Indefinite sequence of elements. In 
attributive structures, the resumptive pronoun does not 
surface in the place of the copula. 
5.6.1 Remarks on Negation in Copular Structures 
I would like to examine some phenomena related to 
negation, hoping to provide an exPlanation for some-cases 
which have been dealt with separately, but which under 
the present theory do present some regularities. 
Atiya (1976) examines negation in CCA. She remarks 
that the negative particle mis can be attached to the verb$ 
to Aux, - to the subject pronoun, prepositional phrase, 
indefinite pronoun and to some adverbs under certain 
conditions. (100-104). She goes to great lengths to show 
how restrictions apply to negative attraction in the case 
of two or more negative attracting elements cooccurring in 
the same sentence. By doing this Atiya has missed an 
important gener; lisation which would simplify matters 
to a great extent: there seems to be a principle to the 
effect that the -negative particle is always attracted to 
the leftmost negative attracting element in the sentence. 
An example of this would be the adverb Curnr "ever" 
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which iis tYPicallY followed by a NP as an eXpansion of 
node Adverb : Cumru/CumrAhA "he never/she never"i Cumr 
Cali -, "Ali never". Atiya says that the negative particle 
is attracted tO Cum-r unless it is preceded by an indefinite 
NP: 
(5.41) a. Cali maCumruu-s zaCCalni 
"Ali never annoyed me" 
b. mahaddis Cumru zaCCalni 
"No one ever annoyed me" 
c, * lqadd maCumruug zaCC-alni 
The above principle will explain this negative shift. 
Another negative attracting element according to 
Atiya is what she calls "subject pronoun". I would like to 
show that all the cases in which Negative is attracted 
to such pronouns are in fact those where the Resumptive 
Pronoun has assumed copular position and therefore accept 
the negative particle. This will make indefinite pronouns 
,., the only negative attracting pronouns in CCA. 
This 
simplifies matters even further. 
Atiya notes that negative attraction to subject 
pronouns occurs only when the Predicate does not dominate 
a VP or Aux. This is precisely the environment where, 
according to the present grammar, a copula pronoun 
can appear. Her cases are all cases where Topic 
has been 
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deleted under discoursal considerations. (a) in (5.42) 
is derived from (b) by deletion of the Topic. In the 
presence of the Tense-carrying copula kaan 
can carry the negative particle as in (c-d): 
(5.42Ya. mahuww, ýa-s fi lmaktab 
II(x) is-not in the office" 
Cali mahuwwaas fi lmaktab. 
only kaan 
"Ali is-not in the office. " 
c. makans fi lmaktab 
II(x) was-not in the office" 
d. *.,. kaan mahuivaas fi lmaktab. 
- -Torestate Atiya's findings, 
I will say that Negative 
is attracted to V, Aux , or the Copular element, and 
where the Copular element is deleted, to the predicative 
Prepositional Phrase: the principle still holds that it 
is the leftinost Negative attracting element that affixes ID 
the Negative Particle. 
Atiya also cites a case where the dislocated 
NP is a pronoun and mis is attracted to another pronoun 
imi-iiediately preceding the predicative element as in 
(5.43). 
This is the case where the Topic pronoun cannot carry the 
Negzative particle and the resumptive pronoun attached 
to 
a0 Copula is the Negative carrier: 
(5.43) hiyya mal-iiyyaag dugri fi kalamha 




"She is not straightforward in her speeah. 11 
Atiya here felt obliged to place an ad hoc restriction 
to account for the ungrammatical affirmative counter- 
part in (5.44): 
(5.44) *hiyya hiyya dugri fi kalamha. 
Her restriction is in the form of a condition on Left- 
dislocation, shifting the subject pronoun only in the 
presence of Negative. C) 
(Ibid.: 105-106). In the light of the 
present analysis both the negative and the affirmative 
Counterpart sentencescan be explained. We have mentioned 
above that the resumptive pronoun does not surface in th, - 
environment of an attributive copular sentence because 
the boundaries are already definect between the Subject and 
Predicate. Illt surfaces in the case of Negation in order 
to carry the Negative Particle. If the Negative is not to 
be affixed to any element, the pronoun does not surface 
either, as in (5.45): 
(5.45) hiyya mis- dugri fi kalamha. 
Or as in the case of (5.42 a) above, the Topic pronoun 
is deleted and the Copula pronoun alone assumes initial 
position. 
In the case of (5.46), the sentence is ungram- 
matical because the resumptive pronoun cannot appear 
in 
Copula position in the environment of a verbal predicate: 
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(5.46) a. *malluwwaas YiCrAf 
"(lit. ) he-not knows" 
b. hu; vwa makans yiCrAf 
"He did not know" 
C. huwwa mayiCrAfS- 
"(lit. ) He knows-not" 
"He does not know" 
In (b) the Tense carrier auxiliary kaan attracts the Negative 
particle by virtue of its precedence, and in (c) the 
Verb in the absence of the auxiliary attracts the Negative 
particle. The restrictions Atiya tried to place on the 
appearance of the Negative- carrying pronoun should be 
restrictionS on the deletion or appearance of the Copula, 
which is motivated by the rules of Copular structure else- 
where in the grammar. 
Atiya also remarks that pronouns followed by 
emphatic reflexives or restrictive clause modifiers 
cannot attract the Negative particle. The reason is that 
these are not resumptive pronouns assuming copular 
function: they are subject Topics and Negative is never 
attracted to Topic. The result is that (5.47) is un- 
grammatical: 
(5.47)a. *man3-j-s- nafsi muwAZZAfA 
"(lit. ) I-not mYself an employeell 
b. *manj . Lis lilli IaCda gambak. 
"(lit. ) I-not the one sittin,,,, beside you" 
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It is interesting to see how Negative attraction 
to the predicate realised as a Prepositional Phrase is 
effected by the theory of pronominal resumption assumed 
in this grammar. There is a case which Atiya has completely 
overlooked but which has resulted in an ungrammatical sentence 
unfortunately given by Wise (1975: 133-34) as an example 
of an acceptable sentence- ( already- referred to on page 
11, ftn. 2 above): 
(5.48) *-TittArAbeezA Til2uTTA mataktahaas- 
"(lit. ) The-table the-cat not-under-it" 
"The cat is not under the table" 
Atiya handles cases where the splitting of the Negative 1. 
particle is allowed and other cases where it is not allowed. 
She calls the rule T-Negative-bracketing. It applies to 
Verbs, Aux and types of predicates including those that 
take an obligatory extraposed complement sentence like 
gArAD, bidd "intention", nifs "wish", -TASD 
"meaning", 
ha-T-T "obligation", fikr "thought" 1, appearing in sentence 
initial position and usually taking a NP in construct 
with it as an expansion of the predicate. It also applies 
to Prepositional Phrases dominating a NP which is a 
pronoun. The rule is assumed by Atiya to apply in any 
position, but as (5.48) above is ungrammatical, there seems 
to be a restriction of some sort, provided (5-49) is 
acceptable: 
These predicates have been dealt with by Mallawany 
(1981) 
in more detail under the rubric of modality. 
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(5.49) a. TiTTArAbeezA mataktahaas- lilluTTA 
"(lit. ) The-table not-under-it the-cat" 
"The cat is not under the table" 
b. IiTTArAbeeZA TilluTTA mi-s taktaha 
The-table the-cat not under-it" 
c. 2iiuTTA mig takt iTTArAbeeZA 
"(lit. ) The-cat not under the-table" 
My analysis explains (5.48) as a case where two 
topicalisation rules have applied, one raising the object 
of the preposition to Topic position and the second raising 
the subject NP. In this case, Negative splitting obviously 
cannot apply, and an explanation can be offered by the 
present approach. Let us add the Tense marker kaan to the 
acceptable paradigm in (5.49), then we get the followIng: 
(5-50) a. 2-iTTArAbeezA makan-s tahtaha lilluTTA. 
11(lit, )The-table was-not under-it the-cat" 
b. 2iTTArAbeeZA lil. TuTTA makanits taktaha. 
"(lit. ) The-table the-cat was-not und-r-it" 
c. 2-il? xTTA makanit-s takt iTTArAbeeZA 
"(lit. ) The-cat was-not under the-table. 11 
If the Past Tense marker is not present and the resumptive 
pronoun assumes the position of the copula, with a topic- 
alised subject NP, we have the following examples: 
(5-51) a.? -iPTArAbeeZA 
JilluTTA mahiyyaas taktaha. 




"(lit. ) The-cat she-not under the-tableff 
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In (5.49) the subject resumptive pronoun, according to 
my explanation, is realised as a0 element, but is 
present in the DS of the sentence. It apears in SS only 
when it is called upon to carry the Negative particle 
as in (5.51). In (5.49) the Prepositional Phrase accepts 
the sp-litting of the Negative particle because the 
subject NP occurs in its DS Position and therefore there 
is no implicit resumptive pronoun that can be called I 
upon to appear in SS to act as a Negative carrier. In 
this case, the Prepositional Phrase carries the Negative 
particle and the Bracketing rule applies. In (5-51), the 
resumptive pronoun has appeared to replace a topicalised 
subject NP, and being the leftmost Negative carrying elementl 
it carries the Negative particle and allows Bracketing. 
Otlierwise the only alternative is (5.49 b) because the 
Negative particle is not attracted to the prepositional 0 
phrase but exists as an independent particle to mark the 
place of the implicit resumptive pronoun which has not 
surfaced (optionally), as opposed to (5.51). (5.48) is 
ungrammatical because the Negative particle has been 
attracted to the Prepositional Phrase which according to 
the underlying structure of the sentence is not the D 
leftmost Negative attracting element. %: D %-) 
I hope that these facts of negation have helped 
in providing evidence as to the presence of 
the resi. Lmptive 
pronoun in the underlying structure of sentences2 
in is 
case copular structures. 
CHAPTER 
CLEFTING AND RELATIVISATION 
6.1 Cleft Sentences 
Sentences (5-38 C) and (5-39 c) above have been 
identified as equative sentences performing an identifi- 
cational function: the identified element is always 
nominalised. The nominalisation is achieved by a relative 
structure consisting of a Noun Head and a post-modify- 
ing relative clause. This tactic will later be observed 
to be in operation in the formation of what are known 
as "Existential Sentences". The focus of a cleft structure 
in CCA is always a nominal element in the Topic position. 
It is followed by a copula and the nominalisation in 
predicate position ; so that sentence (5-39 C) can be 
analysed into these three constituents as follows: 
nadya / kaanit / hiyya Tilli bitdarris 
"Nadia / was / the one who taught" 
As in equative sentences, the pronoun remains to resume 
the Topic when both sides of the equation are 
ýDefinit@ 
The cleft construction is generated from an underlying 
equative form which has as one side of the equation a 
NH+relative clause, and on the other side a dummy 
symbol to which the NH is moved by the clefting 
trans- 
formation and assigned focus. This is a thematising process 
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21-5 
whereby the focussed NP is shifted to Topic Position 
for both types of emphases$ focal and positional, 
Akmajian (1970: 20) distinguishes pseudo-cleft from 
copular structures by the fact that the "initial clause 
contains a semantic variable, a tgapI to be filled by the 
focus. " This "gap" is "contained in a free or bound relative 
and is specified by the focus. " This is similar to my 
analysis of cleft structures in CCA, but in this case t6ý 
relative is always bound by the NH which is the element 
to be focussed and it is not sentence initial. The PM 
















//"' 0 NP St 
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Cop PRO32illi t. 
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11 
Atiya (1976: 265) regards the nominalisation as a headless 
relative clause with a dummy element in NOposition with a 
matrix of features to account for concord. This will not 
be 
necessary under the resumptive pronoun analysis. 
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The moved NP will pronominalise as hi): ya. When the definite 
article Tilli is deleted by an optional rule the pronoun 
disappears with it obligatorily, and the boundaries between 
the two sides of the equation are marked by the verb. This 
is distinguished from a Subject-Verb structure by the fact 
that the initial NP is Foc] This I will call "Cleft- 
G 
reduction",, and it is distinguished functionally from the 
R-Rules by the fact that the latter is the topicalisation 
of topic while the former is the topicalisation of focus. 
Riales of focus assignment will then assign focus 
to the element outside the nominalisation. There are cases 
when nomi-nalisations are on both sides of the equation. 
Usually when this happens, a verbal element is meant for 
the focal position, but cannot be shifted until it has 
been nominalised as in (6.2). It follows that only nominal 
elements can be focussed in this way: 
(6.2) ? illi Tana Camaltýx huwwa linni tAAlibt 
birAfC mustawa lxidma 
"What I did was ask for raising the 
standard of living. " 
The proform for the verb in this case is Camal f1doll and 
it is placed within the relative clause, the identified 
element; (6.2) has the nominalisation in sentence 
initial position because the complementiser clause has 
undergone obligatory Extraposition. 
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Theý resumptive pronouns as in other cases of Laquative 
structures, will be affixed to the copula and will replace 
it when no au 
I 
xiliary verb (kaan) appears. As all equative 
structures are expressed by a NP on both sides of the 
equationg the structure can undergo inversion of the NP's 
QLS i. n (6-3) 
(6-3) lilli kasar lissibbaak huwwa makammad 
"The one who broke the window is Mll 
A later- rule, similar to Complex Noun Phrase Shift in 
English (see Ross 1968: 32) can shift the nominalisation 
to sentence final position resulting in (6.4) 
(6.4) huwwa mhammad lilli kasar issibbaak 
"(lit. ) He Mahammad who broke the 
window" 
"it was M who broke the window" 
R-Rules can derive Topics which do not bear 
sentence focus , as was mentioned earlier. 
Focal Topics 
can be derived by Cleft Reduction and this explains 
why the insertion of(huwaa/hiyya) Jilli after the 
focal 
NP in sentences such as (6-5) is always possible: 
(6-5) nadya (hiyya Tilli) bitigtagal mudarrisa 
"Nadia (is the one who) works as a 
teacher" 
Inversion is impossible when Cleft-reduction applies; 
when the relative article 
is restored it is possible only 
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as in (6.6) and that is why in Section 4.4 we have ruled 
out (4.23 a) as ungrammatical. Non-focal initial verbs 
and predicative elements in general, are always part of 
a nominalisation and must appear with the relative article. 
(See pp. 149.. 52). Inversion, therefore, applies only to 
structures which have not undergone Clef t-reduction,, as 
in (6.6): 
(6.6) Tilli biti-stagal mudarrisa nadya. 
6.2 Relativisation 
The relative clause which provides the nomi- 
nalisation for the Cleft-structure is also present 
in our rewrite of NP in the PS rule (5-12): 
N-- (Det)N(S') 
This rule says that a NP could consist of a Noun plus a 
clause, which we will refer to as a relative clause. S' 
must contain one NP that is coreferential with the Nki- 
The relative clause is a postmodifier. It can modify an 
indefinite noun or a definite one and in the latter case 
it agrees with the noun in this fe2xture and takes the 
relative article lilli. When cleft reduction has applied 
the relative article is reduced to the cliticised article 
'lil- . If the NH is indefinite, the relative article 
will not appear. 
The relation between the NH and a NP in S' re- 
quires a closer examination. First, we have mentioned 
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earlier that T-Topic Raising applies once obligatorily 
to S, upon which T-Subject Raising can apply optionally. 
In case of S1, R-Rules ý apply ' optionally in the 
first place. Let us look at the following. examples: 
(6-7) a. ? iTTjkrAbeeZA Iiiii Caleeha lkitaab 
-Tadiima 
"(lit. ) The table that on-it the-book 
old. It 
b. 2iTTArAbeeZA Tilli lkitaab Caleeha 
ladiima 
(6.8) a. -makammad -Tilli lidda Ikitaab liCali 
mi. s mawguud dilwalti. 
"(lit) M who he-gave the-book to-A 
(is)-not here now, " 
?? b. makammad -Tilli lkitaab Ti. ddaah liCali 
c. makammad Mli Cali Tiddaalu lkitaab 
(where -u is coreferential with Cali) 
(6.9) a. 2. ilkitaab -Tilli 
liddaah makammad lidali 
The book which gave-it M to-All 
b. lilkitaab lilli makammad liddaah liCali 
?? c. Tilkitaab Illi Cali 2iddahuulu makammad 
10) a. Cali -Tilli 
liddaalu makammad tilkitaab 
"(lit-) Ali"WhO gave-to-him M the-book" 
b. Cali Tilli makammad liddaalu lkitaab 
?? c. Cali lilli Ikitaab liddaahulu makammad 
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In (6-7)-(6.10), all the original places from which 
nominals have been moved are always resumed as 
clitics to be affixed to the verb (or preposition) in the 
order of their occurrence in DS. We can see that all the 
a-wkward or ungrammatical examples are those that involve 
the placement of some NP that is an object, direct object, 
indirect object or object of preposition in topic posit-'77-on 
within S '. Only the subject NP, which is the unmarked 
Topic, can occupy this position. This is in harmony with 
the rules suggested above and the order of their applica- 
tion because when T-Topic Raising has applied to S. T-Sub- 
ject Raising can apply next (optionally) to SO. In this case 
we will not need a special condition to be placed on the 
application of T-Subject Raising to S' as the only 
relevant optional rule: such a condition would have been 
ad hoc at any rate. 
The order of elements in a relative clause is 
supported by another factor still. This is the fact that 
the whole structure of N S' seems to be subject to all 
the restrictions that are applicable to the application 
of the rule of topicalisation discussed so far. 
(For the 
relation between Topic-comment structure and relative 
structure, see Gundell 1974; Kuno, 1976; Lewkovicz, 1971) 
Let us see how this works. The -NHplays an important 
role in these restrictions. It is clear that the sequence 
subject NP-object NP is avoided in CCA sentences in 
initial position. If we consider the order in which 
these 
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elements can occur in relative structuresli. e. theNH and 
the possible NP toPicalised inside S19 the same order is 
again avoided here. The object NP can only precede the 
subject NP. 
It has been already remarked by some linguists 
that NH -relative clause structure is indeed a Topic-comment 
structure. Kuno states a constraint called "The Thematic 
Constraint on Relative Clauses" which says that "a relative 
clause must be a statement about its noun head. "(1976: 42)). 
He reexamines J. Ross's C6ordinate Structure Constraint 
which Ross claims is responsible for the ungrammaticality 
of 
*The lute which Henry plays and sings madrigals is warped. 
Kuno instead claims that this is constrained by the 
Thematic Constraint, because when this constraint is violated, 
sentences that are not permitted under Ross's explanation 
will be judged as either marginal or grammatical by native 
speakers: 
a. ? The guitar that Mary bought and Jane paid for 
its carrying case was very expensive. 
b. This is the kind of organ that Mary bought and 
thereby angered her husband. 
These are cases "where the embedded clauses, before 
relativisationg can be said to be statements about the 
guitar and the organ. 
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J. Gundel, also suggests that "the sentence 
embedded inside a relative clause has a Topic-comment 
I 
structure; moreover, the Topic is necessarily coreferential 
with the head of the clause. She therefore sees no need 
for moving the relative pronoun to the front in English, 
I'si 
. 
nee the noun phrase that is relativised the topic, is 
already in its surface structure position. 111(1977: 74) 
Gundel too suggests the replacement of Ross's CSC in its 
interaction with relativisation bY a "Conjunct Deletion 
Constraint" and a semantic well-formedness constraint 
that is stated as follows: 
A noun phrase, x, that is adjoined to a 
sentence Sq must be semantically relevant 
to any sentencetSI, that is immediately 
dominated by S, i. e., S' must be a meaning- 
ful predication about x. (Gundel, 1974: 73-74) 
The principle is greatly supported by our analysis 
of S, and the relation between the raised NP and S1. In 
relative structures, which are also NP SI, the NH with 
the relative clause can be said to form together a Topic- 
comment structure that is consistent with,, the features 
of Topic-comment structure suggested here. The relation 
suggested results from the fact that the relativised 
noun is coref erential with a te4ýumptive pronoun in 
To establish this relation syntactically, I would like 
to suggest that the relative structure as it is exempli- 
f ied in (6-7) - (6.1o) is derived -f rom an underlying 
Gundel derives all SS's from an underlying Topic-initial 
order. (See Section- 2.2-5). 
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form where S' is a Topic-comment structure, with a NP 
identical to the NH in Topic Position: 
(6.11) makammad S, 
Cmakammad lidda lkitaab liCali]SI 
-- wh-6re the relative pLrticle is inserted trans forma ti onally 
after the deletion of the second occurrence of the NP 
under identityt resulting in: 
12) makammad lilli lidda lkitaab liCali 
This is the only way I see that can account for the 
restrictions applying to the of NPIs in St initial position 
discussed above. The resumptive pronoun in S' in (6.12) 
is there by virtue of the Topic-comment structure of 
SO in (6.11) and continues to be coreferential with the 
NH- by virtue of the coreferentiality between the deleted 
NP and the NH . 
Another corroborating evidence comes from sentences 
such as those in (6.13): 
13) ? 
-a. 
Tana Tabilt ilwalad lilli huwwa Cali 
kaan 2-iddaalu Ikitaab. 
"(lit. )I met the-boy who he. Ali had 
given-him the-book" 
met the boy to whom Ali had given 
the book". 
b. di TTAriiia Tilli hiyya muttabaCa fi 
Camal TittiCdaad issanawi. 
"(lit. ) This the-method that it (is) 
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used in making the-census annual. " 
"This is the method which is used 
in ma ng the annual Gensus. " 
Such pronouns as huwwa and hiyya in (a-b) typically 
surface as resumptive pronouns in the place where the 
Topic within S' is supposed to be but has been deleted. 
Such pronouns are optional. Abu Ssaydeh (1980) cites the 
following examples as evidence to the fact theflinn the 
complementiser, is an unmarked form and that there is an 
equally unmarked alternative form, namely Tinnu. I will 
reanalyse Tinnu as a complementiser with a suffixed pronoun 
which corresponds to the independent pronouns discussed 
above. Aliu Skaydeh sees that the fact that the indepe- leiýt 
pronoun can appear after linnu rules out the possibil-Fty 
of analysing the clitic as subject. (Ibid. : 136): 
(6.14)%. 2ilmudarris qArrAr 2innu huwwa yisrif 
Cala TTullAAb binafsu 
ýftit. ) The-teadher decided that-him he 
supervises the students himself. " 
b. lilbanaat Cirfit linnuhum humma naghiin 
fi litntahaan 
"(lit. ) The girls knew that-them they 
passed the exam*" 
From (b) we can see that the pronominal suffix 
inflects for concordial categories, and Abu SS-aydeh will 
have to propose a wider range of equally unmarked alter- 
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natives to 2i nn. It is more economical to. account for 
all the forms of linn by Pronominal resumption. (a) 
above has a reflexive Pronoun used emphatically, that 
which will support my interpretation of the independent 
pronoun in the case of linnu as a reenforcement of the 
cliticised form. The sentence without huw-wa is acceptable, 
but it does not express as much emphasis as the one with 
huwwa. 
Furthermore, we could replace the clitic with a 
nominal element when there is no coreferentiality between 
the matrix subject and the subject in the subordinate 
clause: 
(6.15) lilmudarris qArrAr linn iTTulAAb humma 
yisrifu Cala nafsuhum binafsuhum. 
"(lit) The-teacher decided that the- 
students should they supervise themselves 
by themselves. " 
"The teacher decided that the students 
1 
should supervise thernselves by themselves. " 
There is no doubt that the pronoun humma in this sentence 
is an emphatic one and I see no reason why this pronoun 
should be analysed in a way that is different from that 
in (6.14 
This discussion may have taken us slightly out- 
side the main point, but the idea has been to show that 
the relative clause sden as a Topic-comment arrangement 
I 
These examples have been transcribed into CCA sentences: 
the difference between the two varieties is only phonological. 
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is no different from other types of embedded clauses in 
CCA; besides, the assumption that pronouns are used as 
Topics of the inner clauses in cases of coreferentialitY 
between the Topic of S and that of St is a common phenomenon 
to other embedded S's in CCA. 
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CHAPTER 
TOPICALISATION OF THE CONSTRUCT NP 
7.1 Introduction 
Apart from being conditioned by pronominalisation- 
unless a NP can leave a pronominal copy in the place from 
which it has been shifted, it cannot be topicalised-the 
topicalisation of the construct NP also has restrictions 
imposed by semantic relations as well as rigid idiomatic 
use. In (7.1)-(7.2), the grammaticality of- the (b) 
sentences v-s the ungrammaticality of the (c) sentences 
will form part of the discussion in this section: 
(7-1) a. 2ana zurt maktabit ilgamCa 
"I visited the university libraryOll 
b. -tilgamCa 
lana zurt maktabitha 
*c. maktabitha lana zurt ilgamCa 
(7.2) a. TiliidAArA lagit gawaaz issAfAr 
"The administration repealed the passport. " 
b. gawaaz issAfAr JillidAArA lagitu 
*c. lissAfAr -Til2; 
dAArA lagit gawaazu 
This is indicative of the relation between 
constructs and pronominalisation on the one 
hand, and on 




7.2 The Structure of the Constjruct 
The topicalisation of constructs is different 
from other NPIs because of the structural nature of the 
construct. I will not here attempt a detailed description 
of constructs and their criteria of determination 
1, 
but 
these will be dealt with briefly in as much as they prove 
relevant to the present discussion. My basic object is to 
exgmine how constructs behave under the topicalisation 
transformation and what restrictions exist on applying it . 
The construct is a composite structure that in- 
volves three word classes: nouns, adjectives 
2 
with, t1i, eir 
subclasses of common and proper; verbal and deverbal; 
participles, fractions and quantifiers-), pronouns (in- 
cluding demonstratives functioning pronominally); verbs, 
qrticles and prepositions are excluded? unless they occur 
as subcomponents of clauses essentially occurring as 
final components in constructs. 
The structure juxtaposes two or more forms 
(the 
latter I will call multiple construct) and functions as 
a NP. Constructing a multiple construct is a recursive 
process, where each following component is itself 
in 
construct with . 
t7ke ' V19-yt: component, i. e. is itself a 
1 For this purpose, see SallAm (1979: 134-37). 
2 Both are glossed by Arabic grammars under 
the major 
category Tallasmaal, "nouns". 
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construct or a multiple construct. The structure consists 
basically of N+NPI where each NP can be in turn expanded 
as N+NP. (See the rewrite of NP 9 page 172). The recursion 








Constructs involving adjeckives have a different structure, 
which does not permit recursion, as shown in (7-4): 
NP Adj N 
However, this rewrite is not included in (5-7) because 
this type of construct; s adjectival in function, and like 
many adjectives in CCA can be used substantivally. 
Of the two juxtaposed components of the construct, 
the first one is dominant in the sense that it prescribes 
concord with the verb if the construct is in subject 
position and with the predicating element when it occurs 
in equative structures. Hence this componeht will be 
called the "governing component". The following component 
serves either to amplify the preceding component semahtiC- 
ally or to limit its semantic applicability. It denotes 
a sense of embrqcing or possessing the quality, thing or 
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person imparted by the Preceding components and hence will 
be called the "genitive component". 
7.2.1 The Traditional View of the Construct 
Traditional Arabic grammars tackle the 
construct under the heading of 2al%DAAfA flannexation". 
There are two types of annexation: "real" called 
zDAAfA haqiiqiyya . and Ifunreal" called IiDAAfA gayru 
kaciii_qiyya. These two types are defined along formal and 
semantic parametres, involving the word classes and the 
grammatical form of the component elements as well as i-. -- 
semantic relation between them. (See Al-ansaari, P. 511s 
Al-Ashmouni 1358 A. H.: 3o6-7; C Iid 1975: 551). p Real 
annexation signifies meaning relationships conveyed by 
the justaposition of nouns, including derived forms 
(although not all grammarians would include this type) and 
the expansion in meaning is either in the form of 
"defining" 
if the genitive component bears the definite article 
Ial- 
or it I'limits" the scope of the first component 
by the 
aid of the second component if the second component 
does 
not bear the article; these are expmplified 
in (7-5) 
respectively: 
(7-5) a. Camiidu lkuliyya 
IfDean of the Faculty" 
qawlu kAqq 
, '(lit. ) saying the truth" 
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Unreal annexation, which involves governing 
components consisting of active and passive participles 
in construct with the object affected by the verbal 
function of the participleg does not fulfil the above 
semantic criteria and it is just a construct "in formff. 
In the case of adjer-tive+noun structures, the 
definite article is obligatory on the genetive component 
but the construct remains indefinite. Due to its very 
special nature, the adjectival construct is given a 
special status by Al-Ashmouni (I bid.: 306) and is termed 
Ilquasi annexation", or quasi construct. Henceforth I will 
distinguiLsh it from other types of unreal constructs by 
this name- The quasi -construct is also special in that, 
when used to postmodify a definite noun, both components 
take the article, giving the construct the form of 
. Tal-Adj+tal-Noun as. in 
(7-0: 
(7.6) larrAjulu ssayyi? -u lkAZZ 
lf(li. ) The man (with) the bad fortune" 
The governing component in other types of construct 
never takes the definite article: it is made definite 




componeht. In the case of multiple constructss only 
the 
last component takes the article. The contrast 
is shown 
in the following table: 
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(7,7) 
Type of Construct Indefinite Definite 
Real and Unreal 
noun+noun noun+Tal-noun Constructs 
I 
Quasi-constructs Adj+lal-noun Tal-adj+Ial-noun 
C lid subelassifies the semantic relations between 
components according to the implied preposition that can 
be inserted in alternative structures paraphrasing the 
C 
construct, (Iid, 1975: 551). If the-preposition is fi 
"in", it marks an adverbial of time or place (SAhAru 
1layl ) TaSSAhAru fi Ilayl "staying up at night"); 
if it is min "of", it denotes the material from which 
the object referred to by the governing component (dibla 
dahab dibla min dahab "a gold ring"); Sallam 
does not consider these as constructs and gives them the 
status of compound nouns on the basis that they do not 
conform with the construct criteriannumber 2 below (see 
7.2.2); the third implied preposition is li- "for", and 
it subsumes a variety of semantic relations . This does 
not say much though) because one of the relations sub- 
sumed here is again of adverbial function I such as 
SADAAcLAtu lCumr -) SADAAqAtun lilCumr "friendship 
for life". 
7.2.2 The Construct in CCA 
The construct in CCA is recognizable by uniquely 
Sallam (1979)j however, goes further in investigating 
these relations. 
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assignable properties which distinguish it from other 
forms of NPIs ; these criteria apply to CCA, but they 
might as well apply to other varieties including 
Standard Arabic: 
Constructs are distinguished from other noun+noun 
structures such as 
(7-8) - (7-9)by 'their uninterruptibility 
as opposed to the interruptibility of non-construct forms: 
(7.8) a. badla Suuf "a woollen suit" 
b. badla fAxmA Suuf "cL, , magnificent - w00110L Skýtlll 
(7-9) a. dibla dahab "gold ring" 
b. dibla galya dahab "-D-vv- expensive 'gul& riktý 0 
The following are uninterruptible bec-ause they are 
constructs: 
(7-10) a. *gunellit gamiila lbint 
, '(lit. ) the skirt beautiful of the 
girl. 11 
b. beet kibiir lmudiir 
"The house, large of the manager" 
These can be better realisedas: 
(7-il) a. gunellit ilbintigaamila 
b. beet ilmudiir; Kkibiir 
None of the components of the non-construct 
NP's is subject to pronominalisation and therefore 
cannot be topicalised. It is also true that the second 
component cannot be recursively expanded either. 
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2. An /a/ ending governing component in a construct 
always changes the /a/ into /it/ as a linking element: 
(7 - 12) TArii. TA+. TixrAAg TAriijit TixrAAg 
"manner of directing" 
In all constructs except adjectival ones (quasi- 
constructs) the final component alone accepts the definite 
article, 
(7.13) muftaak+baab+CArAbiyyA 
muf taak baab CArAbiyyit makanunad/tilmudiir 
11(lit. )(the)key car of M/the manager" 
"The key of M's car/the manager's car" 
Sallam suggests that there is another form of defining 
the genitive component, namely by attaching a pronominal 
suffix, i. e. the final component can be made definite 
by prefixing Tal- or by suffixing a pronominal clitic. 
The Arab grammarians, however, regarded the pronoun as 
the final component in the construct, the genitive 
I 
component, and it is an inherently definite element by 
virtue of which the whole construct becomes definite. 
There is no reason to separate the occurrence of the 
pronoun in this position from other cases of pronominalisa- 
tion in CCA. The general rule is that if a 
NP occurs 
once in a sentence, the tendency is to pronominalise 
all the subsequent occurrences of the same NP in the 
sentence or indeed in a series of conjoined sentences. 
When the subsequent reoccurrence of a NP is a genitive 
component in a construct, it is pronominalised. 
This 
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ru le applies even when it results in ambiguity: 
(7-14) makammad Taal liCali linn baab 
CArAbiyyitu litkAsAr 
I'Mahammad told Ali that the door 
of his car was broken. " 
The underlined pronoun in (7-14) can ref er- to either - 
makammad or Cali . If not disambiguated by the context 
this sentence ruay , elicit a question in response. 
To Sallam, therefore, CArAbiyyitu is a definite noun, 
in my view it is a construct. 
It is also clear that the noun CArAbiyyA "ca.: r" 
accepts the linkin5/it/ before the pronoun "u as all 
constructs do . 
Oesides, when these pv.,,, 4nouns appear 
verbal n9uns or participles, they are clearly components 
of the construct and not just defining elements: 
M. 15) TACTilhum -limASAAlik 
innaas 
I'Their delaying of the public's affairs" 
7.3 The Topicalisation of the Construct NP 
Only NP's are subject to pronominalisation and as 
the rules of topicalisation in CCA specify that it 
is 
a coPying rule, it follows that only the genitive 
component can be topicalised. Only definite elements can 
be shifted to Topic placeg so in constructs where 
the 
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definite genitive component has been topicalised, leaving 
a pronominal replacement, the new genitive component 
which is rendered definite by virtue of the affixed 
pronoun, can then be raised, and so the rule becomes 
recursive. Top icalisation is a process that affects the 
functional perspective of sentences but does not change 
the semantic content. Indefinite elements cannot be 
shifted to Topic position without basically changing 
14 
khei'rsemantic properties; i. e. referential properties. 
If a governing component must be topicalised, it is 
shifted together with the whole construct because it is 
1 
rendered definite by virtue of its construct context, 
The topicalisation of the construct will then 
shift the highest NP or any NP dominated by it to initial 
position, leaving a pronominal copy. A multiple construct 
can be raised as a whole as in (7-16 a-b): 
(7-16) a. muftaak baab CArAbiyyit kasan DAAC 
"The key of Hasan's car door was lost" 
Markers of definition in CCA are three: 
1. Attaching the definite article al- to the noun or 
adjective. 
2. A noun in construct with another 
definite noun is 
consequently rendered definite. 
3. Inherent definition and this applies to: 
a. proper nouns 
b. pronouns. 























muftaak baab CArAbiyyit kasan 
V NP lp- 01 
11 
DAAC 0 
On the other hand any NP . 
dominated by the highest NP 
can be topicalised. If we select baab for Topic position 
the circled node in (7-160 will be shifted to the left 
and the Topic commands the agreement of the resumptive 
pronoun -ti in the comment, but the agreement with 
the 
verb is commanded by the governing component where the 
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I 
baab CArAbiyyit kasan Past DAAC muftaak -u 
The topicalisation of the genitive component is, 
therefore a recursive process. All the NP's in (7.16) 
can be raised cyclically, starting from the lowest NP 
up to the highest. Although this does conform with the 
rules of the cycle, in CCA it may be also motivated 
by the fact that pronouns can refer anaphorically 
1 
only, 
and this presents a restriction on the order in which 
the-NP's can be raised. We cannot have : 
(7-18) * CArAbiyyitu muftaak baab . 
kasan DAAC 
because in this case the underlined pronoun refers 
cataphorically to kasan. The cycle, 
_when 
applied to 
all the NP I s. yields the PM's (71ý a-d) -from (7.16 
I In Al-ashmouni (1358 A. H.: 58) it is mentioned that 
the Predicate is obligatorily'shifted to initial position 
i. e. the subject is postposed, in case the subject con- 
tained a clitic pronoun which refers to "part of the 
predicate. 
Atiya (1976i 39) accepts this fact, but she admits one 
case of cataphoric reference where the context of 
situation, permitting the demonstrative di/da/dool in a 
sentence which has undergone Right Dislocation of 
the 
Topic NP, makes the right-shifted NP almost dispensable, 
L, 11I saw her before as in suftaha labli kida lissiti ý11 





























st DAAC muftaak baab-ha 
now, this woman. " The difficulty she faces in accounting for 
this structure in the light of the anaphoricity condition 
can be easily overcome by the assumed order of of rules in the 
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When the rule applies cyclically, the resumptive 
pronoun in each Comment-St will in turn refer to the 
I 
preceding Topicq and this is the only case that 
Lewkovicz (1971) considers in her treatment of Topic- 
comment structure in Standard Arabic. (See Section 
1.2-3)o 
The above assumption invites further discus- 
sion. Chomsky's A-over-APrinciple specifies that a 
transformation that applies to a constituent A satis- 
fying its SI will only apply to the highest consti- 
tuent A in the tree, (1964a). From my observation of 
how construct NP's behave under the proposed R-Rules, 
it is necessary to suggest the following principle: 
(7.20), When a transformation has applied to 
a NP in the initial PM, raising it to 
Topic position in the sentence, the 
same transformation can apply to the 
-NP immediately dominating-this NP. 
This principle is recursive and it is meant to apply 
cyclically to multiple construct NPIs as is suggested 
above. It seems to be a counter example to the A-over- 
A Principle. But the A-over-A Principle was admittedly 
too strong in the first place (see Chomsky 1964b) and 
could not account for some cases in English such as: 
(7.21) a. What did Mary tell the police that 
John lost? 
b. Who would you approve of my seeing? 
That is why Ross (1967) set out to devise a number of 
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constraints which would account for all the cases to which 
the A-over-A Principle is applicable and leave out all 
those to which it was not applicable. In other words, the 
grammar will be constrained in such a way as to rule out 
all the ungrammatical sentences and allow for only the 
grammatical ones. Ross's constraints as he observed apply 
to chopping rules. 
ý 
They do not apply to copying rules; 
Chomsky (1976) exludes Lef t- dislocation, a copying rule 
equal in its effect to T-Topic Raising in the present grammars 
from observing Subjacency, which is an essential condition 
on all movement transformations in English. He therefore 
allocates to Left-dislocation in the grammar a different 
status from Topicalisation. 
CCA has no chopping rules . such as Wh-movement on 
which Chomsky based his A-over-A Principle. The Principle3 
therefore, should, in the light of Ross's findings, be 
restricted to transformations that are chopping rules. 
Ibase its irrelevance to CCA upon this fact. 
On the other hand, both the A-over-A Principle 
and Ross's constraints have been superseded by the Binary 
Principle (see discussion in Culicover 1976: 293-97). This 
Principle which also subsumes Chomsky's subjacency condition 
states in effect that transformations may analyse nodes at 
1 Atiya (1976) and Aw. wad(1973) discuss the inapplicability 
Of these constraints to CCA and Standard Arabic in more 
detail. Wise (1975) applies the constraints to CCA, but 
I find this very doubtful. 
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most one cyclic node down from the other node involved 
in the transformations. This means that the Principle 
applies only to structure-preserving transformations, 
as it involves nodes already existent in the underlying 
tree. (see Culicover, Ibid: 267). The CCA R-Rule in question 
is a non-structure preserving transformation because the 
PSR's have no rule to say: 
St NP S 
But NP S' is exactly the resulting structure from the 
application of T-Topic Rasing, which does not involve 
two existent nodes, but simply Chomsky-adjoins the shifted 
NP to SO-initial position, creating a new node SO. 
We can conclude that the Binary Principle also 
cannot apply to CCA movement rules. Already more than one 
cyclic node intervenes between SI-initial position and 
the lowest NP in the construct, considering that S, S' and 
NP are all cyclic nodes. 
7.3.1 
'A 
Constraint on the Topicalisation of the Genitive 
Component 
There are, however, restrictions dictated 
by the rules of anaphoricity on the topicalisation of 
soine genitive components. In (7-16) the speaker wishes to 
1 The definition of "involve" (Chomsky: 1976: 75) is : 
" transformational rule involves x and y when it moves 
" phrase from position x to position y. 
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communicate something about the key, muf taaýj- this is 
the element that refers to the Topic of the sentence or 
"what the sentence is about. " But if he wanted to be 
talking about the car, CArAbiyy6L "t namely that he lost 
its door key, he will opt for the NP CArAbiyyit Toasan. 
Other constructs do not allow the genitive component to 
be so shifted, in other words do not allow the sentence 
f1to be about"the genitive component. 
There are three factors that must be examined in 
this connection, and the three will be eventually eliminated 
as operative factors in this constraint; a fourth possibility 
will be discussed as&. possible explanation for this 
phenomenon. 
1. The first possibility to consider will be pronominalisa- 
tion. If we look at the unacceptable (7.22a)where the 
genitive NP in SAnduu? - 
TilbuSTA "the post box". has been 
topicalised, the reason is not likely to be due to the 
pronominal reference to lilbuSTA because in 
(7-22b)the 
same NP is replaced by a pronoun and the sentence is 
accpptable: 
(7-22)*a. lilbuSTA SAndulha luuna lAhmAr 
"(lit. ) The-post its-box its-colour 
red. If 
itha fi dduur ilxaamis b. lilbuSTA lidaarx 
"(lit. ) The-post its-management 
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on the-floor fourth" 
"The Post management is on the fourth 
f loor. It 
More examples of constructs that cannot undergo this rule 
are : sAhr ilCasalllhoney-moon", il2Amr "guardian". 
haylit ittadriis "teaching staff". 
2. It is then important to examine the semantic relation 
between the two members of the construct to determine whether 
or not it imposes such constraints. There are numerous semantic 
r(slations subsumed by the construct form. The following are 
the most frequent : 
A* Relation of possession or source: in this case, the genitive 
I-La component refers to a person or object posessing " thing or 
quality imparted by the governing component: 
(7.23) a. -2ASri lmalik "the king's palace" 
b. hikmit rAbbina "God's wisomll 
c. kArri ssams "sun heat" 
d. kitaabi "my book" 
B. Part;. tive relations: and here the governing noun ref ers 
to part of/the whole of the object or person referred to 
by the genitive noun; I will include quantifier-, -containing 
const: ructs here (e. g. 17,24 a), as they often behave 
in the same way (see 7.24 b) with relation to the , 
linking -it: 
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(7.24) a. laglab innaas "Most people" 
b. 2-aglabiyyit ilbanaat "Most girlsil 
c. rigl iTTArAbeeZA "the table leg" 
C. i. Purpose relation: and in this -case,, the genitive 
component refers to the purpose for which the referent 
of the governing noun is meant to function or exist: 
(7.25) a. duktuur issinaan "the dentist" 
b. fustaan ilfArAk "the wedding diýessll 
C. muftaah ilbaab Itthe door key" 
gawaaz issAfAr It the passport" 
ii. The first component is a container , and the second 
component is contained: 
(7.26) a. kanakit illahwa "the coffee pot" 
b. fingaan issaay "the tea cup" 
c. kubbaayit illaban "the milk glass" 
D. Kinship relations: and this type of construct is very 
frequently used in its multiple forms the third component 
being usually a pronoun: 
(7.27) a. libn axuuya ? 'my nephew" 
b. guuz uxti "my brother in law" 
c. miraat xaali I'my uncle's wife" 
E. Identity relation: and this type of construct specifies 




(7.28) a. madlinit lundun "London city" 
b. kitaab innakw , the grammar book'" 
co saariC iggalaal iAl-galaa Street" 
d. mat; ikkoora "football match" 
F. Locative and temporal relations: whereby the genitive 
component refers to the place or time specified for the 
governing component; it is worth noting that purpose and 
locativel for example, could overlap in cases of constructs 
such as TA2m il. TuCaad "the suite for the living room/in the 
living room"; other relations can be also conflated similarly, 
such as purpose and container, for example (7.26 a)2 which 
could mean "the pot for the coffee/ the pot with the cofeett. 
But locative and temporal relations can be t-ypically repre- 
sented in the following: 
(7.29) a. Suum rAmAdAAn "fasting in Ramadan" 
b. walfit CArAfAAt "the station ,- 
in Arafat (where religious rites are 
performed during pilgrimage" 
c. Cizz idduhr "mid day" 
d. kADAArit ilqArn ilCisriin "the 
civilization of the Twentieth 
Century. " 
Agent or object of action: where the governing component 
consists of a verbal noun or an active or passive participlej 
and the genitive component refers to the agent or object of 
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the action implied by the first component: 
(7.30) a. Tigtiyaal kenedi "the assassination 
of Kennedy" 
b. kaatim issirr il(litJkeeper of the secret" 
tipersonal secretary 
c. dux-uul iggamCa "entering university" 
d. mudiir illidAArA "managing director" 
Adjectival constructs do not allow the topicalisa- 
tion of the genitive component and, therefore, they are 
excluded from this discussion. The governing component consists 
of an adjective which will not accept the cliticised pronoun 
suffix and allows no replacement for the genitive component, 
which refers to the person/thing to whom the quality designated 
by the governing component belongs. 
Constructs signifying a semantic relation of pur- 
pose tend not to accept the topicalisation of the genitive 
component, e. g. (7.25) above. But (7.25 c) allows the topical- 
isation of lilbaab. We will find that whereas (7-31a)is un- 
acceptable, (7-31b)is a perfectly acceptable sentence: 
(7-31) a. *? -issinaan 
dukturha sAATir 
fl(lit. ) Teeth, its doctor is clever" 
b. Tilbaab muftaaku DAAC 
"(lit. ) The doorg its key is lost" 
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Generalisations; concerning other semantic relations 
are equally difficult to make. 
1 In kinship relationsg some 
native speakers accept the topicalisation of the genitive 
component in (7-32); whereas others decline it: 
(7-32) ? TilCamm Tibnu fi manzilit JillAxx 
"(lit. ) The-unclej his-son is like a 
brother. " 
"A cousin is likea, brother" 
Other semantic relations present similar difficulties: in 
temporal relations, we can topicalise from (7.29 d) but 
we cannot from (7.29 c). It is easier to make generalisations, 
however, about relations of possession and partitiveness, 
where usually it is easy to topicalise the genitive component: 
(7-33) a. rAbbina hikmitu kibiira 
"(lit. ) God, his wisdom is great. 
b. 2-igs-ams kArrAhA yimawwit 
"(lit. ) The sun, its heat is killing" 
We have found so far that it is difficult to explain the 
restriction on the topicalisation of the genitive component 
by means of the facts of pronominalisationg or the semantic 
relation that exists between the two items of the construct. 
It is also clear from the above examples that an explanation 
on the basis of the word class combinations or the grammatical 
One saf. e generalisation. can be made about relations of 
identity in constructs like -saariC ilhArAm "The Pyramid 
Road", madrasit ilkurriyya "Liberty School". 
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relations between the two components would be equally 
difficult. Constructs containing derived forms combine 
verbal nouns or participles with the agent if they are 
derived from intransitive verbs and with the agent and/or 
the object if they are derived from transitive verbs. 
If the verbal noun is in construct with both participants, 
the agent precedes the object: 
(7-34) a. tadriis maadit ittariix 





b. tadriis Cali(4maadit ittariix 
"(lit. ) Alils, teaching of the subject 
of history. " 
(V'N+N 
subject +NP object 
) 
(7-35 a) contains a multiple construct which consists of 
mudiir "manager" (active participle) in construft with 
maktab "office" (underlying object)q mabiCaat "sales" 
(passive participle) in construct with Tissirka "the 
Company" (underlying -'q-SevLt, ). We will first look at the 
Possibilities of topicalising the various genitive com- 
ponents besides the construct as a whole: 
(7-35) a. lana zurt mudiir maktab mabiCaat 
. 
Tissirka limbaarik 
"I visited the firm's sales office . 
manager yesterday" 
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b. mudl-ir maktab mabiCaat li; s-irka 
Tana zurtu limbaarik 
v-AvL Y-t r, 6 c. Tissirka Tana zurt mudiirlmabiCatha 
2imbaarik 
d. *mabiCaat lissirka Tana zurt mudiir maktabha 
-Timbaarik a 
e. maktab mabiCaat lis-s-irka lana zurt 
mudiiru limbaarik 
4. The only generalisation we can make from grouping examples 
such as kaatim issir (active participle-object), hay2it 
ittadriis (subject-verbal noun) L, -abriil i-sS-aay (noun+ 
noun) gawaaz issAfAr (verbal noun+verbal noun) and 
maktab lilmabiCaat (noun+passive participle) is that all 
these acquired a status of compound nouns which "function 
as single words" (Quirk, 1976: 1029-30). This can be said 
to restrict pronominalisation of the genitive component 
because theý resumptive pronoun in this case must replace 
I 
the whole construct. Constructs which function as com- 
pound nouns. therefore, cannot allow the topicalisalion 
of the genitive, component. ' In (7-35) sentence (d) is 
acceptable because the compound noun maktab ilmabiCaat 
11sales office" has undergone the process of topicalisation. 
in the manner described. 
To prove that this is due to the compound nature 
Of this construct, we have to find another process which 
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is constrained for the same reason, and relativisation is 
such a process. Constructs which can undergo the topic- 
alisation of the genitive Oomponent will also admit the 
relativisation of the same component; whereas the , 
constrained construct acting as compound noun will not admit 
the relativisation of the genitive noun. The following 
examples are relevant: 
(7-36) a. gATA 1%zaaza (lilli Tana Ti-stariitha 
Timbaarik. ) DAAC, 
"The lid of the bottle (which I bought 
yesterday) is lost. " 
b. * Tabriii iS--Saay(Tilli lana bakibb 
TA; rAbu) litkasar. 
"(lit. ) The pot of the tea (that I like 
to drink)was broken" 
c. mawDuuC ilmukADrA (Tilli lana kADArtAha) 
muhimm. 
"(lit. ) The subject of the lecture (which 
I have attended) is important". 
d. *maktab ilmabiCaat (Tilli baCitha ssirka) 
fi ssaariC lilli gam ina. 
"(lit. ) The office of the sales (which 
the company has sold) is in the next 
street. " 
7.4 Constructs Functioning as Subject, and Object 
As NP's constructs can occupy subject or object 
Position in the sentence. If it functions as subject, only 
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the governing component exhibits agreement with the fol- 
lowing verb, such as (7,37)"' 
(7-37) baab ilCuDwiyya litfatak limbaarik 
Sing LFemý Sing. FMasc] [Masc. i 
"(lit. ) The door for membership opened 
yesterday. " 
Qu-&ntifiers and fractions sometimes allow the genitive com- 
ponent to command concord with the verb: 
(7.38) a. muCZAm hamDAAn/hAmDAAnA EMasc. ] EFem. ý [Masc]. [Fem. ] 
Most of the watermelon has_gone bad*" 
b. rubC ilbanaat gaayib/gaybiin 
ýem. j Mascý asc em, ý [Sing 
lur Sing. 
rPlu 
"A quarter of the girls is absent. 
Subject and object constructs meet with certain 
restrictions in the process of the topicalisation of the 
genitive component. First,. I may repeat that ! Constructs 
in subject position can-have only the governing component 
! commanding concord 'with the following verb (see 7.3.1)9 
but genitives can be coreferential with the object pronoun 
suffixed to the following verb: 
(7-39) muftaak baab CArAbiyyit kasan Sallibu 
11(lit. )(The)key(of the) door (of the)car 
(of) hasan troubled-him. tl 
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In this sentence the underlined pronoun is coreferential 
with kasan and functions as object. The case where both 
genitives command 1 . the same concordial categories 
will be a case of ambiguity; 
(7-39) m-uftaak baab beet 14asan mabyiftakhuu; 
"(lit. )(The-) key (of the) door (of the) 
house of Hasan does not open it. " 
"The door key of hasan's house doesnot 
open. 11 
Here, the underlined pronoun can refer either to baab or 
beet. 
In sentences with a topicalised object constructq 
the conmienting S' can have the subject initially or finally. 
If the subject is a construct, topicalisation among its 
components can take place. We can derive (7.40 b-c) from 
(7.40 
(7-40) a. Tilmuf taak Tibn hasan DAyyACu 
11(lit. )The key, Hasan's son lost it-" 
b. -tilmuftaak 
kasan Tibnu DAyyACu 
Ce*2ilmuftaak kasan DAyyACu 2ibnu 
Topicalisation within the object construct in 
its unmarked 
Post-verbal position is again unacceptable: 
(7.41) a. libn hasan DAyyAC muf taak 
CArAbiyyit Cali 
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11(1-it. )(The)son (of) Hasan,, -Jost (the) key (of the) 
car of Ali. " 
ItHasan's son lost the key of Ali's car. It 
;ýb. ---. Tibn kasan DAyyAC C-ali muf taak CArAbiyyitu 
"(lit. ) (The) son of Hasan lost Ali(his) car 
key. It 
Th-e only acceptable meaning (7.41 b) can have is "Ali 
I 
lost the car key of Hasan's son. " with Ali immediately 
followi#g the verb DAyyAC acting as subject, and the re- 
sumptive pronoun -u readily referring to the topicalised 
NP libn kasan. 
We can therefore conclude that within S' the left- 
shifting of the'genitive component of both subject and 
object occurring , post-verbally . 
is unacceptable. A- 
construct object can have its genitive component acceptably 
tOPicalised to the initial position of the matrix S; the 
same is not trueof untopicalised construct subjects. (See 
(7.40 c) above : 
(7.42) a. jnakammad kalbina CADD libnu 
"(lit. ) M our-dog bit his-son. " 
b. *kalbina makammad DArAbu libnu 
"(lit. ) our-dog M hit-him his son. 
" 
it Our dog., Mahammad's son hit him. " 
In (a) -u is coreferential with makammad I while 
in (b) 
is again coreferential with makammad. It 
is acceptable 
in the first example and unacceptahle in 
the second. 
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Topicalisation of the genitive component is acceptable in 
initial position only, and this can be done recursively 
as was shown in the previous Zection. 
In all the previous examples we have seen two types 
of suffixed pronouns: those attached to the noun denoting 
a paraphrase of the construct form and those attached to 
the verb marking a pronominalised subject or object NP. 
These pronouns all observe the following rule of pronominal- 
isation: 
(7.43) Pronouns always refer anaphorically. 
There are restrictions dictated by this rule on the 
output word order of topicalisation transformations. 
I have already stated that object NPIs transported to Topic 
position must precede the subject NP when in preverbal 
position: 
(7.44)Cali makanunad DArAbu 
11(lit. )Ali Mahammad hit him, " 
In this sentence the resumptive pronoun -u must refer to 
Cali and cannot refer to mahammad. The structure as such 
is not ambiguous. The rules of topicalisation specify 
that 
the topicalised nominal object NP must precede the topic- 
alised subject NP. Sentences like (7.45) can be ambiguous 
and give two different readings. 
(7.45) 2. irrAAgil Caawiz libnu yisaafir maCaah 




Reading b. The man, his son wants to travel 
with him. 
I 
In Reading (a) Tibnu is object of the verb Caawiz, J whereas 
in Reading (b) it is the subject of the same verb. In the 
light of this word order, let us look at the following 
sentences: 
(7.46) a. Tilwalad -tabuu DArAbu 
"(lit. ) The boy, his father hit him. 
b. lilwalad tuffaktu kalha 
fl(lit. ) The bpy, his apple he ate it, 
(7.47) a. -, T-abu lwalad DArAbu 
"The boy's father hit him" 
b. tuffaakit ilwalad liýkalha. 
11(lit. )The boy's apple he ate it. 
(7.48) a. lillAbb DArAb -Tibnu 
IfThe father hit his son" 
b. Tilwalad lakal tuffaktu 
"The boy ate his apple. 11 
(7-49) a. -Tilivalad -TiltAbb 
DarAbu 
"(lit. ) The boy the father hit himOll 
b. -Tittuffaaka 
Tilwalad kalha 
"The apple the boy ate it. " 
(7.150) a. -Til-TAbb 
DarAb iilwalad 
"The father hit the boy" 
b. Tilwalad kall ittuffaaka 
"The boy ate the apple". 
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(7-51) ý a.. Tabuu lwalad DArAbu 
"His father, the boy hit him. " 
/ b. tuffakt]l Tilwalad kalha 
"His applethe boy ate it. 
(7.52) - , a. makammad kasar baab CArAbiyyitu 
I'Mahammad broke his car door" 
/ b. baab CArAbiy-yitu makammad kasaru 
"His car door, M broke it. " 
In (7-51--a-b) the sentence is unacceptable if 
the underlined pronouns are referring cataphorically to 
lilwalad in both sentences. The sentences are acceptabl( 
only if the pronouns are referring to elements in previc,,. i-3 
discourse. In this case, the relation between the two no, ns 
in each sentence respectively is not made explicit: in V-s- 
first case, a relation of kinship and in the second a re--a- 
tion of possession. Sentences (a) in (! 7.46). r (7-50) all have 
the same underlying semantic relation among Ehellr% constituents. 
The kinship relation is not guaranteed by sentences 
(a) in 
(7.49) and (7-50)9 so is the case with 
(b) sentences in 
(7.46) and (7.48). However, (7.47b) is excluded 
because 
of the rule that says thsat a genitive noun 
in a construct 
cannot act as the subject of a following verb. 
(b) sentences in (7.49) and 
(7-50) also do not 
establish the relation of possession, which makes 
the 
presupposition of (7.46)-(7.48), excluding 
(7.47 b) dif- 
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ferent from that in (7.49) and (7-50). ' 
(7.51)aie unacceptable as synonyMs for the abdve 
discussed sentences. They are acceptable on different pre- 
suppositional grounds. (a) must mean that the boy hit the 
father of someone else. We cannot have: 
(7-53)*Zilwalad 2ittufaaka kalha 
Although there is no ambiguity due to the semantic properties 
of the two nouns involved, yet we could not have a topicalised 
object following the subject. The object pronoun in a 
simple sentence will always refer to Topic in initial 
position, and this sentence therefore cannot be redeemed 
by this rule due to selectional restrictions. The only 
exception to this rule is due to the requirements of 
-anaphoric reference as in 
(7.46 b). In(7.46) sentences, 
we find that the two sentences preserve the possession and 
kinship presuppositions and are both acceptable, while 
the order in thp first one is object-subject-verb, and 
in the second subject-object-verb. Similarly, (7-52 a) 
is not synonymous with (b). The constraint that seems to 
apply to these cases is in the placing of the resumptive 
pronoun. The pronoun is coref erential with the preceding 
NP. The two rules of anaphoricity and coreferentiality 
have 
11 
would suppose that a definite construct expressing _ 
Possession, for example , would presuppose 
that ( the X has 
Y); there is no logical explanation 
for a construct relation 
which would presuppose that 
(an X has the Y), and this could 
account for the fact that in Arabic the 
Y (governing com- 
Ponent) remains indefinite and unacceptable 
as a topic, 
whereas X (the genitive component) 
is the only element that 
takes the article and accepts topicalisation. 
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constrained the word order in (7.46) avd will not permit 
the topicalisation of the object NP in (7-526). The 
acceptability of (7-51) then is due in one respect to the 
reversed order of the constituents. The only way to 
topicalise the nouns labuu and tuffaktu in (7.46) is to 
opt for the alternative structure of (7-50 a) and (7.49 b) 
I 
respectivelyq bearing in mind that they will not be 
synonymous because the presuppositio-n has changed. (7-43) 
can be reformulated as a condition on transformations in 
CCA as in (7-54): 
(7-54) The output of any movement transforma- 
tion involving two nodes XI and YI 
(which are corefere-ntial) must always 
be of the form X.... Yi, where X is JL 
the antenedent and YI is +PRO 
clitic 
To summarise, we can say that the genitive compo- 
nent is the only element in the construct which can be 
topicalised. The governing component to which a resumptive 
pronoun is cliticised can only followl regardless of its 
functional relation to the predicating element. The 
governing component can be topicalised only as part of 
the 
whole construct, because movement rules can shift NP's 
only. 
7*5 Constructs as Objects of Prepositions 
Prepositional Phrases with constructs as - 
object function as adverbs of Place or Time! 
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(7,55) a. fi durg ilmaktab 
"in the desk drawer" 
b. Cand dukkaan issagaayir 
itat the cigarette shop" 




"at the end of the year" -ýý r-3. 
Other functions exist, such as Cala keefak "as you like". 
Cala mahlak -"'gently , slowly". as in (7-56): 
(7-56) a. suu. T Cala mahlak min fADlAk 
"Drive slowly, please" 
b. litSArrAf Cala keefak 
"Do as you like" 
These constructs can be definite with the use of the definite 
article or indefinite when the article is not used, with 
the exception of those constructs which express locations 
along a continuum either time or place, such as "the 
beginning of if , t1the middle of ", or 
"the end of 11 , and so on. 
These are obligatorily definite and the indefinite cor- 
responding forms are not constructs but adjective+ noun 
structures, and the meaning changes consequently; the 
adjective is an ordinal number . This 
is exemplified in 
(7.57) with the definite form in (a) and its counterpart 
in 
ss (7-57) a. fi 2aaxir i--aariC 
"at the end of the street" 
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fi lawwil innAhAAr 
"At the beginning of the day" 
b. fi Taax3-r saariC 
"in the last street" 
fi lawwil nAhAAR 
"on the fir. §t day" 
The genitive component of such constructs acting 
as object of preposition will normally topicalise according 
to the rules of topicalisation; (7-58 b) is a transform 
of (7-58 a) : 
(7-58) a. fi durg ilmaktab kitaab 
"(lit. ) In the desk drawer a book" 
"There is(a)book in the desk draiverl' 
b. Tilmaktab fi durgu kitaab 
? '(lit. ) The-desk in-its-drawer (a) book" 
However, constructs such as Cizz idduhr in (7-55 C) will 
obey the Constraint discussed in section 7.3.1 above. 
7.6 Constructs with Sentence Genitives 
A construct in CCA can have a sentence in 
the 
position of the genitive componentt and it is recursive: 
(7-59) a. s-akl iiii waalif hinaak mig Cagibni 
"(lit. ) The looks of who (is) standing 
there does not appeal to me.. " 
"I do not like the looks of 
that one 
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standing there. " 
b. beet iiii saakin gambina litsaral 
The house of who is living 
next door was burgled. 11 
"Our neighbour's house was burgled. " 
c. 2ana ha2Cud makaan manta laaCid 
will sit where you are sitting" 
d. lana bakkallim Cala Tasaas linnu 
miLs mawguud 
"I am speaking on the basis that he 
is not present't 
e. fikrit linnak matikDAr-s illigtimaaC 
mis fikra k-uwayyisa 
"The idea of your not attending the 
meeting is not a good one. " 
If the construct as such is required to be indefinite, 
the relative clause in genitive, position can no more 
function nominally as member of a construct. It becomes 
a post-modifier for a noun that must in this case be 
made explicit to act in turn as the genitive component 
of the construct: 
(7.6o) a. *bint sakniin gambina 
bint naas sakniin gambina 
"(lit. ) The daughber of some people 
living next to us. " 
The construct with a sentential genitive component conforms 
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with all the construct criteria: 
1. It is uninterruptible. 
2. An -a ending governing noun takes the -it linking 
element: 
(7.61) gAnTit Tilli waa2if hinaak maftuuka 
"(lit. ) The suitcase Of who is standing 
there is open. " 
Another example is (7-59 a) above. 
The governing noun cannot take the definite article 
. Tal- . In 
(7.62) . the relative clause is no more in 
construct with the lal-bearing preceding noun; it is a 
post-modifier: 
(7.62) Iissakl illi waalif hinaak mi; 
gariib Calayya 
"The face of that one standing there is 
fam,; liar. 11 
The genitive component can be topicalised: 
waa. Tif hinaak gaklu 
mis Cagibni. 
? 
-Ijli sakniin gambina 
bithum litsaral 
but only when the embedded relative clause has the relative 
pronoun lilli as shown in (7.63 a-b). The relative pronoun 
ma used in (7-59 e) is used in Place and Time adverbial 
clauses and seems to have been reduced to an idioma Ic. 
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status together with the noun preceding it. The clause 
in (7.59 e)jthereforej cannot be tOPic4lised. As for 
(7-59 d) the clause *containing the subordinator 2inn 
must by rule be extraposed and this was discussed in a 
previous section. Such a genitive clause cannot be topic- 
alised either. 
7.7 Constructs with Coordinate Genitives 
Both governing and genitive components can be 
coordinate nouns: 
(7.64)b,. SAAkib wimudiir is-s-irka 
"Owner and manager of the company" 
b. maglis ilfunuun willadaab 
"The council of art and literature, " 
The coordinate genitive topicalises as a whole; the 
construct in (7.64 b) obeys the compound noun constraint 
but (7.65 b) has applied the transformation to (7.65 a): 
(7.65) a. gumhuur issinima wilmAsrAh 
"the movie and theatre goers" 
b. lissinima wilmASrAk gumhurhum waakid 
"The movie and the theatre have the same 
audience. " 
None of the coordinate nouns can topicalise alone: 
(7.66) *. Tissinila gumhurha wilmASrAk waakid 
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The coordinate governing noun in Topic POsitionj however, 
can have one element 
(7.67) S. LlAkib is-s-irka winiudirha 
"The owner of the company and its 
manager" 
where both nouns SAAkih and mudiir are -ivi CORSHMC-L-, with 
the same by virtue of the construct form and the 
resumptive pronoun. -ha. 
7.8 The Adjective+Noun Construct in CCA 
The adjectival construct in CCA has departed from 
its corresponding type in Classical Arabic in many ways. 
First, the rules of the written language insist that the 
adjective in such a construct iAust take the definite 
article when the construct is post-modifying a definite 
noun. The informal Style of the spoken varietygnamely 
CCA, has dropped this rule: 
(7.68) 2-ilwalad Taliil illadab 
"The impolite boy. ft 
On the whole CCA has preserved very few of the typically 
formal style adjectival constructq and thesd are often 
I 
idiomatically frozeng that is' allow no topicalisation 
of any form. Other constructs, such as laliil ilbaxt 
and TAwiil ilbaal can topicalise in predicate position 
in equative structures, and are more often used in 
this 
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form than in their original construct form. The topic- 
alisation_in this case involves a reduced pronominalised 
forml i. e. noun+PRO. In (7.69) and (7-70) the (b) expressions 
are paraphrases of the (a) expressions: 
(7.69) a. rAAgil Taliil ilbaxt 
"An unfortunate man" 
b. raagil baxtIl laliil 
(7-70) a. mudarris TAwill ilbaal 
"A patient teacher" 
b. mudarris baalU TAwiil 
The genitive, noun in the case of the topicalisea (b) sentences 
loses the definite article, follows the subject, and the 
pronoun underlined agrees with the subject and is suffixed 
to the inner Topic in the Comment clause followed by the 
adjective. Both the construct and the inner equative 
structure post-modify the preceding NP,, and in.. (b) it 
is a relative clause, and the preceding element is the NH - 
Most adjectival constructs in CCA are used in this 
state of reduced construct, which perhaps shows that 
stylistically the adjectival construct structure seems to 
have a certain formality about it. Below is a table 
that 
shows the distribution of synonymous expressions in 
both 
formal and colloquial style: 
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Formal Style CCA 
Adj+N N+Pro+Adj Adj+N N+Pro+Adj 
sayyi. t ilkAZZ kAZZuhu sayyij *Wiki; g s ilkAZZ kAZZuýwikig is 
, 'unfortunate" 
jamiilu lwajh wajhuhu jamiil *kilw ilwigs- wissu kilw 
"with a pretty 
face" 
TAwillu lqAAma qAAmatuhu *TAwiil ilCuud Cuudu TAwiij 
"tall in body" TAwiilah 
Oaqiilu ZZill Zilluhu Oaqiil ? tiIiil iddam dammu tiIiii 
ttins-Ufferablet' 
I 
i Another form which often replaces adjectival constructs in CCA 
is the use of tabu 11(lit. )father of", --Tumm (Fem. -Sing. ), lum- 
maat (Plur. ) in construct with a noun which is postmodified 
by an adjective. The whole structure admits no definite article 
but it is inherently definite in" the sense that it is used 
only with a definite NHand serves to post-modify it: 
(7-71) a. 2. irrAAgil labu kAZZ wihis 
"The unfortunate man" 
b. 2issit £um baal TAwiil 
"The patient woman" 
The particle -tabu, unlike 
bitaaC, cannot take the pronominal 
suffix and although it is in construct with the following noun 
it does not admit the topicalisation of that noun* The parti-, cle 
can appear in construct with a non-modified noun and still -- 
serves to modify the -, NH. 1, 
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(7-72) TirrAAgil tabu burneeTA 
"The man with the hatlt 
In all casest the nou 
.n 
following the particle does not 
accept the definite article: 
(7-73)*?. irrAAgil Tabu lburneeTA 
Onlywhen the particle is followed by an abstract noun,; $ 
the definite article permitted: 
(7-74) iirrAAgil Tabu lmafhumiyya 
"The man who is very understanding" 
Adjectival constructs generally admit no recursion: 
(7-75) a. *gldiid kubb ilwATAn 
"(lit. ) strongly loves his country" 
b. *kitiir kalaam ilfuSkA 
"(lit. ) Much words (of )Classical (Style)" 
These unacceptable expressions can be made acceptable by 
introducing the article to the noun following the adjective 
and adding the suitable preposition before the second 
noun: 
(7-76) a. sadiid ilkubb lilwATAn 





We have seen that verbs appearing in initial 
position as non-focal elements are ungrammatical. The 
same goes for other predicative elements such as predicate 
adjectives. I here repeat examples already given above 
for convenience: 
(8.1) a. ! tidduktuur, wASA1. 
b. wASAl idduktuur. 
(8.2) a. mAnZAr ilbAkr gamiil 
b. gamiil mAnZAr ilbAkr 
(8-3) a. *wASAl idduktuur. 
b. *gamiil mAnZAr ilbAhr. 
The clefting rules allow such predicative elements as in 
(8-3 a-b) to occur as part of the nominalisation in 
I 
equative structures. The ungrammatical sentences above 
will be made grammatical if the verbs are preceded by the 
relative article Tilli This will assign an inverted 
cleft structure to the sentences, whereby the focus is 
relegated to end position, receiving end-focus which 
is, 
according to our interpretation, less emphatic than 
initial 
focus. (See Chapter 3). (b) sentences in (8.1) and 
(8.2) 
are however grammatical because the predicative elements 
in initial position are focussed. Rules assigning 
focus 
must recognise the structure -, -here such elements 
in 
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initial position could be assigned focus. These structures 
will be derived by a rule of Rig6t-dislocation from an 
underlying structure that has already undergone the 
obligatory T-Topic Raising, and the output of this trans- 
formation will serve as an input to the rule assigning 
focus to verbal and predicative elements in initial position. 
Right-branching rules are all found by J. Ross to 
be up-ýrard-bounded rules - 
(1968: 162). The rule in our case 
will adjoin the Topic NP to the right of a variable in S, 
leaving the predicate in initial position. Such predicates 
acquire positional emphasis, and when the sentence functions 
in discourse, such elements become the centre of attention 
in a situation where something is expected to happen, as in 
(8.1 b) and (8.4): 
(8.4) xArAb ilwalad ilCArAbiyya 
"(lit. ) Broke the boy the car. It 
"The boy broke the car. 11 
Such sentences in isolation could express intense emotion , 
that can rise on the verge of exclamation. In continuous 
discourse, however, verbs are assigned initial emphatic 
position in narratives where action and movement seem 
to 
be of particular importance. LJ-ke all elements 
bearing 
focus in initial position, 
. iiuch elements are contrastive 
in the sense that the information they bear 
is not new, 
but rather refers to something that is already present 
in 
the situation or previous discourse and 
is selected as the 
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only possible topic for the assertion. 
Ross's notion ofllupward-bounding" in effect 
says that a rule is upý-ward-bounded if it cannot move 
elements over the first S above the elements. A generalisa- 
tion without exception follows: any rule whose SI is of 
the-form ... A Y, and whose SC specifies that A is to be 
adjoined to the right of Y is upward-bound (Ross ibid.: 166). 








sc 10 3+2 
X may be null 
This rule will derive (b) from (a) in (8.6)-(8.9)-. 
(8.6) a. malkammad lakal ittuffaaka 
b. Takal ittuffaka makaminad 
(8-7) a. ? ittuffaaka Takalha mhammad I )p 
b. Takal makammad littuffaaka 
(8.8) a. ? ilmawqif da min IASCAb maa waagiht 
fi hayaati 
"This situation is one of the most 
1 
Node A commands node B if neither node dominates 
the other, 
and B is dominated by the first node S above A. 
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difficult in my life". 
b. min IASCAb maa waagiht f ii hayaati 
lilmawqif da. 
(8.9) a. mini 12-asbaab illi bit2addi littaxalluf 
iddiraasi 2ilfAir 
11 One of the reasons that causes academic 
backwardness is poverty" 
b. Tilf Air min rlasbaab Tilli bitladdi 
littaxalluf liddiraasi 
The Processof R: Lght-do*slocation is the opposite 
of topic4lisation, and will go through a reverse process 
of deleting the resumptiVe pronoun that is cliticised to 
the verb and which is coreferential with the Right-dis- 
located Topic NP. 
8.2 Sentence-initial Predicates 
Initial position is accessible to predicative 
elements by Right-dislocation too. We have mentioned 
earlier a rule of extraposition, which is obligatory 
in 
the environment of noun phrases realised as complement 
sentences with the complementiser Unn . The class of 
verhs that are involved in this transformation 
is made 
up of three groups. The first type optionally 
takes an 
extraposed complement sentence in subject position' 
and 
these are either forms derived from morphologically 
related verbs that will take a complement sentence 
in 
object position in the active voice, whereby 
the object 
assumes tile position of subject in the passive 
voice 
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(not all verbs in this group are actually used in the passive 
in CCA. Only those that are used are given in the second 
column of (a) in (8.10)); or as illustrated in the (b) 
column these are verbs that are intransitive but behave 




passiVe b. intransitive 
simiC "hear" TittADAk "become 
nisi "forget" clear" 
; aaf "see" 14ASAl "happen" 
laal "say" Ii-t1aal, ZitfADD. Al "remain" 
Cirif "know" - TitCArAf saba, 2 "precedelt 
TifTArAD I'supposell furiD 
tawaqqAC "expect" 









1 Verbs like rAACA, IifTArAD ta waqqAC, yustaksan, yuktamall 
Y-untAZAr yisurr i7s,;; ArrAfý, yisCid, yidaayi-t, yizCi and IIy _g 
. YiTsif all 
take verbal nouns in'subject position when a 
Complement sentence is not used. This will of course 








2aClan "declare; announce" 





yuktamallf(lit is ) 
probable" 
yustaksan 
2 "Ut is) 
preferred" 
The second group consists of verbs that take a complement 
sentence obligatorily in object position if they are in 
the active voice and in subject position if they are in the 
passive voice or intransitive; unlike verbs in the first 
group, these will sound rather awkward when used with any 
other type of object/subject: 
(g. 11) 
a. active passive 
xaaf "be afraid" 















YiSAkk "be right, 
possible" 
1 
Another verb IintAZAr is homophonous with this one and 
means "wait: this verb behaves like an ordinary active 
form and does not take a complement sentence as object. 
2 These verbs are mostly used in the passive form in CCA 
and are not used in the active form. 
3 Another verb yiZhAr does not take a fomplement sentence 
ih subject position and means "to appear. " 
4 
xaaf min, hass bi., sACAr bi are the alternative forms of 







The third group consists of transitive verbs that will 
optionally take a complement sentence in subject position 
and whose alternative forms of subject is mostly a verbal 
noun. - 
(8.12) 
yihimm "be important" 
yimkin "be possible" 
yisCid. Itmake happylt 
yisurr "please" 




yilsif "make sorry" 
yiCizz "be difficult" 
yithayyatý--li "seems to" is a verb that takes a sentence 
complement in subject position obligatorily. 
I have not presented the above lists in any 
consistent form as far as the verb form is concerned; 
I have included those forms that are most commonly used. 
Most of those presented in past tense form can be plausibly 
A form homophonoun with this verb meaning 'Ire-lember" will 
take a nominal object. 
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used in the present tense too. But verbs like yustaksan 
anj yuktamal are hardly used in any other form. Verbs 
in (8.12) are presented in their present tense form but 
could also be used in the past tense. Verbs like LCizz and 3. 
yilsif, are invariable, 
Complement sentences can occur as subject NP's 
in copular structures as well. When extraposed, these will 
leave predicative elements in initial position in the 
sentence. Predicate phrases can be either adjectival 
phrases, adverbial phrases, prepositional phrases or 
noun r hrases. In CCA, these seem to fall into distinct 
classes. Adjectival phrases are of three types: adjectives, 
active participles and passive participles. 
Adjectives are of two types: those that optionally 
take a complement sentence in subject places such as 
DAruuri "necessary", SACb "difficult", sahl "easy"; and 
a second type which takes a sentential subject obligatorily. 
These mostly consist of adjectives in the comparative 
form, such as laksan "better", lashal "easier", TAwfAr 
"more economicallt, TAfDA 1 "better" and when combined 
with the preposition min, they must be followed 
by a 
definite noun in the plural and in this case 
they can 
take a non-sentential subject, such as min 
lashal illastila 
"one of the easiest questions'19 min 
IAfDA1 illasyaal. "one 
of the best things". The rest of this type which 
takes 
a sentential subject obligatorily are positive 
adjectives 
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such as TAbiiCi "natural" . wAADik "clear" * The preposi- 
tion min "from" could also combine with the definite forms 
of these adjectives: min ilwAADik, min iTTAbiicig min 
iSSACb, and these seem to behave exactly like the adjectives 
they derive from. 
Participles which function adject ivally are of 
two types: active and passive. Thosethat combine 'Option- 











When they do not take a sentential subject, these 
participles usually take a verbal noun as subject. Those 













Some of the above elements are clearly of modal naturej 
and a correct translation in context will probably make 
Use of "should", "can", 11must etc. in English. Among these 
for example are laazim, mumkin, yjZhArj gnd mAfruuD. 
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mu? akkad "sure" 
It may be already clear that some of the participles 
above are derived from verbs mentioned in (8.10)-(8.12). 
Participles can be used to function as NP's by 






and as shown in (8.14), this article is obligatory with 
items like iiZZAAhir. These can be made to function within 
prepositional phrases by the use of the preposition min 
(see below) . 
Prepositional phrases functioning predicatively 
could also be derived from adjectives of superlative form 
combined with mint such as min illaksan, min illASCAb, 
and these usually take a sentential subject. Passive 
participles can also combine with min in the same manner; 
min ilmuntAZArj min ilmutawaqqAC, min ilmAfruuD, min 
ilmustaksan. These have no counterparts without preposition, 
but derive from morphologically related verbs which 
take 
sentential subjects. 
More prepositional phrases which can 
take 
sentential subjects can be forme-Awith the preposition 
min 
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combined with a construct NP: 
(8.16) a. min Tasbaab ittaxalluf fi lCaalam 
issaalis suut ittagziya 
"One of the causes of backwardness in 
the Third World is malnutrition" 
b. min -Taqdam lasaliib illldAArA fi mASr 
lilluSluub ilbiiruqrAATi 
"One of the oldest methods of administra- 
I 
tion in Egypt was bureaucracy. " 
c. min mabaadil issAwrA lilCadaala 
l. tigtimaaCiyya 
"One of the principles of revolution is 
social justice. " 
Other prepositional phrases are formed with 
the preposition fi "in", combined with a construct NP which 
usually, but not essentially, has a pronoun as its genitive 
component (the relevant phrases are underlined in (8.17)): 
malhaas (8.17)a, -fi CtiqAA TiMilmastala 
d, 
hall 
"In my belief, this probelem has no 
solution. 11 
s fi rA2yi linn ilIASCAAr mi- hatinzil 
taani 
"In my opinion, Prices will never go 
down 
again. 11 
c. fi tASAwwuri linn jimustalbal 
lissalaam. 
"In my view, the future is for peace. 
" 
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These prepositional phrases can be reduced further by 
deleting the preposition and using the construct NP alone 
without affecting the grammaticiility of the sentence. 
As prepositional phrases they are mobile elements, but 
as NP's they are not. They are predicative elements in an 
equative structure where the complementiser clause has 
been obligatorily extraposed. Therefore, a resumptive 
pronoun in copula position can be inserted in this case, 
but not in the case of the predicating prepositional phrase; 
(8.18) a. rAlyi huwwa linn 11ASCAAr mis 
hatinzil taani 
b. *fi rAlyi huwwa linn ilTASCAAr mis 
hatinzil taani. 
The complementiser can be deleted in the decond 
case, but not in the first, which allows the sentence -- 
to undergo further permutations and results in a different 
SS that is trans f ormationally related to (8.17). Tho 
mobility of the prepositional phrases in this case has 
tempted many linguists to classify them as adverbials. 
a. Tilmastala di fi CtiqAAdi malhaas 
hall. 
b. ?. illASCAAr mis katinzil taani fi rA2yi 
c. lilmustalbal fi TASAifwuri lissalaam. 
The deletion of the complementiser 4 the movement of 
the 




(8.20) *Tilmaslala di T3, CtiqAAdi malhaag hall 
But as the Rule 
- 
of Topic Raising . 9pecifiest a NP can be 
topicalised from an S. It follows that any NP contained 
in an extraposed sentential subject or object cah be 
topicalised. This is supported by the following examples: 
(8.21) a. TiltASCAAr fi rAlyi 2innaha mis- 
katinzil taani. 
b. Tilmastala di fi CtiqAAdi linnaha 
malhaa; kall. 
C. 2. ilCilaag yustaksan Tinnu yibla fi 
lmustasfa. 
"(lit. ) Treatment it is better that it 
be in hosPital. 11 
"It is better to have the treatment in 
hospital. " 
d. iissunAT fAADil nikADDArha Casaan 
issAfAr. 
11(lit. )The suitcases it remains to 
prepare them for travel. " 
There are some verbal nouns which can function 
as predicates, taking either sentential subjects or 
other verbal nouns in subject position; examples of 
these are listikaala "impossibility", 
gArT t1condition". 
(8.22) a. ?. istilkaala Tinn ilmagruuC da yitnaffiz 
'I (lit-) It is impossible that this project 
be carried out. " 
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be lilmagruuC da listikaala linnu 
yitnaf f iz. 
(8.23) a,, mis- -sArT ? inn illitne en yikuunu lixwaat. 
"(lit. ) It is not a condition that the 
two should be brothers.? ' 
"The two should not necessarily be brothers. " 
b. Tillitneen mi; ; ArT yikuunu lixwaat. 
Other forms that function in the same way and display 
similar properties are la. budd "Ut is) necessary" and 
la sakk "no doubt". These are made up of la llnoll+Noun. 
The above Predicative elements have repeatedly 
been classeA as sentence adverbials, or what in R. Quirk's 
terms are called "disjuncts". They are generally regarded 
as a category of adverbial which has a wider mobility in 
the sentence because they can occur in several positions, 
initially, medially or finally. Among these are adverbs 
like biSArAAka "frankly" ( Preposition bi+Noun), filwaaqiC 
"in fact" (preposition fi+Noun), x-uSuuSan "especially", 
bitta2kiid "certainly" (preposition bi+Noun) I and gaaliban 
Itmost probably". These can all occur initially as adverbial 
I 
predicates with an linn sentence followingg at varying 
degrees of acceptabilitye With some of thernlinn deletion 
must precede raising, but others can undergo topicalisation 




(8.24) a. Saaliban Tinn ilmas2ala di malhaag 
kall. 
be Tilmastala di Saaliban malhaa; kall. 
(8.25)a. bitta2kiid linn Tilmastala di malhaag 
kall. 
b. Tilmasiala di bittalkiid malhaag kall. 
Similarlyt filkaiiiia. Ilin fact, 19 haiiiii 11trulylt, TAbiiCi 
"naturally'll biTTAbC "of course", rubbAma tl may belt, 
lisuul ilkAZZ "unfortunately", likusn ilkAZZ "fortunately", 
filgaalib "most probably". limaClumaatak "for your infor- 
mation'19 muktamal "it is probable, ", min ilwAADik "it is 
clear, clearly'19 iii-tasaf "regretfully. " 
Proper adverbia-U in the sentence have a different 
constituency and will be dealt with in Chapter 9. As for 
a subset of sentence adverbials, there jS evidence that 
they are predicate phrases with a sentential subject, 
and that when they appear to be mobile, it is in fact due 
to the movenent, of other constituents that are being 
shifted about them. 
Other predicative NPIs occurring initially with 
extraposed sentential subjects are basically of modal 
function, (see Mallawany 1981? 212-13). These occur in 
construct form: Noun+clitic Pronoun, which 
is variable, 
i. e. inflects for concordial categories of nouns; nifsi 
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I'my wish"Inifsu "his wishIll nifsuhum "their wish"; SArADi 
? 'my intention'19 gArADu "his intention", 
_SArADna 
"our 
intention",, TASdi "my meaning". 2ASdu "his meaninglll etc, 
There is also an open class of NPIs that functions 
predicatively such as linnatijEa "the result'll lilkaiiiia 
"the truth". etc. 
8.3 The Indefinite Subject NP 
We have discussed a class of predicates that takes 
a complement sentence as one of their argument, and have 
seen how these predicgttes can be rendered sentence-initial 
by the obligatory extraposition of the subject NP which 
is S. Earlier we referred to the fact that T-Topic Raising 
applies only to NPIs with the feature gDefý and this NP 
could be the object of the verb or the subject of the verb 
or predicate. If the N-P's in the sentence all happen to be 
[-Deý 
t and the transformation does not apply, the structure 
will not surface at all, as can be seen from (8.26): 
(8.26) a. *fASSAl tarzi badla 
"(lit. ) made a tailor a suit. " 
b. *2akal walad tuffaaka 
"(lit. ) Ate a boy an apple" 
*naam dulctuur filluuDA 
"(lit. ) slept a doctor in the room. " 
The above structures will not qualifY for the application 
of T-Topic Raising, and so Right-dislocation will not 
apply either. Focus cannot be assigned to this structure 
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which has undergone no obligatory rules. In the case of 
complement sentences of the verbthe feature [+Def3 is 
irrelevant. In cleft struct 
. 
ures, we have already noticed 
that only prepositional phrases of Locative function can 
appear in initial position without the relative article 
tilli (4.21) Relative clauses cooccurring with indefinite 
I 
subject NP's must be obl 
I 
igatorily topicqlised and can under- 
go the deletion of the relative article. This structure is 
restricted to this environment,, because when the relative 
clause cooccurs with a definite NPI having undergone relative 
article deletion, the sentence can be interpreted only as a 
case of Left-dislocation and not as a cleft structure. In 
other words the initial predicate must be assigned focus, 
as in (8.27): 
(8.27) a. *fiddurg il<kitaab 
?. illi fiddurg iRkitaab 
fiddurg kitaab 
d. Tilli fiddur3 kitaab 
e. fiddurg il<kitaab. 
Indefinite NIP'sq therefore, are ungrammatical 
in initial positiono Cases like (8,26)., where 
indefinite 
subjects follow their verbs are also ungrammatical. 
But 
there is a class of predicates which includes 
verbs preposikion- 
al phrases and some active participles which 
can co-occur 
with an indefinite subject NP in second place. 
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The case of (8.27) shows that: 
1. Definite NP 
*S 
following the predicate result from 
Left-dislocation, and the Predicate receives focus. 
2. If the Definite NP is focussed, it is part of a cleft 
structure. 
Indefinite NPIS following the predicate are always 
. 1, 
part. of a cleft structure, and must receive focus. No 
Left-dislocation is applicable here because T-Topic Raising 
is not applicable in the first place. 
But in the case of the following predicatesl the 
above observations do not hold. The indefinite subject NP 
can occur in second position without bearing contrastive 
meaning, i. e. without necessarily being interpreted as 
part of -a cleft 
structure. The verbs in this class are 
verbs of "appearance on the scene" like ZAhAr "appeartIt 
TiliC "come out", xArAg "go outItj daxal "enter", wASAl 
"arrive", TittADAk 11become clear"; verbs of occurrence 
like hASA1 "happen". wi-TiC Iffall", and verbs of communica- 
tion like --balagl "reach-IIp 
The prepositional phrases are only a few, and 
these are exhaustively: Cand "at", maCa "with'19 
ii Iffor", 
an4 Cala "should, owe"--as distinct from the preposition 
Cala, meaning llonll. - 
(8.28), M. maCaak ka2? - 
"You are ri(-ht" 'ZI 
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b. maCandiis taCliiq Cala kkalaam da 
"I have no comment on this. " 
c. Candi bACD ilmulaakaZAAt Cala TAriilit 
2. illintaag. 
"I have af ew remarks concerning the 
method of production. 11 
On. ly Cala in this group can take a sentential subject, and 
the rest of the prepositional phrases take nominal subjects: 
(8.29) a. Calayya Tirmi lAnADDAf maktabi 
TinnAhArDA 
"I shoiizld be cleaning my office today". 
b. Calayya waagib laazim IaCmilu 
I 'I have a duty which I must dot'. 
c. Candi waagib laazim IaCmilu 
d. *Candi linni IaCmil waagib linnAhArDA 
li can combine with any of the other prepositional phrases 
to yield lak Candi lak maCaaya "I -owe you" lak Calayya 
ItI am obliged (to you) to". 
The participles are for example baali "remaining"i 
nAA? iS "missing", fAADil "remain", mawauud "present, exist". 
(84-30-)a-fAADil kitabiin lissa matArithums 
"There are two books that have not read yet. 
" 
b. ZAhAr kitaab gidiid fi ssuul 
"A new book has appeared 
in the marketeff 
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c4 balagni xAbAr sAAr min guwayya 
heard good news a while ago. " 
d. kASAlit kadsa wik-sa -timbaarik. 
"A bad accident happened yesterday, 11 
? 
-iTTADAkit kagaat gidiida fi lmasiala 
di 
"New things have comeup in connection 
with this issue. it 
wASAl gawaab min suwayya, 
"A letter arrived a while ago. " 
g. xArAg naas kitiir min ilmalCab. 
"Many people came out of the playground. 11 
All these predicates are assigned focus in this position. 
The question now is: how can these predicates be 
accounted for in the grammar? R-rules discussed so far 
apply negatively to indefinite NP; S . These structures, then, 
cannot be accounted for by T-Topic Raising, Right-disloca- 
tion or Extraposition, and they do present a problem. I suggest 
the predicates be marked for the negative application 
of the obligatory rule in the lexicon, and as such the 
structures can surface and can be assitned focus. 
8.4 Existential Sentences 
s of ten The particle fiT expressing existence T 
followed by an indefinite NP and can occur with most of 
the 
above mentioned predicates itri-,,, ediately preceding 
them 
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in initial position, with the exclusion of verbs. When it 
occurs with a verb, the indefinite NP must follow fii: 
(8.31) a. fii Calayya waagib laazim IaCmilu 
b,. fii fAADil kitabiin mAlArithum; 
c. fii lak maCaaya fuluus 
"I have some money for you. " 
d. fii kagaat gidiida liTTADAhit 
fi lmasiala di. 
e. fii gawaab wASAl min suwayya 
f. fii mawguud TAriiIA hadiisa litaCliim 
illuga 
"There is a new method for teachin. ý-, 
language. " 
g. fii fikra bitrAAwiD k-ull ilniusaqqAfiin 
fi mASr min zamaan. 
"There is an idea that has appealed 
to the intelligentsi-& in Egypt for a 
long time D 11 
Such constructions have been knoim as Existential Sentences 
and have been structurally contrasted with sentences where 
the NP in subject position has the feature 
[+Def] ; in other 
words, they serve as alternative structures in case 
the 
1 
In continous discourse, ve-cy casuallyt 
fii can be deleted 
leaving an indefinite NP in initial position. 
This structure 
has been approved by some native speakers, 
disapproved by 
others, which leaves a question mark on 
this issue. How- 
ever, the grammar can account for it by a 
T-Fii-deletion. 
The context in which it has been accepted 
is that of story 
telling-, jokes, anecdotes and so on. This 
is a matter of 
perfort-ance and will not be pursued any 
further here. 
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subject NP is 
[-Defý Abu Ssaydeh (198o: 240-45) will not 
argue the nature of the relationship between the PredP in 
initial position and everything that follows 
. and goes 
to great lengths to describe what he calls "the internal 
structure of some of the most common constructions found 
in this position'll enumerating NPi -NP Sq NP Locative/ 
Temporal AdvP, NP PrepP, NP VP. Whether inserted by 
lexical rules, which are bound to be peculiar to it, or 
introduced by a T-rulel which is bound to be too powerful, 
the picture is full of complications (tibid. : 240). He gives 
a close approximation to my hypothesis concerning existential 
structure (see below) and then goes on to reject it on the 
basis of some difficulties he encOuhters. Some of the difficult- 
3. es in considering the particle fii as a PredP for a complex 
NP that follows is how to account for the occurrence of 
Locative AdvP in the following position: 
(8-32) fii kitaab Cala rrAff 
"There is a book on the shelf. " 
There is also the problem that fii, unlike other fronted 
predicates, will always be sentence initial (ibid.: 250). 
Lli particle has been introduced trans f ormationally by a 




SI: X- NP -Y- 
[ýAux)+Z] 
rIf E-Def] Pred 
2345 
SC: 1 (4)fii 235 
Condition: OPT Vdiere Z=VPI 
otherwise OBL 
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Such a rule cannot Possibly account for structures where 
fii is followed by a definite NP modified by a relative 
clause, 
First let us see whether fii can actually occur 
in the environment of definite 14P'Slg- anditIthis case we have 
to discard the theory that it introduces a structure where 
the subject NP is necessarily [-Def] . Lbt us imagine a 
situation where fii can be followed by a definite NP: I am 
in a bookshop; I have been looking at some books, with the 
help of the shop assistant, who has already shown me samples 
of what I came looking for. I will make the remark: 
(8-33) Speaker: Tana Cawza kaaga mutAxASSiSA 
2Aktar min kida. 
"I need something more specialised 
than this. 11 
Shop Assistant: TAbCan fii lilkitaab lilli 
fArrAgtik Caleeh min suivayya, 
wi fii kamaan kitaab taani hina. 
"Of course, there is the book I 
showed you a while ago, and there 
is also another one here. " 
In the shop assistant's answerj the particle 
fii is followed 
by a NP which is definite, post-modified by a relative 
clause, 
introduced by the relative article lilli. In almost every 




case where fii can be used with a fOllowing indefinite NP, 
the structure can be converted into a similar sequence with 
a definite NP and a relative clause. This leaves us with 
one conclusion: the indefinite NP which normally follows fii 
is always post-modified by a relative clauseq in this case 
an indefinite relative clause, which d6es not require the 
presence of the relative article Tilli. The relative clause 
can be made up of any of the sfructures described by Abu 
Ssaydeh above, like any relative clause , and we do not have 
to set out describing thellinternal structure" of the NP 
following fii because in this case it will not be different 
from any other NP. fii then is a PredP expressing existence , 
which as we can see from (8-31) above can combine with 
other items partly expressing existence as well, forming 
one morphological complex item that functions in a similar 
way as fii alone. This PredP is always followed by a complex 
subject NP, consisting of a NI4+a relative clause. The . NH 
is usually indefinite, but can also be definite, depending 
on the discourse. The following pairs will illustrate 
my point: 
(8.34) a. fii Candi fuluus Caawiz lawaddiiha 
lbank. 
"There is some money I have that I would 
lil. -, e to put in the bank. " 
b. fii Candi ifuluus 2illi caawiz lawaddiiha 
lbank. 
"There is the money that I would like 
to put in the banlc. It 
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(8-35) a. fii rAAgil Caurzak Cala lbaab. 
"There is a man who wants you at the 
door. It 
b. fii rrAAgil jilli Cawzak Cala lbaab. 
"There is the man who wants you at the 
door. 11 
(8-36) a. fii kitaab Cala rrAff. 
"There is a book on the shelf. " 
b. fii ikkitaab lilli Cala rrAff. 
"There is the book on the shelf. " 
These sentences can be generated by the PSR's as copular 
structures. All of them can be preceded by the copula kaan. 
The relative clause can include a verb: 
(8-37) a. fii kamaan ilkitaab lilli ZAhAr 
. 
Timbaarik. 
"There is also the book that appeared 
yesterd4y. 11 
b. fii waakid katab fi lmawDuuC da. 
"Someone has written about this topic. It 
The same relative clauses can appear in other structures as 
well: 
(8- 38) a. ? -, -, ina 
lis-tar±it ilkitaab lilli ZAhAr 
Timbaarik. 
"I bought the book that appeared yester- 
day. " 
b. Julli Caja iv, -iahid katab fi 
lmaýiDuuC da 
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"Tell me about someone who has 
written about this topic. If 
The NP realised as NP S' is functioninm as a direct object 
in (a) and object of the preposition Cala in (b). 
Summary 
To summarise the findings of this Part II will 
make the following observations about the state of the 
elet-ýients in initial position: 
Sentence-initial NPIs can be focal or nun-focal elements . 
The latter is derived from a basic structure with the predicate 
in first position, followed by one or more arguments, by an 
obligatory rule of Topic Raising, which Chop)sky-adjoins 
a definite INP to SI. The second is derived from an underlying 
structure of an equative nature, of which one side is a 
relative structure whose --NHis moved 
to focus position 
by a clefting rule. Cleft reduction can apply to the out- 
put of this transformationj deleting the resumptive pronoun 
and the relative article. 
2. Sent enc e-ini tial predicative elements such as verbs, 
adjectives, and some prepositional phrases are 
derived 
by a rule of T-Ri ght-di sl o cation wIAch shifts an already 
raised topic to right-most position in the sentence. 
This 
rule is upward bound, and assigns focus 
to the illitial 
predicate. 
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Predicative elements geherally do not occur initially 
as non-focal elements unless they are included in the 
nominalisation of a cleft strueture. Cleft reduction is 
possible only with adverbials in this case. 
Predicates which take a complement sentence in subject 
position can be rendered sentence initial by a rule of 
Extraposition which obligatorily shifts the NP-dominated 
S to right-most position in the sentence. 
T-Subject Raising applies optionally to SO, once T- 
Topic Raising has applied to an underlying NP in objeý 
position. T-Topic Raising is made to apply to the sub- ct 
NP in the first place, no optional rule can apply to 
Other optional rules can apply to other INP's in the sentence 
but these are intrinsically ordered in order to guarantee 
the gramma-tical output to all these transformations. 
6. Raising applies to NP's unboundedly and other elements 
are front-shifted by bounded rules. Raising is recursive 
in 
the case of NPIs dominated by NPIs, what is known as 
the 
construct form in CCA. This recursion is governed 
by rules 
of anaphoricity, whereby all resumptive pronouns must 
be 
preceded by their antecedents. This is a condition on 
the 
application of the rules. 
There is a class pf predicates which must 
be lexically 
marked for the nefrative 7, pplication of 
T-Topic Raising 
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and that will accept a# indefinite NP in subject position, 
the subject in this case must follow the predicate. This is 
a limited class 
. 
which includes verbs, prepositional phrases, 
and participles. 
Focus is a feature that is assigned by a rule which is 
last cyclic. Focus is assigned to the SS by matching 
presuppositions and foci by a method of question-answer. 
Normal focus is assigned to the rightmost lexical element 
in the sentence, hence it is called end-focus. Emphatic focus 
is assigned to any other- element, unless the focus is 
specifically assigned by individual transformations. 
7. L-ii is an existential predicate -that ýmust occur -in - 
initial position , and what is known as Existential 
Sentences 
is a structure which has fii as a sentence initial predicate 




Adverbials, are an, -, element of the sentence patterns 
-examined 
in Chapter 4 which is indirectly related to rules 
of NP topicalisation, and which9therefore, will be, dealt 
with here very briefly, leaving a good deal to be covered 
by further research. What concerns th, & present analysis of 
NP movement is the fact that some adverbials are realised 
as prepositional phrases whose object is subject to T-Topic 
Raising. Besides , it is important to find out -if - the topkc- 
alisation of an adverbial does in any way further limit the 
number of possible topics in the sentence. 
Section 4-3 presents us with two types of adverbials; 
an optional type whose presence or absence does not affect 
the grammaticality of the sentence, and an obligatory type 
which can be further subdivided into two groups: the first 
functions as a predicative element (already dealt with 
in Section 5.6 and 8.2)9 and the other functions as 
adverbial complement coocurring with a subclass of verbs, 
both transitive and intransitive, and therefore considered 
to be part of the "nuclearlt structure of the sentence. 
In this section, I will be examining optional adverbials 
and the second group of the obligatory adverbials. 
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Adverbials are a heterogeneous classq encompassing 
various functions that are difficult to pinpoint to one 
precise syntactic definition. They may be "the least 
satisfactory of the traditional parts of speech" (Quirk 
e-t all 1972: 267), but more recent models of grammar have 
not been able to improve much on the picture. Adverbials 
subsume functions of such a compelling nature that they had 
to be represented in Chomsky's Aspects model under function- 
al nodes such as "Time', ', "Placelf "Manner" 9 etc. And Chomsky's 
treatment of adverbials still remains an approximation 
which left a good deal to be challenged by linguists. 
According to Chomsky, a constituency grammar is 
required to make very explicit the relationship among 
constituents and the degree of Itcohesion" that - exists 
between them. Time and Place adverbials have been noticed 
to occur freely with the verb phrase, "whereas Prepositional 
Phrases appear in much closer construction to verbs. " 
(Aspects; 101) . Chomsky introduces adverbials into the PSR's 
via three channels. VP-dominated Prepositional Phrases 
and Manner, assignable only to those verbs which can under- 
go the passive transformation, perform the function of 
Verbal Complement and by definition are involved in the 
subcategorisation of verbs. Prepositional Phrases will be 
rewritten as Direction, Duration, Place, Frequency etc-. 
Place and Time, on the other hand, are less closely 
associated with the verb and more with the category 
Auxq 
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the aspectual element in the sentenceoth-eyA4v, therefore 
assigned the position of a sister node to Aux, that is 
immediately dominated by the Predicate Phrase, and are 
said to function as VP Complements. These are not subject 
to "pseudo-passivisation", like NP's in verbal complements. 
A third class of adverbials is known as sentence 
adverbials which form a presentence unit in underlying 
structure. 
This rather sketchy approach to adverbials has been 
remarked by many linguists (See E. Bach, 1974: 1o6; R. Stock- 
well, et al, 1973: 26)! Detailed studies of adverbial func- 
tions have been ever since attempted outside the framework 
of an Aspects model (see Greenbaum, 1969; Quirk et al, 1972; 
and Vestergaard, 1976). 
9.2 Adverbial Functions 
Ve--stergaard casts a shadow on the role of syntactic 
structure in dletermining constituency in connection with 
adverbials. In his functionally oriented study, he argues 
that the constituency model in Aspects is not enough to 
account for the "degree of cohesion" that exists between 
qm4. .0 the verb and its adjuncts ý,, --, 19) Adverbial s display semantic 
1 
Stockwell sees that to decide how many adverb nodes, 
where 
to introduce them, and what is their constituent structure 
is a problem whose solution can only be 
based upon "shaky 
evidence". Similarly, Bach considers the analysis of 
adverbials as "a major problem of English syntax. 
" 
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functions that among themselves form a gradient of cohesion 
with the verb, and the dividing lines are fuzzy. Where in 
Aspects all the functions subsumed by the VP-dominated 
prepositional phrases are adverbial in natureq Vestergaard 
argues that some of these, and to varying degreest tend 
towards object function. Aspects introduces "object" into 
the PM only through the category NP dominated by VP. To 
Vestergaard, not all the prepositional phrases dominated by 
VP are adverbial. (Ibid.: 14). On the other hand, the three 
possibilities for introducing adverbials into the PM are 
not sufficient "to account for t#e range of Prepositionell 
Phrases actually occurring. Introducing new nodes is a 
"dangerous course of action, because it will seem 
arbitrary and not independently motivated. Constituency 
alone is not enough to convey the full range of preposition- 
a al phrases, including adverbial functions. ") - 
Vestergaard introduces a useful'criterion for dis- 
tinguishihg free adjuncts (VP-Complements) from bound 
adjuncts (Verbal Complements) I by means of what he calls 
a do/happen what test, -- (ibid.: 16). t which states that 
Ila verb without its verbal complements may not be the 
focus of a do/happen what sentence. " In other words, 
a prepositional phrase, and any otheradjunctfOr that 
matter, must be unacceptable outside the scope of a 
VP proform, if it is a Verbal Complement. In the light of 
this criterion, "Place" is sometimes "free", sometimes 
"bound'?, and cooccurswith 11stative verbs of 
in---ert 
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perception and cognition" such as "know" only in the 
past tense. This makes"Placella context with respect to 
which verbs are subcategorised, therefore a VP-dominated 
category. (Ibid. ) By this test, Directional phrases 
remain Verbal Complements, but Frequency and Durational 
phrases are "free". So is Manners although it may seem 
to be more closely tied to the verb by restrictions that 
do not apply to Time, for example. Vestergaard concludes 
that there are functions not derivable from constituency 
alone and these functions are relevant to syntactic 
phenomena. 
For my immediate purpose, I will have to assume 
a clear-cut division between object-like and adverbial 
functions on the one handq the former falling outside the 
scope of the present section; and on the other, I will 
overlook Vestergaard's (justified) claim for the necessity 
of adding new nodes to express the gradient nature of 
adverbial cohesion with the verb, adhering instead to 
Chomsky's standard nodes for introducing adverbials into 
the PM. However, I will make use of the above mentioned 
criterion in distinguishing between Verbal Complements 
and free adverbials. Verbal Complements 
"may occur out- 
side the scope of a do/happen what proform only 
if (a 
representative of) the adjunct is repeated 
in the answer 
(or identifying) clause. " (Vestergaard, ibid.: 
132). Verbs 
11 
have substituted this term for vp 
Complements as in the 
present grammar, VP is not assumed to 
be a constituent. 
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tolerate this detachment from their adjuncts with varying 
I degrees of acceptlbility. In the light of Halliday's 
criterion for distinguishing "central" participants I using 
a pseudocleft form in which the verb alone is identifier, 
the identifier verb is obligatorily followed by-a pronoun 
coreferential with the object NP. (1968, Part 111: 196): 
What NI did to N was V Pro-N 
This similarity in behaviour shows th, P, affinity in syntactic 
status between such obligatory constituents as objects and 
what we have come to call Verbal Complement. Structures 
that respond positively to this criterion will constitute 
the obligatory category of Verbal Adverbial Complements. 
In CCA, there is a limited class of verbst mainly positional, 
directional 
1 
and existential verbs, that take such complements; 











2-ittagah "head for" 
wASAl "arrive" 
nATT "jumpff 
Lyons classes these cortiplements 
TADDA "spend (time)" 
xass "enter" 
rAAk Itgoll 
as ff nuclear" elementsl 
and Quirk regards them as one of the obligatory clause 
eleinents. 
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Applying the above criterion to constructions 
containing some of 
.. 
the above verbs, and other constru-tions c 
with free adverbials, will Yield the following results: 
1) a. huwiva wASAl iskindiriyya 2issaaCa 
xamsa. 
"He arrived in Alexandria at five o'clock. " 
b. *lilli Camalu fi skindiriyya 2innu wASAl 
lissaaCa xamsa. 
"What he did in Alexandria was arrive at 
five o'clock. " 
2) a. huiqwa daxal fi lfAS1 min 9LLwayya. 
"He entered the class a while ago. 11 
b. *? illi Camalu fi lfASI Tinnu daxal min 
suwayya, 
"What he did in the class was enter a while 
ago. 11 
(9-3) a. mahammad Caas- fi ngiltirA xamas siniin. 
I'M lived in England f or f ive years. 11 
b. Tilli Camalu fi ngiltirA Tinnu Caas 
xamas siniin. 
"What he did in England was live for five 
years 0 11 
(9.4) a. huwwa kATT -Tijgawaab 
Cala lmaktab. 
"He put the letter on the desk. 
" 
b. *2illi Camalu Cala linaktab huwwa linnu 
I-AATT iggawaab. 
1 
For a detailed discussion of Directional 
verbs in CCA, 
see Mallawany 1981: 138- 
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"What he did on the desk was put the book. 11 
(9.5) a. huwwa biykibb yiTADDi iSSeef fi skindiriyya. 
itHe likes to spend the summer in Alexandria. 11 
b. *?. illi biykibb yiCmilu fi skindiriyya 
huwwa linnu yilADDJ SSeef. 
"What he likes to do in Alexandria is 
spend the summer. " 
(9.6)a. Cadad ilmuSAyyifiin biyziid CA-SArA himiyy-eL 
kt&kk sana fi skindiriyya. 
"The number of tourists increases by 
ten percent each year in Alexandria. " 
Tilli biyikSAl fi skindiriyya kull 
sana 2innu Cadad ilmuSAyyifiin biyziid 
CAgArA fi lmiyya. 
"What happens in Alexandria each year is 
that the number of tourists increases by 
ten percent. " 
(9-7) a. -Tilmudarris 
2. aam bitAgruba fi lfAS1. 
"The teacher made an experiment in the 
classroom. " 
b. Tilli Camalu Imudarris fi IfAS1 huwwa 
linnu Taam bitAgruba., ' 
"What the teacher did in the rl. assroom 
was make an experimentOll 
(9.8) a. huwwa daras Tibb fi ngiltirA. 
"Ile studied medicine in England. 
" 
lilli Camalu fi ngiltirA Tinnu daras 
Tibb . 
"What he did in England was study medicine. 
11 
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(9.9) a. huwwa katab ilgawaab Ca-la lmaktab. 
"He w-r6te the letter on the desk, t' 
b. 
-Tilli Carnalu Cala lmaktab huwwa linnu 
Icatab gawaab. 
"Whiat he did on the desk was write a letter. " 
Adverbial functions subsumed by Verbal Complements 
are Direction, Place, Path, Purpose, and I will include 
duration for verbs such as Caa-sl listanna "wait", TaCad: 
(9.10) a. huwwa Caa-s yj*Li-g3*- mi3it sana. 
"He lived for nearly a hundred years. It 
b. Tana T; staneetak rubC saaCa. 
waited for you for a quarter of an hour. " 
c. Tana 2aCatt sAhr wunuSS min giir ; al2a. 
"I stayed half a month without acccmnodation. " 
Functions subsumed by free adjuncts are Time, Duration, 
Frequency, Reason, Measurement, Epithet or subject adjunct, 
Manner, Place, Instrument, Means, Havingg Comitative, and 
Beneficial. 
9.3 Adverb Movement 
The mob/'lity of adverbials and their abilitY 
to shift 
to sentence initial position seems to interadt with 
these 
functions, yielding varying degrees of accept4bility 
in 
the different cases. Topicalisatipn will, thereforel 
depend 
on the degree of cohesion between the verb and 
its adjunct: 
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cohesion will depend on the verb class and the function of 
the adverb. But function as such cannot be det ermined by 
constituency alone. This circularity definitely creates a 
problem. As it is difficult to accommodate functional 
concepts in an Aspects model, it will not be possible for 
transformations to identify the relevant structures which 
.1 should provide an explicit 
index for them to apply. An 
attempt to overcome this sort of problem is a formidable 
task by any standards, a task far beyond the objective of 
this study. It has up to this date proved unapproachabla and 
no extensive coverage has yet been achieved, My task here 
will simply be to suggest a rule for shifting adverbials 
to initial position in the spantence, hinting at the various 
degrees of acceptability that I may be able to spot, hoping 
that by doing so I may be inducing some future research 
which may throw more light on this problem in CCA. 
Adverbials in CCA can be realised as adverbs (hina 
11hereff, dilwa.? ti "now", ficlan "in fact'll etc. ); preposition- 
al phrases (fi ddurg "in the drawer", Cand ilbaab "near the 
door", biSArAAkAII (lit,, )with frankness; frankly); NPIs 
(2innAhArDA 11today", -TissaaCa xamsa 
"at five O'clock", 
bukra "tomorrow") and these are similar to what 
Bolinger 
calls "substantive adverbs", ok adverbs that name a place 
or a time (1965: 306); and clauses 
(lamma yJLigi t1when he 
comes". makaan ma Tult "where you toldýme) 
to"): 
lamma giina kaanit bitildcallim 
CArAbi 
kuwayyjLs, dilwalti nisyitLk* 
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I* , 1%%en we first came, she could speak 
Arabic well, now she has forgotten it4I 11 
Certain functions tend to be realised more frequently in 
one form rather than another: NP's tend to realise Time 
and Direction rather than Place for example; Place is 
mostly realised as prepositional phrases, whereas clauses 
cover a large number of functions also covered by other 
categories. 
Adverbials in initial position, like other elements, 
acquire positional emphasis which in some cases is obligator- 
ily accompanied by focal emphasis, i. e'. 
_some 
adverbials moved 
to this position mustbe assigned focus. 
1 Adverbials do 
have proforms (hinaak "there", hina "here", saCitha "then", 
etc. ) and these can act resUmptively in adverbial movement. 
The unbounded R-Rules have been applied to NP's 
above. We have already stated that Postal (1974) divides 
bounded rules into two types: a rule that moves the element 
across just one S boundary and another that is clause -' 
It has already been hoticed that prepositional phrases 
can always be fronted with emphasis (H. T. Carwell and J. 
Svartvik, 1969: 46). This fact is true of CCA to a large 
degree, and this may not lead to any conclusions as to 
the correlation between adverb *movement and the constituent 
structure of the adverb itself. Ross (1968: 169) notes 
that 
elements adjoined to the left of a variable are 
idiosyncratic, 
for the rules that move them are sometimes boundedq sometimes 
unbounded. Ross sees that such unbounded rules Are not 
derived from"Topicalisation" but from Cleft Sentences by 
deletion. In CCA such a concept is difficult 
to apply because 
Cleft structures cannot have an adverbial element 
in focus. 
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internal. Adverbs in this analysis will be seen to move 
by the first type of bounded rules. But in CCA, the 
boundary across w-hich adverbs move is stricItly that of s,. 
SI can be a Comment S I, a relative clause or an adverbial 
clause. 
In the case of a Comment S19 adverbials are . front- 
shifted to become sister nodes to NP St, as shown in 
(9.12) a. Tana Tabiltu mbaarik. 
"I met him yesterday". 
b. SS 
comp comp 
St Adv St NP 
Aux Pred Aav Aux- Pred 
I 
Pas t 
V Pro NP V Pro NE 
Tana Past labil O-u 
\ 
aarik limbaarik tan_ d1t-p 
p 
As such they are raised across the S' boundary. 
In 
Comment 
(9-13) the adverb is raised across a relative clause 
boundary 
leaving the proform hinaak behind: 
(9-13) a. lilCArAbi. yyAAt Tilli, fi lk-uweet 
k-ullaha 
yabaani. 
" The cars in Kuwait are all 
Japanese. " 




"(lit. ) In Kuwait all the-cars that (are) 
there (are) Japanese. " 
(9.14) a. lana lAriit kull ilkutub lilli Cala rrAff. 
"I read all the books on the shelf. " 
b. * Cala rrAff kull ilkutub lilli hinaak 
TAritha. 
"(lit. ) On the-shelf all the-books that 
are there I-read-them. 11 
Similarly in a subordinate clause of adverbial function, 
which in this grammar is S the same thing can happen: 
(9-15) fi lundun Tana kaTTiSil bilmaktab lawwil 
mawSAl hinaak. 
"In London, I will contact the office as 
soon as I arrive there. 11 
once more the underlined proform replaces the front-shifted 
adverbial of Place fi lundu-n. Adverbs then can be raised 
from embedded relative SO at varying degrees of acceptability , 
as shown in (8.13)-(8.14) above; they can be raised from 
subordinate adverbial clauses, and from the Comment SI. 
AdverLs, howeverg cannot be raised from a complement 
sentence, that is S. Any such movement results in un- 
grammaticality., as shown in (9.16); in fact, they cannot be 
moved in any direction at all across an S boundary: 
(9.16) a. Tuul Cuniri baklam linni IAIADDi 
leela 
fi SSAkArA. 
All my lif eI have been dreaming of spen 
ing 
a night in the desert. " 
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*. Tana baklam linni TATADDi leela fi SSAkArA 
Tuul Cumri. 
c, *fi SSAkArA Tuul Cumri baklam Tinni IAIADDi 
leela. 
The place from which an adverbial has been shifted 
cannot 
. 
always be resumed. The only prof orms are hina, hinaak 
(Place) and saCitha (Time) as illustrated in (9-13 b) 
(9.15) and (9-17), but some cases as (9.14 b) are unaccept- 
able: 
(9-17) lamma tigibli Tilli TAlAbtu saCitha laddiik 
ilfuluus. 
"When you bring me everything I have ordered, 
then I can give You the money*" 
In case there is no resumptive proform, its dependency, 
not explicitly marked, will have to be interpreted from 
its surface position. This is perhaps why adverbs are confined 
in their movement within S boundaries unless like sentence 
adverbs (see below) they have sentential scope and their 
position will in no way affect their dependency. Adverbials 
are shifted to front position by a bounded rule for this 
reason. 
Before moving on to formalising the rule, 
I will 
first have to introduce Adv into the basic structure mf 
the grac. imar. The PSR (4.44) will be expanded as 
following: 
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(9.18) sIr, Comp S' (Adv) 
St ) Aux Pred (Adv) 
Pred V NP (PrepP)(PrepP), 
PredP NP (Adv) 
The Adv sister node to S' isuoptional 'category and will be 
discussed next under Sentence Adverbials. These are not 
tied to any particular constituent in the sentence; i, n 
fact they have q sentential scope which is evident- in 
the functional criteria employed by Vestergaard (Ibid.: 45) 
to distinguish such adverbials frorp other adverbials in the 
sentence. These criteria are expressed in terms of entailment: 
a sentence containing a non-role playing element (Sentence 
Adverbial) will entz- .U any of the following: 
Adverb it is rue that S. 
the easel 
2. S. This is rue Adverb. 
the case) 
S. This is Adjective (derived from the Adverb). 
1 
Such entailment can be borne out only by th-e fact that 
these adverbs have the whole sentence as their scope, and 
this will justifY their sister adjunction to S.!,, which 
is 
0 
the basic predication in the sentence. 
Because of their sentential scope, what 
Stockwell 
calls "predicating over propo sitions"? 
Sentence Adverbials 
1 
The form of this entailment has been modified 
to accommodate 
all the realisation forms of adverbials, not only 
preposition- 
al phrases which, are Vestergaard's main concern. 
As far as 
my judgment goes , there is nothing 
in his criteria that can 
prevent them from applying to adverbs generally. 
3-13- 
are typically placed in initial Position 
1: 
this gives 
them both precedence and Positional emphasis. The 
prepositional phrase biSArAAkA "frankly" is readily in- 
terpreted as a sentence adverbial when occurring in 
initial position, but when sentence final, it is an epithet: 
(9.19) a. biSArAAkA Tana Tult rAlyi limakammad. 
"Frankly I told M my point of view. 11 
b. lana 2-ult rAlyi limakammad biSArAAkA. 
"I told M my point of view frankly, " 
In (b) the prepositional phrase is a subject adjunct, unless 
heavily marked by a pause and low pitch. 
Sentence Adverbials are either 
_attitudinal, 
meaning, 
"I can juAge the situation by saying ... about it" or they 
could be style adverbials meaning "I can say... about my 
attitude to the s: Ll7uation, It or they could have a connective 
function. Examples are: 
(9.20) 
Cala lCumuum "generally" 
Cumuuman "in general" 
bilmunasba 'line-identally" 
filhaala di "in this case" 
biSArAAhA t1frankly" 
biTAbiiCit ilkaal "by the nature of things" 
Sentential scope is a property of initial elements 
in 
general. In lana suft makammad fi 1! 
tutubiis "I saw NI on 
the bus" it is M alone who could'be on 
the bus. But in 
fi llutubiis lana suft makammad 1 it means 
that both of 
us were on the bus. (Also see Magretta, 





rubbAmA "perhaps It 
Cala f ikra "by the way" 
TAbCAn "of course" 
bimaCna -TAAxAr "in other words" 
katman "definitely" 
. Tasaasan "basically" 
fiClan "in fact, actuallylt 
lawwalan "first" 
filhaiii-Ta "truly'. in fact" 
wibaCdeen "then, next" 
2. axiirAn "lastly" 
kamaan "also, too" 
masalan "for example" 
maCa zaalik "however" 
Cala Tayy kaal "at any rate" 
fi nafs ilwa2t "meanwhile" 
Casaan kida "therefore" 
bil. TiDAAfA lkida "furthermore, besides" 
wiCaleeh "consequently" 
birrAgm min kida "nevertheless" 
bArdu "still" 
min nakya tanya "on the other hand" 
(9.21) a. filkaliiia huwwa lmACrAD biyDumm sitta 
wxamsiin Camal fanni. 
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"In fact, the exhibition consists Of fifty 
six works of art. " 
b. biSArAAhA Tuul malihna binitnaali- s biTTAriiia 
di mi; kaniwSAl likall. 
"Frankly,, as long as we keep discussing 
things in this manner, we will never reach 
a solution. It 
These adverbials which roughly correspond to what Quirk labels 
"disjunctst' (Ibid.: 268) and characterises as being not in- 
tegrated in the structure of the sentence, are highly mobile 
and in cases like (9.19) are best preposed to avoid 
ambiguity. When they appear initially, they are usually 
intonationally set off from the rest of the clause. 
Syntactically, they are distinguished from other adverbials 
by being uninvolved in the sentence processes, such as 
negation and interrogation. 
Free adverbials can be the focus of negation and 
interrogation in the sentence (Vestergaardsibid.: 269; 
Ouirk et al, ibid.: 422). According to Quirk, they are 
more integrated into the structure of the sentence, but 
this statement is left unqualified in any way and 
the 
degrees of integration are not dealt with in 
his grainmar. 
But he defines the semantic effect of adjuncts 
(free 
adverbials): a free adverbial means"the subject was 
in a 
state of ... when the action 
took place7 or the action was 
doy)ý,., in ... a manner , 
in... place, at ... time, etc. 
" In 
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Aspects, these are seen to be connected With the aspectual 
element in the Verb Phrase, and the node is introduced 
in our case in the rewrite of St as a sister of Aux. It 
is optionalg and the rule will predict that it can occur with 
both types of sentences: verbal and copular. 
The (PrepP) Is in the rewrite of Pred will account 
for the cases mentioned in Section 4.3 above, and these 
to my knowledge cannot exceed two: one of them is an in- 
direct object Ivith the preposition li-: 
(9.22) a. huiviva samak Jibnu bil, -curuug 
"He allowed his son to go out. 11 
b. huiviva wASSA li-tawlaadic bikull ittirka. 
"He bequeathed everything to his sons. 11 
c. I-ana baxaaf Cala 2-ibni min ikl: ilaab. 
"(lit. ) I fear for my son from dogs. " 
The Adv node subsumes all the functions of Verbal -Adverbial , 
Complements and in all their realisation forms. Its optional- 
ity results from the fact that, as I have already noted above, 
this category occurs with a limited subset of positional, 
existential and directional verbs. 
As the rule predicts, this category cooccurs only 
with structures contiiining verbs and has 
the same status 
as all the other elements involved in 
the subcategorisation 
of the verb. 
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90391 Adverb Raising 
As was noted above, Adverb Raising is a bounded 
rule. There is no way that the underlined adverbials in 
(9.23 a-b) can be seen to modify any element in the 
lower S. It can only modify the matrix clause: 
(9.23) a. iimbaarik Tana 5L,, ult limakammad yigiib 
2-ilkitaab. 
"Yesterday I asked M to briAg the book. 
b. 2innAhArDA Cirift linn issikirteera 
fi 5tagaaza. 




Cirif t linn. issikirteera l'i 
lagaaza. 
"Tomorrow I learned that the secretary is 
on holiday. " 
d. lana Cirift linn issikirteera fi lagaaza 
2innAhArDA. 
"I learned that the secretary has a day 
off today. " 
While the adverbial in (A) and (b) determines the 
time of 
my asking and my learning respectively, 
(d) can only 
mean that the secretary is away today and the point 
in 
time of my learning about it is not determined, 
(c) how- 
ever is unacceptable due to the inconipatibilit)r of 
the 
tense of the ntain clause verb and the 
time indicated by 
the adverb. The case of (r-) cz, 11not be 
improved by placing 
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emphasis on bukra as Ross sug.,, ý,; ests the case is in English 
(1968: -168). Adverbs in this case cannot be raised even 
when made emphatic: in both cases emphatic or non-emphatic, 
adverbs are fronted by a bounded rulo; which operates 
across S' boundaries only ILncL daughter-adjoins the 
topicalised. adverb to St Which is immediately dominated 0 
by S. As is, tae cas6 with other topicalised elements, such 
a movement will affect the communicative structure of the 
sentence and the pairing of questions and ansivers. 
(9.24) T-Adverb Raising 
Comp X ADV 
si 12 




Sentence Adverbials will be daughter adjoined to S, while 
other adverbials will be similarly adjoined to S'. 
Postal (1974: 105-6), following Ross's suggestion 
of dividing environmentg into weak and strong islands, re- 
garding unbbunded rules of extraction, and dividing the 
rules themselves into weak and strong rulesi states that 
"while some contexts are islands for all extraction rules, 
others block only rules of weak strength. "(Ibid.: 
165). 
Adverb movement as he sees it seems to fall within 
the 
category of"weak rules" which normally 
does not allow 
extraction from S. But in CCA as in English 
there exists 
"believe, think" , a clas-ý, of verbs, of which -TiCtA, clAd 
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Caaz "want", waCad "promise'll Zann "suspect", 
TiftAkAr "think", IinTAZAr "expectit, TASAd "meant". are 
examples of verbs which take sentence complements as 
"weak islands" therefore permitting the raising of adverbials 
from the lower S to the higher S: 
(9.25) a. fi lkaala di_ ! tACtAqid Tinnu laazim 
ii sa . 
"In this case I think that he must win. It 
b. yoo. m ilxamiis TAZunn linnu kaykuun 
SACb Caleeh lirmu yiigi. 
"On Thursday, I think it will be 
difficult for him to come. 
In (9.25 a-b) the underlined adverbial can be said to 
modify the verbs yiksab and Xiigi in the sentence complement. 
In other cases like (9.26), the raised adverbS cannot remain 
constituents of the lowor S and their constituency and scope 
of modification changes once moved to front position: 
26) a,, linnAhArDA 2ana TAJAbt minnu yikallim 
ilm, udiir. 
"Today I a-. ý; ked him to speak to the 
manager. " 
b. y fi llqaala 
di 2ArfuD linnu yisaafir. 
I'In this case I refuse to let him 
leave. 11 





Free adverbials will topicalise both as emphatic 
and non-emphatic elements, at different degrees of 
acceptability. At one end of the scale is Time. In (9.27) 
the underlined Time adverbial has been shifted to initial 
position once with topical emphasis and once with both 
topical and focal emphasis, quite acceptably; 
(9.27) a. 2imbaarik -? 
ilmAt; littaggil. 
"Yesterday the match was postponed. " 
b. 2imbaarik Tilmats 2it2aggil. 
Place behaves similarly: 
(9.28) a. fi mASr ? iSSeef kArr. 
"In Eg 
, -, 
ypt the summer is hot. " 
b. fi mASr TiSSeef IqArr. 
Reason and Beneficial do the same. Bub Duration, 
Frequency, Measurement, Manner, Epithet, Instrument, 
Measurement and Comitative must be assigned focus in 
I 
initial position. Having is very awkward, almost un- 
acceptable, when topicalised: 
(9.29) a. 2-ana T-istanneetak saaCa kamla. 
Atiya (1976: 140) also remarks that such verbs allow 
raising of Negative without chang 'of meaning, unlike -ý: > ,e I- f active verbs such as Cirif "know", -Taal 
"say", lidda 
"give" Certain Ne,, 
-,, 
ative Adverbs which occur only 
in 
, ative environni, -ýnt such as 
Tabadan "never", bilmArrA n e, - 
'1nt,:, verII occur in coi-, ipleirient sentences of such verbs v., 
hen 
the t--iatrix is nogate(. 11 as evidence, 
to the fact that -11--eg 
I- 
h, i. s been raised: i-jiaftil--irs 
linnaha hatiCrilil kida 7abadan 
I "I don't think she will ever do ttl3t-" 
0-31) ýekvd- e)LeVA 
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"I waited for you for a whole hour. " 
b. saaCa kamla 2ana listanneetak. 
(9.30)a. littalg saak bisurCA. 
"The snow melted quickly. " 
b. bisurCA littalg saak. 
(g.. Sl)a. huivwa misaafir biTTAyyAArA. 
_ 
"He is travelling by plane. " 
b. biTTAyyAArA huunva misaafir. 
(9-32) a. daxal Caleena biXAbAr muhimm. 
"He entered with important news. " 
b. bixAbAr muhimm daxal Caleena. 
Verbal complements can be topicalised only in very 
special contexts as focal elements, and even then they 
are rated marginal by native speakers. 
1 It is with 
difficulty that contexts can be found where the topicalisa- 
tion of Verbal Complement is adequately motivated. 
(9-33) fi ddurg Tana hATTeet ilkitaab. 
11 (It is) in the drawer (that) I put the 
book. 11 
Most NPis dominated by Adv will topicalise by 
T-Topic Raising or T-Object RaisinS, provided 
their 
position can be re, iumed: 
1 Mallawany (1981. ' 157) notes that "unlike other adverbialss 
the adverbial clause of purpose following a 
motion verb 
(Direction) cannot occur in initial position, not 
even 
when Calagaan be made expliciO 
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(9-34) a. TingiltirA huwwa Caa-s f iiha xamas 
siniin. 
"(lit. ) England he lived in-it five 
- years. It 
b. ? iTTAriiTA di huwwa mumkin yixAllAS 
bilha -suglu fi YcL&m waakid. 
"(lit. ) This way he can finish with-it 
his work in one day. 
wiladha hiyya bitiCmil Tilmustakiil 
Casanhum. 
"(lit. ) Her children she does the 
impossible for them. " 
d. ?. ilCASAAyA di huwwa biyim; i biiha Cala 
Tuul. 
"(lit. ) Thi. s stick he walks with-it all the 
time. 11 
Only objedts of prepositions can leave a pronominal copy, 
and so adverbial phrases of Time and its related category of 





As to how many Topics a sentence of CCA can have, 
we have already discussed the recursiveness of 
T-Topic 
Raising in the case of construct NP's. The limit on such 
a recursion is grammatically unrestricted 
by syntactic 
criteria. Any limitation is due to reasons of performance. 
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As to how many topicalisation rules can apply to any 
one sentence, the above discussion suggests that only 
three NPIs can be resumed in Post-verbal position in 
any given sentence. (Note that in the case of recursion 
mentioned above, resumption is in preverbal position; see 
Section 7.3 ). To these, a number of raised adverbs 
can be added: 
(9-35) fi lwaaqiC bistimrAAr fi TTAbiiCA 2illun 
il-TAxDAr willazral biAla2ihum munsagimiin maCa 
bACD . 
"In fact always in nature the colours blue and 
green are to be found in perfect harmony. " 
The number of raised adverbs of one category, however , 
is governed by a special hierarchical order (see Quirk 
et al, 1972: 476); this is defined by a kind of subordinate 
relation among the topicalised elements: 
(9-36)1: 4, tissanaadi fi SSeef 2ana nawya laaxud 
lagaaza TAiviila. 
"This year in summer I intend to have a 
long vacation. " 
b. fissaariC Tilli gayy Cala nnASyA Cand 
2is4lArit ilmuruur lqatlaali yAfTA kamra 
kibiira huwwa da linahall. 
"In the next street, on the corner at 
the 
traffic lights you will find a big red sign: 
this is the shop. " 
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9.5 A Note On Tnterrogation 
It was noted earlier that the imimediate purpose of 
this study is an analysis Of topicalisation in declarative 
sentences. and that imperatives and interrogatives are not 
at issue. It is I however, in the interest of the present 
analysis to present as much supporting data as 
possible to the rules suggested. Interrogatives seem to 
offer -. this support and therefore I will here give a 
brief note of how interrogatives behave in the light of 
the rules suggested above. Yes-No questionýknown as 
polar interrogatives in CCA can be distinguished from 
statements by the intonational contour; no question-word 
or special word order is involved, and therefore this type 
will not be dealt with here; as it does not offer any 
kind of syntactic contrast based on the application of 
movement rules. Non-polar questions are of interest 
because 
they utillse question words which are affected 
by movement 
rules. 
Question words in CCA include the following: 














Tizzaay "howl' F+ Manneý] 
leeh Ilxvhyll + Purpose/ 
I 
Reason 
limta "when" 1+ Time] 
feen "where" C+ Place] 
kaam "how many" E+- Numeraý 
Some of these can be preceded by prepositions, forming 
complex question words x,, 7hich can perform various functions 
performed by prepositional phrasesj such as Adverbiall 
Beneficiary, etc. Question words will normally occur 
in the position of the element marked for question 
in the underlying structure of the sentence. No particular 
movement rule is required for question formation, as is 
the case in English, for example%' where. according to 
1 Schwartz (1975) observes that verb initial languages have 
verb fixed positions and so it is not likely that the verb 
will move. All the rules suggested in this study involve 
no verb movement, and this fact can be used to support the 
view that CCA structure is basically verb initial. Schwartz 
also adds, that declarative and interrogative orders in VSO 
languages are the same. 'Whereas Wh-movement collapses both 
VSO and SVO types, _ýn 
SS, Yes-No questions do not; verb 
fronting is consistent with SVO. Once more, CCA seems to 
display VSO qualities in this connection because no verb 
movement is involved in Yes-No questions and both 
interroga-13 
tive and declarative orders are identical. 
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Halliday, this may be done to preserve the modal in- 
formation that depends upon the order of subject and 
finite verb4 In CCA the modal distinction between question 
and statement is not carried out by the word order; it is 
exclusively leAical and intonational. 
The following examples illustrate the possible 
alternative positions of question words, with (a) sentences 
showing the uninarked positions of the underline. 0 Q-elements 
and (b) sentences showing the Positionally marked alterna- 
tive: 
(9-37) a. -Tinta labilt miin 2innAhArDA? 
111,1hom did you meet today? " 
b. miin 2illi 2intu Tabiltu linnAhArDA? 
*miin 2inta labiltu TinnAhArDA? 
(9.38) a. malqammad Camal ? eeh fillimtahaan? 
1114liat did M do in the exam? " 
b. 2eeh -Tilli malqammad 
Camalu fil2imthaan? 
ce *. Teeh makammad Camala fil2imtahaam? 
(9-39) a. 2eeh 2AxxArAk? 
I'Vihat delayed you? " 
b. 2-keh lilli JAxxArAk? 
Z,.., Ax, -cArAk 2ceh? 
(9.40) a. T.; nta -TitlAxxArt 
leeh? 
"Why are you late? " 
b. lech Tinta JjtjAxxArt? 
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(9.41) a. kat-saaf ir 2-imta? 
"When will you leave? " 
b. Timta hatsaafj-. r? 
(9.42) a. Tilgawaab fe6n? 
"Where is the letter? " 
b. feen ilgawaab? 
(9.43) a. sibt is--UnTA Cand miin? 
"(lit. ) At whom did you leave the suitcase? 
"Where did you leave the suitcase? " 
b. Cand miin sibt i-ss-AnTA? 
(9.44)a. bitiftak i-s-sAnTA lizzaay? 
"How do you open the suitcase? " 
b. lizzaay bitif tak - is-s-AnTA? 
In all the above sentences, the Q-word is the 
element bearing sentence stress. It is always the element 
with the intonation focus. In (9-37) the Q-word is the 
Direct Object of the verb, and it is positioned in the 
place where the Direct Object will appear, Pnmarkedly, 
in the answer: 
lana labil ilCarniid. 
"I met the Dean0l' 
14hen optionally shifted to front PositiOý19 
it functions 
as the focus of a cleft structure where the rest of 
tfie 
sentence has undergonc a process of Tiominalisation 
j. receded by the rel,. )tive article -Tilli. 
(C) il 
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ungrammatical because according to the. rules of topicalisa- 
tion discussed above, an initial NP bearing sentence focus 
can only appear in a cleft structure. The Q-word in (9-37)- 
(9-39) behave in exactly the same way that is predicted 
by the rules of NP topicalisation: (9-39a) is the case where 
Cleft Reduction has applied. I will not enter the discussion 
of why Cleft Reduction cannot apply in the first two cases 
as this discussion is bound to be as brief as possible. 
(9-39C) is the result of the application of TZi ght-di s location. 
leeh, 2imta, feen are Q-words that replace elements 
of adverbial function and these are subject to the rule of 
Adverb Raising, and can be fronted as focal elements subject 
I 
to the condition of boundedness, which was discussed 
in connection with the topicalisation of adverbials. 
I have earlier referred to the insignificance of 
Wh-movement -to CCA: my discussion of 
Relative Clause 
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